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PREFACE

After fift)’ )e.irs Uljssa still presents itself is the most difficult

of entertaining nos els, and tlic most entertaining of difficult

ones To read it is not enough, one must read it witli un-

ivonted attention, ind read it again Even then it keeps some

of Its mysteries jo) cc’s purposes in the book ire not nearly so

public as might be expected from his having helped Stuart

Gilbert to write a book-long commentarjj^on it, or from

his having supplied Frank Budgen vv ith much material on its

composition To divulge his means was one thing, his mean-

ing another

That he'should have written Ulysses as a comedy went back

to a decision of early youth He had made some effort to write

tragedy m tlie manner of Ibsen, but concluded that comedy

was his true mode He liked comedy both in its larger sense

of negotiating the reconciliation of forces, and in its more

immediate sense of provoking laughter Sympathy and incon-

gruity were his gregarious substitutes for pity and terror To

Joyce tragedy centred in privation, comedy in possession,

tragedy in lamentation, comedy in joy, tragedy in dlitism,

comedy in democracy The comic method might take varied

forms, malapropism or epigram, rolypoly farce or distant

satire, parody or mock-heroics But all its means must coal-

esce in a view which, in early life at least, Joyce was willing

to call his faith

About this faith he wrote to Lady Gregory at the age of

twenty, ‘though I seem to have been driven out of my
country here as a misbeliever I have found no man yet with

XI



PREFACE

a faith like mine'. It wa. not a subject on which, being a
reticent man, he was likely to dilate; but in a letter of ,912,
as well as in the ending of A Portrait of the Art.st as a Youna

Joyce spoke of himself as one of those trying to instil a

Chn u
‘wretched race’. The faith was not

rworouT’
>"^titutional, but it had its own

creatmua^H
" rnanner his books were conceived ascreating and measuring social value

thi?'e«elT Portrait are to

by na^Znr"™"" T" "^-k-was achieved

Hero to the f I
®’'pcriences described m Stephen

tbe later book'^wll^ore'^*'*'^
immediately relevant;

afford a place to alTtharjl:^^^^^^^^^ “7’ 7“'^

W/ssaswasmfactdesl^rdtoT'^^77* ^

encyclopedias and dictonaries"U 7English, as it takes in words from 1

“ *"

expressive stances As its t fl

^ Periods, social levels,

works of western culture k
^ it makes the major

tary to it as it is tributarv m^?^^^^
Odyssey, tribu-

ofwestern history and oL ''t™
’ “ “arks the outlines

bent upon creating a corned”*” k \ Jo^oe was
Dante’s - he thought d,v

^7^^’ ™*oot being divine like

complexity of a mLielalm i
" ~

^ tecent writer on To u
a no point ,n looking17 years there
'kat -hich I propose^LT" « - jnst

1 aspect, - all good myV, ^aa four^
narrative of Stephen’s

estr,

^ '-syeral: this is the
' ff'oom’s

infidelity, the m
“2®“ont from Mulligan. Molly

• ““m to the Blo!m7™
7‘“S Bloom and Ste^he;, theJBouse and eventual parting nte thread

xil
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PREFACE

IS thin but sufficient for a new odyssey in whicli most ofthe ad-

ventures occur inside the mind The second aspect is etjucalr

involving certain discriminations between desirable and un-

desirable life The third is aesdictic, and presents a relationship

between art and nature, as between art and morality The last

is anagogic, the ultimate justification of existence The book

concludes witli an absorption of the first three levels into the

fourth To unite this lofty purpose with the most ordinary

circumstances jojee engaged the extravagances of comedy^

He began less than two jears after he left Dublin in his self-

imposed and self-titled exile In September 1906 he wrote to

his brother from Rome tliat he would add to Dubliners a new

stor)', ‘Ulysses’, about a man named Hunter Six weeks later

he still planned to do it, but had ‘too many cares at present’

Then m Februarj 1907 he announced that ‘Uljsses’ ‘never

got any forrader than tlie title’, although it could still be

written ‘if circumstances were favourable’ They did not

become so for seven years, but in that Biblical span bits and

pieces of his life in Dublin, modified by his absence from

Dublin m Trieste, were slowly magnetized

The actual composition of Ulysses began in 19 14, a bumper

year, for Joyce at any rate, in which he also drafted his play

Exiles, published Dubliners, wrote his prose poem Giacomo

Joyce, and completed the last two chapters of A Portrait of the

Artist He ended this book with events which in his life had

occurred at the beginning of December 1902, though he re-

dated them to flowery spring rather than to barren winter^

His two Pans sojourns, and the months from his return to

Dublin in April 1903 until his departure m October 1904,

converge into Ulysses This penod appeared aimless to others,

but It had the virtue or incubating his decision to leave Ire-

land for good Looking backward at these months, he could

Xlll



PREFACE

see

m
- three incidents, above all, as generative clusters, integral

his development and in his plans for his fiction.

The first of these in time was his meeting with Nora Bar- O'

nacle on a Dublin street. They agreed to meet again, but she
failed to show up. A letter of Joyce, written on June,
regrets her failure and asks her to name another night. That
they first walked out together on i6 June is reasonably cer-
tain In later life Mrs Joyce referred to 1

6

June as the day that
she and her husband had first met

;

she knew the date of Ul/sses
had been chosen m relation to her, but either forgot or pre-
erred to veil that it pertamed to a more momentous inter-

their first While Joyce incorporated some aspects
o is \vife into Molly Bloom, and granted both her and her
ns and a tender memory of a day m their courtship, he did
not othei^se mutate in his book this rendezvous. Yet he
centred Bloomsday’ on that date
Two subsequent events of the same period receive in

Iovce>r''" r‘ draws upon

a plan of living with T ^ formed

hadhaS air seventy-four which the British

to foresJl a

aytnhohcd3 r be a

called the totH "IT^
Delphi) ‘was to be the T that of

Joyce’s play Exiles the he
® ° neo-paganism’

; and in

tion which aspired to be ‘th
habita-

'^cgarty l^ed the 1 1*'^’ -/
ower m August, but by that time



PREFACE

Joyce’s relations with him were stramed by a broadside, ‘The

Holy Office’, in which Joyce ridiculed most of the writers m
Dublin, and did not exempt Gogarty Nevertheless, when

Joyce had no other place to go and no money, he presented

himself at the tower on 9 September He was allowed in, as

his brother noted in a diary, ‘on sufferance’

Another guest m the tower was Samuel Chenevix Trench,

a principal model for the character Haines m Ulysses On the

night of 14 September, Trench had a nightmare of a black

panther, and began to shoot at it with a gun Gogarty got the

gun away and added a barrage of his own, aimed at the pots

and pans above Joyce’s bed Upon this notice of eviction,

Joyce dressed and left The incident ended the friendship, but

he drew a larger significance from it he determined to have

done with all Ireland That night, while waiting for Nora

Barnacle, he thought (as he wrote her next day) ‘that I was

fighting a battle with every religious and social force in Ire-

land for you and that I had nothing to rely on but myself’ In

this mood he asked her if she could ‘choose to stand beside

me’ and go abroad She agreed without hesitation

Ten years later Joyce perceived how this debacle with

Gogarty might, suitably adapted, provide his book with a

first scene He had also another incident which could serve as

the climax of his book On the night of 22 June 1904 Joyce

(not as yet committed either to Nora Barnacle or to mono-
gamy) got himself into a brawl, probably involving a girl on
the street Aftei a skirmish he was left with ‘black eye,

sprained wrist, sprained ankle, cut chin, cut hand’ Next day
he lamented to a friend, ‘For one role at least I seem unfit —
that of man of honour ’ He did not mention what m retro-

spect evidently became the most impressive aspect of the

fracas
,
it was probably on this occasion that he was dusted off

XV



PREFACE

and taken home by a man named Alfred Hunter. This was the

Hunter about whom the short story ‘Ulysses’ was to be pro-

jected. Presumably that story would have sho\vn Himter

circumnavigating Dublm, and in the end offering a lifebuoy

to a castaway resembling Joyce.

Hunter was rumoured to be Jewish and to have an un-

faithful wife, two disparate pomts that became important

later. Joyce did not know him well, having (according to

Stanislaus Joyce) met him only once or twice. This very lack

of acquaintance added to the interest of the occasion, since

Joyce regarded himself as hemmed m by indifference or hos-

tihty
,
and was the more surprised that someone unfamiliar, of

temperament and background seemingly opposite, should
have causel^sly defended him Here might be one of those
epiphanies — sudden, unlooked-for turns m experience —
which could prove the more momentous for being modest.

The book that emerged as Ulysses was grounded in these
events but not limited by their contours Joyce wrote his
book out of fact, and also out of fire Some of the fire went
mto his passion for form The book’s total meaning depends
so heavily upon a perception of its form that any hmts by the
author demand attention At first, Joyce chose to insist upon

s ook s Odyssean paraUels, but after inserting them into

™ed them,

Stuart Gilbert revived^he T4 i

Joyce's Ulysses’ ,1111930.
his book, James

asp^ts of and other

predecessor in one which T

P'anted m his book.^iad a
which Joyce made for Carlo Li^ti in
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September 1920 In the letter accompanying it he remarked,

‘My intention is not only to render the myth sub specie tem-

pons nostri but also to allow each adventure (that is, every

hour, every organ, every art being interconnected and inter-

related m the structural scheme of the whole) to condition

and even to create its own technique Each adventure is so

to speak one person although it is composed of persons — as

Aquinas relates of the heavenly host^’

In the Appendix to this book the two schemas, one sent to

Linati, the other to Gilbert, are compared Neither schema

exhibits the interrelationships in the way that Joyce evidently

had in mind, so the total plan has to be put together largely

from internal evidence, and this is what I have attempted to

do here The design proves to be much more elaborate than

Joyce ever formally indicated, yet beautifully simple in its

purport It has, as Joyce indicated to Wyndham Lewis one

day when they were walking near Notre Dame, something of

the complexity sought by the makers of cathedrals In writ-

inga new Odyssey Joyce superimposed elements of the medieval

upon elements of the classical mind But both are drawn into

modem experience so that they have a present rather than an

atavistic life

The interpretation of Ulysses in the pages that follow was

largely developed in the course of preparing the T S Eliot

Memorial Lectures, which I had the honour of delivering at

the University of Kent in Canterbury m May 1971^ I am
indebted to the University of Kent for their invitation, and to

Professor F S L Lyons for his hospitable sponsorship Peter

du Sautoy of Faber and Faber was most considerate in his

arrangements for this book
Mary Ellmann, to whom this book is gratehilly dedicated.

xvii



PREFACE

observed its early stages with amusement, but then made me

aware of many additional possibilities. I have also learned

from Mary Reynolds, whose own important w'ork on Dante

and Joyce will soon be published. Catharine Carver allowed

me to benefit from her subtle and exacting criticism and her

constant encouragement. Ottocaro Weiss, shortly before his

death, took much trouble to help me with Joyce’s Italian

schema for Ulysses. I have profited from conversations with

Robert O’ Clair, Peter Gay, Charles Feidelson, and J.
B.

Hamsworth I am indebted to my friends David Du Vivier

and S Schoenbaum for help in securing some of the illus-

trations I wTLsh to thank the Guggenheim Foundation for

generous assistance.

New College, Oxford R. E

20 June 197

1
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I

Homer Contemplates Aiistotle

While m Trieste Joyce remarked of his book Dubhners that he

took little satisfaction in it because it rewarded him with no

sense of having overcome difficulties in the ^vTltlng When m
1914 he started Ulysses, he did not intend to be short on

difficulties again For perhaps a year his plan was kept fluid,

on a principle he enunciated later, that it was best not to plan

eveiy'thing in advance, so that good things would be free to

emerge in the course of composition Accordingly, the num-
ber of episodes was still unfixed in June 1 9 1 by which time

he was well along with the opening chapters He sent a post- '

card to his brother Stanislaus^ then interned as a prisoner-of-

war by the Austnans,^in which he announced that the first

part of his book would iiave four episodes, the second part

fifteen, and the third part three It is speculative but likely

that the total of twenty-t\vo episodes was based upon

Stephen’s age, which was also his own, twenty-two, in 1904
when the book was supposed to take place (Homer had used

twenty-four books, divided into three parts of four, eight,

and twelve books ) But if this was Joyce’s notion, he relin-

quished ^t Only the third part remained, unchangeably, in

three episodes
,
the second shrank from fifteen to twelve, and

the first part from four to three"^

The result of these modifications was to make the book
move in groups of three, with the beginning and ending

(Telemachiad and Return) a little separated from the twelve

adventures (in four triads) of the middle The number three

I



ULYSSES ON THE LIFFEY

proved to be for Joyce, as rt was for Dante, tire

Lment of structure. It was Homer's favountc numb^^^^

well Having adopted the triadic organization, joyc p

hat each triad should embody thesis, antithesis, and syn^

thesis , One symmetry required another: if one c ap

external^e next is internal, and the third a mixture, s

larly, if one episode centres on land, tlie secon ^vl

^

watery, and tlie third amphibious ;
if one is solar, the sec

will be lunar, and the third will envisage an alcliemi

marriage of sun and moon ,
if the first is body, the se

soul, the third is their tentative unity. These will be see

be the lineaments of Joyce’s creation. 'J

Because of the complicated interlinking of episodes, Joy

had to lace early and late chapters with anticipations or re^

berations of other chapters This process continued ii^

^
1911 through the many sets of proofs that the printer a

publisher allowed him, so that the book could only

completion all together, each of its parts echoing all t

others simultaneously.

Throughout his work, Joyce remamed loyal to what was \

patently his object in entitling the book Ulysses — to blend the

two ends of the western tradition like a multitemporal,
multi

territorial pun. Stephen Dedalus, in a pndefiil moment of ^

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man^ feels that all ages are as

one to himj^^^d some such meltmg of time, and of space,

Joyce was now determined to bring about. He had therefore

to give new Ireland an old Greek inflection, to fulfil what

Mulligan throws out to Stephen, ‘If you and I could only

work together we might do somethmg for the island. Hellen

ise it. Stephen Dedalus already has a Greek name, which

Mulligan finds absurd. Mulligan is himself fond of quoting

Homer in Greek, he describes the tower as the omphalos

^

and



HOMER CONTEMPLATES ARISTOTLE

his gold teetii remind Stephen of a saint with a Greek name,

Chrysostomos^
Why then did Joyce not make his Ulysses a modem Greek?

For someone who relied heavily on familiar materials, the

fact that he did not have a modem Greek at hand was a

deterrent But even if he had had one, the parallel was to be

sought elsewhere than m racial continuity He was not plan-

ning to follow Homer so ethnically In Stephen Dedalus he

had invented a Greek-Inshman, m Bloom he could invent

another, who would also be ‘a jewgreek’ The comparison of

the Irish to the Israelites was a familiar one in Irish rhetoric,

and even Gladstone compared Parnell to Moses^ For adding a

Greek component Joyce might have claimed that the Jews,

probably unlikemodem Greeks, can trace themselves back to

Homeric times He was more interested in a theory he

encountered in Victor Bdrard’s Les Themaens et VOdyssee

(1902), that the Odyss^ had Semitic origins It was a scholarly

confirmation for what he had already determined to do

Joyce could have made his Jewish hero orthodox, an

archaic survivor from a past older than Homer into an un-

familiar and gentile world But while the antiquity of the

Jews undoubtedly attracted Joyce, he had no real interest in

Judaism as a religion, and gave Bloom none The models he

probably had in mind for his hero were conspicuously remote
from religious zeal Alfred Hunter was scarcely Jewish, and

Ettore Schmitz (Italo Svevo) had married a Christian Be-

cause ofJoyce’s liking for fact, the history of these I/r-Blooms

IS not irrelevant When asked why Bloom was the son of a

Hungarian, Joyce replied, ‘Because he was ’ (Svevo’s grand-

father was Hungarian ) Bloom must register, with Jewish

characteristics, the same impress of Christianity that, as

Stephen indicates (and as Joyce had noted m his alphabetical

3
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notebook), everyone now must, so he gave Bloom a history

of easymmded conversion to Protestantism and Catholicism,

and of course situated him in a Catholic country. In tliis way

he pillowed the Judaeo-Christian tradition upon tlic Hebrew-

Hellenic one. But Bloom had also to be a twentieth-century

man, and Joyce therefore conferred upon him the grace of

unbelief. As a jEreethinker Bloom is post-Christian, just as,

being a Christian convert, he is post-Judaic, and bemg
Judaic-Christian he^is post-Homeric. Joyce’s book compre-

hends layer upon layer of the past.

The role of Stephen Dedalus stirred an odd problem. Ifwe
try to imagine Joyce’s vexations in getting started, one must
have been that, as he remarked to Frank Budgen, Stephen had
a shape that couldn t be changed. It was a shape left over from

'v A Portrait <^the Artist as a Young Man. In that book much of the
imagery had derived from the name of Dedalus and its asso-

^
ciation with the legendary maker of mazes and wings. Now

was mcumbent upon Stephen to shift suddenly from one
ree myth to another, to become Odysseus’ son. Myth-
pp g is not easy. Joyce solved the problem with admirable

s. nstead of dropping the Daedalean connection, he

son of
^^-^^^phen is unique in literature m that he is the

moclcp
^ Dedalu^After Mulligan’s

an errant son
a foolhardy Icarus,

prepares for n,

^ I^ros were father and son

Joyce could
“^tephors about fatherhood and sonhood.

machus m the hrstTrv T T speech of Tele-

ts really Odvs. >

° ^ esked by Athena if he
son, he responds, ‘My mother says I am

4



HOMER CONTEMPLATES ARISTOTLE

his son, but I don’t know myself, I never heard of anyone

who did know whose son he was ’ Bloom and Stephen were

not and could not be related by blood, but they might be

related — as fathers and sons so often are not — by tempera-

ment, by comparable feelings, lacks, needs ^
That Bloom should feel paternal towards Stephen was

easier than for Stephen to feel filial towards Bloom Joyce

could easily make Bloom’s son Rudy die eleven days after

birth, but he could not very well kill off Simon Dedalus with-

out diverging more than he liked from the actual pattern of

events Telemachus is not Oedipus, is rather the opposite of

Oedipus Two dead parents for Stephen would on all counts

be excessive But if the relationship was metaphorical and not

actual, then Stephen could simply have mislaid his father in

the pub and could long for an image of fatherhood more com-

prehensive than his, or perhaps any, biological parent could

provide Joyce felt an incongruity between his genetic

origins in a shiftless father and an orthodox mother, fond of

them though he was, and his imaginative origins in Ibsen,

Flaubert, Dante, and D’Annunzio^ Without abjuring their

actual parents, he and Stephen doted on the mystery of mul-

tiple parentage Behind Joyce’s characters he other created

characters, behind his creative acts other creators throng,

lending a hand when they can They concede continuity, they

confirm the centrality of Joyce’s undertaking They con-

stitute an invisible but companionable congeries ofpresences,

an ancestry

The mcongruity which Joyce now developed was that

between a self-willed young man and an assimilative older

one, between youth and middle age If the two men were at

once alike and different, he might orient them so they would
draw closer and closer together The risk would be that the

5
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relation might seem sentimental, or perhaps, homosexual.

But they need not draw so close as dial; die mam dung ^vas

that they should complete each other* as the treble the as^

Friday completes Robinson Crusoe by challenging

naivete Crusoe’s teclinological complacency, and

Panza completes Don Quixote by shrewdly undermining his

right to make his own world. In a way, Joyce attempte

something more difficult still, because the relation of his two

characters had to be mostly furtive rather dian open, an

because he did not allow eidier to be master

.

Beginning the book in 1914, Joyce was able to make use o

certain material left over from A Portrait o/" the Artist. (His

method of starting Finnegans Wake was also to sort out notes

unused for Ulysses^ The surviving manuscript pages of A

Portrait have to do with a plan by Stephen and a young man

named Goggins - who is intermediate between Gogarty and

Mulligan - to occupy a tower. They indicate that at one time

Joyce may have thought of bringing A Portrait on through his

second departure from Dublin, a more companionable one

than the first, though less grand, in that he had a girl on his

arm. He gave up the idea, perhaps because, under the in-

fluence of his excitement over Ulysses, he saw that the first

novel could best end in the wilful isolation of the hero so that

the second might end in a renewal of relationships. In a sense

his ovm elopement with Nora Barnacle symbolized exactly

that. By leaving out ofthe first book his two sojourns in Paris,

of late 1902 and early 1903, and the months before and after

his mothers death on 13 August 1903, during which he
moved about Dublm feeling talented and trammelled, Joyce
had sufficient unused grumpiness to thicken Stephen’s con-

sciousness in the opening chapters of Ulysses. A Portrait had
begun with dense memories, there inspired by fever as here

6



HOMER CONTEMPLATES ARISTOTLE

by gnef, Stephen’s consciousness is here atomized rather

than whorled as there

In Ulysses Stephen is still, after almost a year, in mourning

for his mother The fact that he is bereaved connects him h

with the bereaved Hamlet, who however had lost a different

paren^ Joyce is here far from Homer, where Ulysses, not

Telemachus, has lost a mother, and where Telemachus’ con-

cern IS for a father who is lost and not dead But by now this

identity-ghde between father and son had become part of

Joyce’s method. Variations brought new meanings and des-

troyed old ones He claimed authonty over prototypes as

over quotations

One connection, Shakespearean as well as Homeric, that^

Joyce resolved to keep, was the theme of usurpation'^In the

Odyss^ Telemachus is aroused to search for his father m part

because his mother’s suitors are devouring his food and con-

suming his property In Hamlet the prince complains about

his mother’s successful suitor But Stephen’s mother is dead,

and when alive she had no smtors Joyce may have considered

continuing that rivalry of Stephen and Cranly for the same

girl which was shadowed in the concluding pages ofA Portrait

He obviously considered also the possibility of making all the

events occur later, of giving Stephen a girl, and ofhaving him
in danger of being cuckolded by a friend But instead he

moved this material into a separate work, his play Exiles,

where the hero, by now a father himself, returns to Ithacan

Dublin and eggs on a suitor for his wife only to put him to

rout (He also has a friend of his own named Beatrice ) So in

Ulysses, as in the Odyss^ but not m Hamlet, the sexual tlieme

IS borne exclusively by the older man In Joyce’s mind his

three books, on which he was working all at once, must have

represented different shoots of self-eicfoliation

7
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For Ulysses Joyce devised a sketchy paiallel with the

Odyss^ by beginning with the tower episode and g

Stephen rather than Mulligan pay the rent. (In humble tac

Gogarty paid it, not Joyce.,^ By this switch Mul igan, ^

demanding the only tower key, might be made to look a

like a usurper If this form of usurpation sounds pretty m )

Joyce saw it would serve. He even made the word Usurpe >

which invades Stephen’s mmd as he leaves Mulligan, the

word in the episode. So a tenuous analogy was pressed unti

it became substantial

In part because Mulligan’s usurpation of the tower key was

not really comparable to the encroachments of Antinoos an

the other suitors upon Penelope, or to Claudius s marriage to

Hamlet’s mother, Joyce drew upon another author than

Homer or Shakespeare to give point to the first episode. He

hinted at which author it was when he wrote of tlie final

chapter to Frank Budgen that Molly’s soliloquy might be

epitomized, Uch bin das Fleisch das stets bejaht ’ Since Molly

occupies the end of the book, it would follow that someone

^at the stait must say, with Goethe’s Mephistopheles, Uch bin

der Geist der stets verneint/ This role was clearly apposite for

Mulligan, even if he does not declare himself openly.

The Morning j^ter (l)

It IS the morning of i6 June and it might be the morning of

man The sun is ‘merrymg’ over the sea, the mountains are

awaking . Young men are savourmg the bitter-sweetness of

their youth. They live in a tower which is the world’s navel

8



THE MORNING AFTER (l)

E\ery object is clearly defined as if Adam had just given it a

name, or as if Aristotle had just cnmattcrcd its essence

Yet tlicrc is a curious air of corruption about the opening

scene of Ul/sscs It is not exactly the morning of creation, it

is tlie morning after Adam has sinned Stephen has returned

from Baudelaircan Pans, to experience the bite of conscience

over his refusal to pray to his motlier’s god Mulligan opens

the book by mockingly celebrating miss, as if he were some

false Promellicus filching fire from heaven The tower is no

navel, but a dead, disarmed relic of military power Lucifer

Ins fallen from heaven and could say, ibout middle earth

‘Why this IS hell, nor am I out of it ’ A British cloud covers

the Greek sun

In writing this first episode, Joyce laid out an intricate

plan, like a plan of battle He was to comment that this chap-

ter displayed 'Iljiglio spodcstato alia lotta’

,

the dispossessed

son in combat Stephen is surrounded by thrones, domina-

tions, powers tlicrc is English Haines, ‘the seas’ ruler’, with

money and a guncasc, but bad dreams He represents an

imperialism that has degenerated into shooting at phantomy,

and into sentimental folklorism about the occupied country

He is quick to suggest tliat the Jews are responsible for the

troubles of modem England, anti-Semitism being Joyce’s

touchstone for cravenheartedness Haines is ready to per-

secute, as he is ready to patronize Irish Mulligan is ready to

deny, ready to betray, with false teeth of gold and a sur-

geon’s scalpel, not to mention a razor There is the Irish

milkwoman, servant to both of them, bullied by Mulligan

and Haines for her ignorance There is Stephen’s mother,

clutching at him from the other world, ‘to shake and bend
my soul’, ‘to strike me down’ with her maniacal religion

And there is the pnest at the end, a minor character but

9
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insistent enough to claim a structural place : unlike the other

men at the Forty Foot, he wears a bathing garment, and

dresses discreetly in a niche -- displaying sanctified prudery,
the opposite of Christ’s wholehearted offer of his body in the

chalice.

^
Stephen quarrels directly or silently with all these: he is

angry at Mulligan for speaking of his mother as ‘beastly dead’

;

he makes no effort to conciliate Haines though, as Mulligan
assures him, there^is money to be had by doing so. He resents
cod milkwoman s respect for Mulligan and Haines, and
isregard of him; he is sorry for his mother’s death, tor-

mented by It, yet freed as well Mulligan, on the other hand,
tters up Haines and bullies the milkwoman. He offers to

wear puce gloves and green boots, that is, to play both the

Go corroborate fiction,

coun^^"'"^"’ ^ 3-^ter at English

7ncl
he professes scorn of hrm, but he

larly mocks h
^ ^long with the church which he simi-

his Lother4
Stephen for not having kneeled when

placeseeher and nlH i

® tmeserver, a

Lid-sgaybe”! “ '‘^Phen anticipates. ‘Ire-

mother, be ie, r wound aLut his

d-cnb.wiisltb'f^^ milkwoman, he
ko «id others threatened
cruelty.

13
^®mal expresses itself in

T^e scene is bereft nf
J^cphen’s attachment to his d'^^d'^^

for
from Yeats’s The Countes, C u ^d the quotation

Co.n^rCu.Heen, in which Al^ ‘And



THE MORNING ATTFR ( t)

no more turn aside and brood/Upon love’s bitter mystery’

To Mulligan this is a catcliphrase, to Stephen a reah^^ulh-

gan offers instead of affection a crude libertinism to love is

to stesv He IS like Goethe’s Meplustopheles in having no

context, his whole family being an aunt To the extent that

Mulligan IS the denying spirit, Joyce was faithful to the pro-

ject he mentioned to his brother, of making Ulysses an Irish

Faust

Faustian Stephen refuses to serve tlie British empire or the

Roman Catholic Church Tliese take on the symbolical aspect

of body and soul His conduct is marked chiefly by refusals

In the past he refused to pray for his mother, as now he

refuses to swim with Mulligan Stephen’s constant refusal to

do things has not endeared him to many readers, but his

situation must be kept in mind surrounded by deniers, he

must deny them (‘As they deny, deny’, Joyce writes in

Chamber Music
) He can affirm only by double negatives But

beyond his refusals is a singular loyalty ^Telemachus was loyal

to Penelope, but Stephen, while not abjuring his mother s

love, wishes to be free of her piety Beyond her, his loyalty is

to another w'oman, his muse, ‘his true Penelope’ It is to her

he remains faithful rather than succumb to Haines’s patronage,^

Mulligan’s dubious hospitality, his mother’s forebodings

Against Mulligan’s scalpel he sets his steelpen He will not

allow his art to become the cracked lookingglass of a servant,

as Mulligan, Haines, and his mother would all prefer And so

the first episode ends with Stephen leaving behind the imperial

Haines, the prudish priest, and Mulligan, who toadies, while

mocking, to both Not to pray, and not to swim Stephen will

not accept their spiritual or physical purification Mulligan s

attempt to be clean is like his mother’s ghostly demand for

his soul’s cleanliness ‘They wash and tub and scrub Agenbite
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of inwit Conscience Yet here’s a spot.’

The first three episodes depend heavily upon Homer and'^

more lightly upon Goethe and Shakespear^ Another writer —

explicitly named — makes his presence felt. Rembrandt had

shown the bust of Homer contemplated by Aristotle, and

Joyce allows tbe two Greeks to contemplate each othe^ He^

had great admiration for Aristotle, and demonstrated it in

many ways from 1502 to 190 His aesthetic notebook, kept

m Pans in 1903 and in Pola m 1904—5’, offers extensions of

Anstotle on the subjects of comedy and tragedy. ^Aristotle

has not defined pity and terror I have’
,
announces Stephen in

Stephen Hero. On 13 August 1904 Stanislaus Joyce declares in

his diary that James ‘upholds Aristotle against his friends,

and boasts himself an Aristotelian’. But the best demonstra-
tion comes m a letter from Joyce to his brother in I903>
a out a meetmg with John Synge. Joyce recognized in Synge

stmct, and therefore competmg, talent. Synge showed him

j
(as he boasted to his brother)

^ sound spot left. ‘Thanks be to

, he said m summary, ‘Synge isn’t an Aristotelian ’ It
was goo uck that his foremost rival should not be streng-
ened by his favourite philosopher, thus leaving that comer

admiration fail: m Zurich, while -writing

Anstot-r Georges Borach that

So ™
the whole of

Bibhotb^n, c
^ ^ triumphant anachronism. At the

Joyce himsriF
as Stephen echoes m Ulysses,

paid to Flaubert,
® compliment he

show that he witi f -i’
^ others His writings

' niajor and mmor works, not
12



THE MORNING AFTER ( l)

only the Physics, the Mctaphysia, and tlie Nicomachcaa Ethics,

' but the Probhmata, the Dc ^nima, the Dc Scnsu Tlie special

rele\ance of this philosophy to Joyce m Dublin m the year

1904 was tliat he saw around him an idealism as rampant as

Plato’s What he liked about Aristotle was tliat he had

demoted Plato’s Ideas, had denied tliat umversals could be

detached from particular and in short had set himself

against mysticisip^ In Dublin Joyce observed his contem-

poraries bemused by the ‘fairyland’ which in his essay ‘Drama

and Life’ he had already rejected They saw a folk not a

people, fairies not forces, folklore not engaged art For

philosophy they turned to occultism, to theosophy, to magic,

all purporting to commandeer Private Matter by Sergeant

Mind Their metaphysics was linked to a belated aestheticism,

m which beauty was sought as if it had being apart from

material entanglement To their eyes, itjloatcd

In rejecting Dublin metaphysics, Joyce knew he was at

variance wth Yeats In an early pamphlet he had accused this

poet, whom in other moods he immensely admired, of being

an aesthete with ‘a floating will’ He could not have approved

ofYeats’s essay, ‘The Autumn ofthe Body’
,
in which the poet

(later to celebrate the body’s springtime) said he had ‘lost

the desire of describing outward things, and found that I took

little pleasure m a book unless it was spiritual and imem-
phatic’ Yeats went on to complain of the ‘externality’

which a time of scientific and political thought had brought

into literature, and said that the arts were now going to fill

men’s thoughts ‘with the essences of things, and not with
things We are about to substitute once more the distillations

of alchemy for the analyses of chemistry ’ Joyce could

not pass a chemistry course — he failed three times — but he
did not take to alchemy either Yeats was vulnerable, then,

13
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but Stephen never attacks him, only Mulligan does. It is a

demonstration of a respect which Joyce yielded to no other

Dublm contemporary.

^ Instead of Yeats, he made use of anotlier prominent

Dubhner, George Russell (AE), as target Yeats s occultism

was highly qualified, Russell’s was straightforward. Russell

thought all existence was Maya, and pursued reality by vision

and invocation William Schutte has recently discovered in a

1904 issue of Dana (the magazme that refused the first version

of Joyce’s A Vortrait of the Artist)^ an essay by Russell in which

he says, ‘Spirituality is the power of apprehending formless

spiritual essences, of seeing the eternal in the transitory, and

m the things that are seen the imseen things ofwhich they are

the shadow ’ It was against this shadow school that Joyce

w. ^mobilized ‘sohder Aristotle’, and in his broadside,"|^The Holy

Office’, composed during his last summer in Dublin, he

attacks the members in turn. While this poem has been read

as ajeu d esprit, Joyce meanf^very word.

Myself unto myself -will give

This name, Katharsis-Purgative.

I, who dishevelled ways forsook
To hold the poets’ grammar-book,
Bringing to tavern and to brothel ^
The mmd of witty Aristotle,

|

Lest bards m the attempt should err
Must here be my interpreter

.

Wherefore receive now from my hp
Peripatetic scholarship

eludes
''’isions of his contemporaries, and con-

14
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they may dream dieir dreamy dreams

I carry off their filthy streams >

For I can do those things for them

Through which I lost my diadem,

Those thmgs for which Grandmother Church

Left me severely in the lurch

Thus I relieve their timid arses,

Perform my office of Katharsis

My scarlet leaves them white as wool

Through me they purge a bellyful

Of course Joyce knew that the Dublin mysticists had not

invented idealism There was at least one idealist writer,

William Blake, whom he admired as much as they did While

he was gathermg himself to write Ul/sses, he lectured (in

1 91 2) on two -writers, Blake and Defoe, the latter as respect-

ful of matter as the former was contemptuous The lecture

on Blake is especially important because Joyce rarely ex-

pressed himself m any but fictional or poetic terms, and

because, as he remarked to his brother, he put himself

behind what he did Much of Blake’s thought he regarded as

splendid error ‘Blake killed the dragon of experience and

natural -wisdom, and, by minimizing space and time and deny-

ing the existence ofmemory and the senses, he tried to paint

his works on the void of the divine bosom ’ Blake was a

mystic, but not a mysticist He ‘unites keenness of intellect

with mystical feeling’, a quality ‘almost completely lacking

in mystical art’ And while Blake did say, as Russell said after

him, that the vegetable world was but a shadow of eternity,

he also said, in a sentence Joyce liked better, ‘Eternity is in

love with the productions of time ’ As for the Dublin
Blakeans, however, ‘they creepycrawl after Blake’s buttocks

into eternity of which this vegetable world is but a shadow’

IS
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Against them Stephen admonishes himself, Hold to the now,

the here.
’

Joyce regarded the Dublin mysticists as in undisclosed col-

lusion with the Catholic Church, which especially in Ireland,

perhaps out of Jansemst lag, derogated the mortal body m

favour of the immortal soul But the disease was not restricted

to one alone of the British Isles. Beyond the Irish Sea was an

England dominated by Victorian pruderies, moneyed and

aristocratically obtuse, 'fhe systematic malformation of life

manifested itself in many ways, not the least important being

' attitudes to love^^n ‘The Holy Office’ Joyce made an un-

expected attack on female coyness as on male idealism ,
they

were counterparts The sugaring of love and courtship was a

part, and not an inconsequential one, of the general self-

deception and refusal to recognize reality Against all such

deceptions he displayed his own artistic banner, which, he

told Gogarty, was ‘Describe what they do’. For him the

yogibogeybox could offer nothing so good as the vegetable

world Spirituality was a means of denial of the universe just

as pernicious as Mulligan’s lack of spirituality.

Like Margaret Fuller, Joyce could say, ‘I accept the

universe. What the universe was had been laid down by

Aristotle. Joyce found in Aristotle someone to whom he

could go to school, for m De Anima Aristotle addressed him-
self to that very question of idealism versus materialism which
to Joyce appeared basic. Aristotle rejected both positions
Agamst idealism, he declared that the soul was inextricably
bound up mth matter. He rejected the transmigration of
souls, ^vlth which Joyce disports a little in Ulysses, on the
gro^d that the soul is only the soul of its particular body and
can t survive a transplant.^e also specihcally ruled out, as

^tcpWn Dedalus does, the conception of one man’s having a
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succession of souls Stephen clings to western, Aristotelian

notions of identityJ »

^ristotle also rejects solipsism or subjectivisn^ if a sub-

jectivist says nothing, there is no use arguing with him — he

is nothing but a vegetable
,
but if he can be made to say the

word ‘man’, for example, then he can be forced to admit

that he means something dilferent from ‘not-man’ The law

of contradiction, which, Stephen declares, underlies all

Aristotle’s psychology, and which in turn underlies the first

three episodes of Ulysses, prevents ‘man’ and ‘not-man’ from

being the same thing On the basis of such distinctions the

non-subjective, external world can be built up in unchal-

lengeable thereness Mulligan’s lumping together of human

and animal, of Irishism and Irish sycophancy, of cruelty and

kindness, are failures to acknowledge the law of contradic-

tion As he says, quoting Whitman ‘Do I contradict myself?

Very well then, I contradict myself ’ Like Synge, Mulligan is

no Aristotelian On the other hand, against mere naturalism

Aristotle insists that there are incorporeal things And in De

^nima he points out that the soul is the form of forms,

because through the soul’s form all other forms of things

have to be known
Stephen follows Aristotle faithfully enough in the first three

episodes The third, Proteus, begins with the resounding

phrase, ‘Ineluctable modality of the visible’ The word ‘in-

eluctable’ IS polemically Aristotelian there is no veil of

Maya here, no cocoon of the self into which to creepycreep

If the phrase sounds overeducated, all the better from Joyce’s

view, since Stephen must be sharply differentiated in ex-

pression from Bloom and Mrs Bloom, who both agree with
him about matter He is here as artist, he says, to read the

signatures of things, those ineluctable fusions of form and

17
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matler. His aesthetic does not float like that of the aesthetes.

Stephen tests Aristotle’s view of space and time by shutting

his eyes. Will the world empty if the perceiver blots it out?

If so, the subjectivists and the idealists are right. But he

opens his eyes agam and confirms Aristotle, though h®

humorously summons a doxological rather than a peripatetic

phrase for the purpose: ‘See now. There all the time without

you; and ever shall be, world without end.’ For Stephen as

for Aristotle, Gautier’s phrase holds true
,

‘I am one for

the visible world exists .
’ At this point in the third chapter,

Joyce put his belongings together and left Trieste for Ziinch.

The external world had been authoritatively posited and

could be packed into his suitcase.

Even with help from Aristotle, Shakespeare, and Goethe,

the Odyssey remamed hard to reconcile with modern material.

Some elements must at first have seemed unmalleable. The

Odyssey takes place in three zones, heaven, earth, and the

underworld. Earth and the underworld could be managed by

a modern writer, but heaven offered difficulties. Joyce might

have followed Homer, as Goethe did, by contriving a pro-

logue in heaven
;
or he could like Hardy have 'convoked an

assemblage of demiurges and spirits But the bias of Joyce s

book is so much in favour of human rather than superhuman

life that these possibilities did not suit him. On the other

hand, whenever a difficulty appeared, he embraced it. The
Homeric gods do manifest a number of times in Ulysses,

shaking the earth, wielding the thunderbolt; but for his

principal movers and shakers Joyce adopted two imdeclared
gods of this world, space and time. These have iheir kmship
to body and soul, temporal and spiritual power; but they also

ert in most of the book a godlike influence on the pro-
ceedings.
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Tills cosmic pressure is never acknowledged m Joyce’s

remarks about Uljsscs, but m Finnegans Wake he avowedly

makes Shem and Shaun, Earwickcr and Anna Livia Plura-

belle, the gracehoper and the ondt, the tree and the stone,

the two washerwomen, into time- and space-types In

Uljsscs the roles are apportioned ratlier to episodes than to

characters I shall propose that m every group of three chap-

ters the first defers to space, the second has time in the

ascendant, and the third blends (or expunges) the two Space

has priority because in each triad the external world has to

be posited before it can be countered or undermined So the

first chapter in Uljsscs is given over to space, which, as

Stephen defines it later, is ‘what you damn well have to see’

No structure could be more solidly spatial than the nine-

foot-thick Sandycove tower And in it is a solid man. Buck

Mulligan, heralded by the adjectives ‘Stately, plump’ Mulli-

gan IS occupied in spatial activity he is endeavouring to give

substance to the body and blood of Christ in the chalice of

his shaving bowl, over which he has crossed his razor and

mirror The host is imperfect — Mulligan admits to a little

trouble about those white corpuscles, a reference to the

lather in the bowl God’s body is invoked verbally as well as

sacramentally m this episode, always in terms of concrete

entities Mulligan speaks of God as ‘collector of prepuces’, v
and Stephen calls him ‘chewer of corpses’, a premonitory

union of birth and death metaphors as of divine and human^
’ Father, Son, and Holy Ghost become the three eggs which
' Mulligan, beginnmg ab ova, slaps on the plates for breakfast

Under Mulligan’s aegis of denial, godsbody becomes
>f body

^ The authority of space over the scene is asserted in the
^ way that whatever is mentioned is quickly bodied The sea is
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identified by Mulligan, with Swinburne’s assistance, as the

great sweet mother, then, in mock-deference to Homeric

epithets, as ‘the scrotumtightening sea’. To Stephen (as a

cloud momentarily covers the sun), the sea is rather a bowl

of green vomit, such as his mother coughed up m her last

illness For Mulligan the miracle of making wine at Cana is

compared to making water, implying a blasphemous union of

creation and decreation. His ‘Ballad of Joking Jesus’ renders

spatial the timeless by turning Christ into a flying-machine.

When a spirit does appear, Stephen’s mother in his dream, she

is not fleshless but wears her corrupted flesh. Ireland is em-

bodied in the guise of ‘a wandering crone’, the old milk-

woman. A more sombre denizen of this world is the imagined

body of the man who has drowned, now being sought for off

shore. Stephen’s refusal to swim is m part a refusal to yield

to the blandishments of space, which may also be regarded as

the diversions of hell. He continues to deny the deniers

Magpie and Cuckoo (2)

In the second chapter the sceneshifter is not space but time

Space had offered extension, time now offers succession The

episode begins wnth a history lesson, in which Stephen has to

instruct his pupils about one of those bloody battles which

in Finnegans Wake are dismissed as clashes of ‘wills gen

wonts’ . This one is the battle of Tarentum, ambiguously won
by Pyrrhus, and Stephen thmks that all victories in war are

equally Pyrrhic. Two theories of history are at issue. Haines,

apologizing for the British occupation of Ireland, had re-

marked to Stephen, ‘It seems history is to blame’, as if

histor)’^ were some demonic force, but Mr Deasy, head-
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master of Stephen’s school, has a different view he holds

with Hegel that ‘All history moves towards one great goal,

the manifestation of God ’ (Deasy’s attempts to make time

divine are the opposite pole to Mulligan’s effort to make God

human ) Stephen ponders the two theories - of history as

infernal and of history' as divine — and he also considers

Blake’s pronouncement tliat history is fabled by the daughters

of memory and so is a record of what never happened He

doesn’t accept Blake’s view, regarding it as motivated by

impatience and couched in overstatement Still, the idea

roots itself in Stephen’s mind, and he says, ‘I hear tire ruin of

all space, shattered glass and toppling masonry, and time one

livid final flame ’ Wryly he asks, ‘What’s left us then?’, that

IS, if space and time are destroyed This question is to be

answ ered at the end of the book But for now Stephen sticks

with Aristotle, and allows history to survive as ‘an actuality

of the possible as possible’

Various aspects of time are marshalled in this chapter

Joyce builds on the contrast that Stephen as compared with

Mr Deasy is young, but as compared with his pupil Sargent is

old Politically, Deasy lives in the past, frozen in Ulsterite

frenzy Financially, Deasy puts away for the future What he

offers to Stephen, as worldly wisdom, is archaic conserva-

tism in politics, and conserved wealth in finance — kingdoms

of the past and of the future Stephen seeks a different king-

dom, that of the ‘now, the here’ And so he counters Deasy,

and Haines as well, by announcing that ‘History is a night-

mare from which I am trying to awake ’ The evidence of this

wakefulness is his debts, which testify to his attempt to live

in the present, unconscionably it may be, but desperately

Better debts than battening upon past and future An I O U
is an act of moral defiance ^
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In this episode, Joyce examines history in two modes,

secular and spiritual, Caesar’s and Christ’s. The battles of

Tarentum and Asculum — Caesarism — Stephen thinks of as

‘Jousts, slush and uproar of battles’, and counterposes them

to Christ m ‘Lycidas’, described by Milton, also in terms of

power, as ‘the dear might of Hun that walked the waves’.

Stephen speaks of Christ’s shadow as lying upon us all. This

contrast is posed agam in Mr Deasy’s two collections, of

Stuart corns and of apostle spoons Physical and spiritual

might, empire and church militant, battle for our bodies and

souls. Mr Deasy, senile warrior, cries, ‘I 'will fight for the

right till the end’, and dodders on, ‘Ulster will fight. And

Ulster \vill be right,’ like a mockery of all nationalism. He is

a carrier of the world’s lunacies.

In Caesar, Stephen finds a history of oppression of the

Irish; in Christ, oppression of the Jews. Mr Deasy sees no

incompatibihty in regarding the manifestation of God as

history’s goal, and in endorsing anti-Semitic persecution.

The two powers, secular and spiritual, are related in that

both depend upon cruelty. Stephen will render nothing unto

God or Caesar, for nothing is really theirs. Wars are equally

destructive whether they are fought for secular or spiritual

motives. And Stephen mentally equates the two collections

of Stuart coins and apostle spoons with Deasy’s third collec-

tion, which is of shells. Hollow shells are what sacred and

profane relics alike come to.

Against them he proclaims Aristotle’s definition of the

soul from Dc Amma: ‘The soul is m a manner all that is: the

soul is the form of forms. Tranquillity sudden
,

vast, can-

descent: form of forms .’ The essential virtue of the soul is

not embattlement but freedom. Physical history—wars, and
spiritual history'—wars too, are alike opprobrious to him.
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Stephen accepts tliat the past has existed, but he refuses to

allow Its dominion over the present These shells are to be

trodden under foot, not held in veneration There is another

way of taking in the past, but it is not identified until later

Whj Stephen Dedalus Picks his Nose (3)

If the corruptions of space dominate the first episode, and the

corruptions of time the second, the third chapter is Stephen’s

attempt to sort out corrupt and incorrupt Joyce emphasized

that this chapter was protean and had change for its theme,

but It is also about permanence and identity The identity is

both of persons and things they are observed in their

pristine strength and in their dissolution, aborning and

adying

Stephen’s long monologue appears at first to be totally

improvisatory in organization, but it has an underlying struc-

ture At the beginning Stephen abstracts the categories of

space and time from the universe, as to some extent Joyce

has done, and tests them as ifhe were their first manufacturer

Then he makes the experiment I have mentioned of closing

off the external world of space by shutting his eyes and living

altogether m the internal world of time But the space world

is not so easily dismissed

This episode, like all the rest, is broken by a caesura,

which here occurs when Stephen changes the direction of his

steps The first part deals with what is primal, the second

with what is terminal In the first part Stephen, after creating

or at least recreating the material world, observes two mid-

wives with a bag, and these make him ponder his owm
creation, then the creation of Adam and Eve, and then the
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conception and birth of Christ. The mystery of paternity,

because so remote from the act of giving birth, occupies him

more than motherhood, and he ruminates on true fathers,

ghostly fathers, church fathers, and father priests who in

chalices throughout the world bring God once more to birth.

His thoughts about women’s role in creation also extend

from Mary to Eve to Magdalen to the moon.

But after he turns aside from the Pigeonhouse road, Stephen

thinks of the dissolution of matter. He observes the carcass

of a dog, and imagines what the corpse of the drowned man
will look like when fished up. He imagines woman with her

demon lover, death It is noon, yet for the moment he sees

not the brightness of the sun but the darkness of his shadow

If his shadow were endless (that is, if he were no longer

bound by space and time), would it still be his? The implicit

answer is no, because mortality suffuses his every thought.

His words, he thinks, are becoming dark, and he imagines

himself saying to a girl, ‘Darkness is in our souls, do you not

think? Days make their end’, he concludes sadly, and ack-

nowledges that ‘Evening [death] will find itself in me, with-
out me ’

A single process binds the two parts of the episode, birth

and death. This is not growth but corruption Stephen sees
all created things in process of decay, every day dying a little,

as if des^were a concurrent process^ Many examples con-
gregate in his mind There is the decay of his house, of his
father s family and his uncle’s Men like Swift have gone
mad Marriages are broken up Even heaven has not escaped^
for allbright Lucifer has fallen from it. (Dante, just before he
eaves the Inferno, is also shown the place in it where Lucifer
ell

) As for God, his transformations are a series of falls-
Go becomes man becomes fish becomes barnacle goose
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becomes fcithcrbed mounnin ’ Ail life sinLs in the wet snnd

Ide Stephen’s bools ‘Dead breaths 1 Ining breathe, tread

ded dust ’ Birth is bound to birth b\ corruption he ima-

gines death eonauig to ! iss a girl, mouth to her mouth, to hci

womb ‘allwomhing tomb' He had annminntl nt tlic begin-

ning of his monologue that he v as he re to read the sig-

naltires of ‘scaspawn’ and 'sea%‘rarl’, and stawncl obsesses

him now In accordanec with this mood, he urinate., ex-

pressing enie form of corruption Ik feels his nose full of

mucus, another fonn, and pitls it He feels his elecajing

teeth as earlier he had sa\ cured his dee n mg lujiisf

Besides generation and corrupt ion,\not her ehment is

hinted at in this episode Tlie nionologiie hi ems, .af« r ill,

with Stephen reading, and ii ends w.tl, liis v.ritm’g a poem,’
adding his signature to the signatures of all things 'Ilu poem
expresses the marriage of contraries, fed und 'da: Modch.n,
‘He comes, pale vampire mouth to her mouth’s 1 1 s ’ A-
against the seduction poem in A Porualt oj U,c Ariht, ‘Art
thou not wear)' of ardent wa)s,/Lure of the kilt n seraphim’,
this IS a poem of revulsion, yet sonachos/

assmid.aimg tin’

rcvulsivencss into rhythm and rh)'mc Wink Sir I

^

urinating in the Cock lake (there really is a
j

Sand)'mount strand), the sound was vcrhahyuig
(n

speech’ He longs for the ‘word known to all nit p
later fruitlessly ask his mother what It IS Even tl„

|

‘lanffuage tide and wind have silted here’ Am .

,

° °
, . . ,

^ too Ins its
place in creation-destruction, to voice its

hasif

which Stephen’s poem expresses as love and
deatfj

^
^

Stephen urinates to anticipate the ‘urinom

dead’
,
he picks his nose for that reason and ^

well Like Joyce m ‘The Holy Office’, he sees u i

duty to carry off all the filthy streams, to
‘

vv.i

on

V,,l' L-
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corruption He has a more abstract purpose too, to parade his

unsociability Not having found a handkerchief in his pocket,

he IS obliged to proceed bravely without one, and announces.

For the rest let look who will.’ But to belie his nonchalance,

he suddenly says, ‘Perhaps there is someone’, and looks

quickly behind him This backward glance is a parting denial

of the subjectivist universe which briefly attracted him at the

beginning of the episode, as well as of the universe ofmoribund
gloom which has filled his thoughts. Since Stephen is an artist,

Joyce implies that art is not self-isolation, that it depends upon
recognition of other existences as well as one’s own.
What Stephen sees, in this munificent gesture, is not a

person but a ship; it is the Kosevean, ‘homing, upstream,
silently moving, a silent ship’. Ships have female names but
this one seems androgynous, like Le France or the ship in
Finnegans Wake which is named the Beyfor D/bbling In this

third chapter, which synthesizes its predecessors, the sexes
interfuse, and the sea, until now the great sweet mother, is

hailed as Father Ocean The ship does more than help recon-
cile the sexes, however; it endorses man’s enterprise, binds
him to nature, coimtervails Stephen’s thoughts of dissolution
and decay. The Rosevean seals the marriage ofform and matter,

soul, of space and time, at which Aristotle had
officiated.
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Browne and Nolan

Since Joyce’s entire book was to take place in Ithaca, in

Itkacanorant, Homer’s sails had to be reefed as feet Within

one city it would be necessary to match the geographical

adventurousness of Telemachus’ voyage to Nestor and Mene-

laus, and Odysseus’ voyage by raft to Phaeacia Joyce accepted

from Homer the double quest, son searching father and — to

sharpen Odysseus’ aim - father searching son In fact, the

double plot of the two searches became the theme ofmuch of

his book, though not to the exclusion of other themes To

demonstrate the degree of parallelism, Joyce devised three

episodes about Bloom to cover the same hours, from eight to

twelve, already covered in Stephen’s day

He had next to decide how close the parallels should be

He had created his two principals as more kind than kin, and

he intended that they should move figuratively towards

‘fusion’ (as he said in the Linati schema) in a way that mem-
bers ofthe same family, imperfect copies ofeach other, could

not He was aware that the two characters might exploit not

only various models, but the separation which middle age had

brought home to him personally, since the insurgent bachelor,

onented towards departure, had become perforce the hus-

band-father, oriented towards homekeeping Accordingly he

could have conceived of Bloom and Stephen as two octaves,

a musical analogy glossed by Stephen in the Ctrcc episode as

‘reduplication of personality’ But Joyce avished his charac-

ters to have lives of their own apart from his life
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Therefore Stephen, much more than Bloom, is made con-

scious of himself as an existential person, a separate and

distinct being whose every act is crucial His daydreams also

establish him as an isolated figure* T just simply stood pale,

silent, bayed about’, he thinks to himself on Sandymount

strand This self-involvement is different from Bloom’s firm

sense of the objective world
,
what books and brooding do for

Stephen is done for Bloom by observable reality. One is in-

ward bound, the other outward. In temperament Bloom

balances Stephen’s edgy, recalcitrant mind by abundant good-

will. Stephen’s temptation is Lucifenan subjectivism, and

Bloom’s IS too generous a concession of other people’s other-

ness. Stephen is like Wallace Stevens’s Crispin, at the stage

when he still holds that ‘Man is the intelligence of his soil,/

The sovereign ghost’, while Bloom responds to Crispin’s

later formulation, ‘His soil is man’s intelligence’. Stephen

abrades while Bloom is, except in crisis, convivial
;
Stephen is

coercive and Bloom uncoercive

These differences lead to others which are worked out with

the same attention Stephen ponders metaphysics, Bloom
physics Stephen speculates about the soul, while Bloom — to

whom soul is brain and grey matter — ponders on the body.
Stephen is obsessed by questions of the relative degrees of

ghosthness and substance in the persons of the Trinity; he
lumps them together under the rubric of ‘contransmagnific-

andjewbangtantiality’ (the consubstantiation, transubstantia-
tion, magnification of a Jewish, explosively begotten God-
man) To Bloom, as to Wittgenstein, such questions are
neither answerable nor askable. Wraiths do not torment
Bloom in the way that the ghost of Stephen’s mother besets
Stephen. In Exiles Joyce makes Robert summarize the differ-
ence between himself and Richard as that Richard has fallen
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from a higher world and he has risen from a lower one

Stephen and Bloom have performed the same acrobatics

Bloom being the principal figure, he is more immediately

accessible than Stephen He is not afraid that he will com-

promise his selfhood, nor does he fear as Stephen does that by

concession he may start up a pernicious chemical action in his

soul Joyce’s intentions regarding Bloom have sometimes

been misconstrued Bloom is exceptional rather than aver-

age As Joyce said to Budgen, Bloom is a good man A youth-

ful essay m which Joyce, quoting Parsifal, asked, ‘Who is

good?’, indicates that he did not offer this accolade lightly

The goodness was not goodygood. Bloom, Joyce told another

friend, was gutmutig rather than gut Unassuming goodness

was the variety he was prepared to endorse Moreover, he

intended Bloom to be a complete man When Budgen, in-

vited to play devil’s advocate, offered Christ as a more

complete hero, Joyce held his ground ‘He was a bachelor,

and never lived with a woman, surely living with a woman is

one of the most difficult things a man can do, and he never

did It ’ Budgen proposed Faust, and Joyce replied, ‘No-age

Faust isn’t a man Is he an old man or a young man?

Where are his home and family’ We don’t know And he

can’t be complete because he’s never alone Mephistopheles

is always hanging round him at his side or heels ’ Hamlet was

the next nomination Joyce rejected him as only a son

‘Ulysses’, he said,

IS son to Laertes, but he is father to Telemachus, husband to

Penelope, lover of Calypso, companion in arms of the

Greek -warriors around Troy and King of Ithaca Don’t

forget that he -was a war dodger who tried to evade military

service by simulating madness He might never have taken
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Up arms and gone to Troy, but the Greek recruiting sergeant

was too clever for him and, while lie was ploughing the

sands, placed young Tclcmachus in front of Ins plough. But

once at the war the conscientious objector became a

jusqu’auboutist. When the others wanted to abandon the

siege he insisted on staying till Troy should fall . . . And
then he was the first gentleman in Kuropc. When he ad-

vanced, naked, to meet the joung princess, he hid from her

maidenly eyes the parts that mattered of liis brine-soaked,

barnacle-encrusted body. He was an inventor too. The tank

IS his creation Wooden horse or iron box — it doesn’t mat-

y ter . They are both shells containing armed w'^arnors

Joyce wished Bloom to be '^heroic as w'cll as good and
complete. In his early essay, ‘Drama and Life’, he declared

a measure of heroism could be elicited from the vulgar

circumstances^f^Veryday life jusi^asTr^mjLhe days of clank-

ing mail^The task was to exhibit heroism of a new kind,

undistinguished by any acts, distinguished maybe by tlie

absence of act; Bloom, like Richard in Exiles^ does nothing,
though he influences others. Yet he must be separated from
those about him, and by the gift of expression - the highest
a writer can bestow on his creature. It was easy to separate
Stephen because of his extraordinary cultivation. But Bloom
has to speak m ordinary language, untrained by anything but
natural ingenuity, relaxed rather than tense, not so fas-
dious as to be above the most wellwom expressions, yet
ceptical of them, even taking a keen pleasure in manoeuvring
among common idioms, allusions, and proverbs. It is this
power of speech, mostly inward speech, that inclines Bloom
towards Odysseus - resilience, the power to recoup in the
mind what he loses in the flesh.

might appear that Bloom, however Odyssean, lacks
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Stephen’s prime characteristic, the artistic sense But Joyce

implies otherwise He makes Bloom display a considerable if

untutored interest in drama and fiction Bloom likes Hamht
and finds no difficulty m liking also Mosenthal’s Leah

,

he feels

no compulsion to rank these two favourites in order ofmerit

When in the pm'j’ he reads 'Matcham’s Masterstroke’ he is

not moved or touched by it — these are his criteria — but he

IS impressed by its shekness and dreams of emulating it Per-

haps he will write a storj' about a proverb, and sign it ‘By

Mr and Mrs L M Bloom’ (a curious surrender of his own
second initial — P for Paula — in favour of his wife's first one)

In the past, as Bloom recalls, he has jotted down bits of his

wife’s conversation with the notion that they might m them-

selves compose some kind of literary work In fact these

entries bear a crude resemblance to the inch-by-inch natural-

ism which Stephen Dedalus at moments practises, and also to

the jumpmess of the internal monologue For Joyce’s pur-

poses an unimaginative Bloom would not have done at all,

since so much of the book was to take place within his mind
The trio of episodes about Bloom begins with the one that

Joyce labelled Calypso His plan had been to allow the three

episodes of the Telemachiad to present a world in abstract

patterns In one of his schemas for Ulysses Joyce wrote that

Stephen in the first three episodes does not yet bear a body,

and It seems appropriate that m Stephen’s universe of no he

should have none, while Molly Bloom’s flillbodied universe

(in the monologue at the other end of the book) should be

pervaded byyes Stephen is still engaged in ‘lordly study’ and

remains abstract In so far as he is corporeal he is only m-
cipiently so He is allowed nine episodes, as an embryo is

allotted nine months, to move from potentiality to realiza-

tion
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A different role is reserved for Bloom, who has bodiliness to

spare. Stephen must move from the abstract to the concrete,

Bloom reverse the procedure. Bloom’s inclinations before

breakfast are visceral His brain is full of body, his mind — as

he busies himself in the kitchen — full of kidneys. At the

butcher shop he observes the nextdoor girl and aspires to

walk behind her moving hams. He thinks of her big police-

man friend and comments, ‘They like them sizable. Prime

sausage.’ Throughout this episode a relation is established

between humans and their food, a relation of interchange-

ability. Women have hams, men sausages. The cat confirms,

by her easy intimacy with Bloom, the bond between animals

of different species Her anus, noted on the chapter’s first

page, evokes Bloom’s, on the last.

The whole sensory world is mustered for this episode

Bloom is all eyes and ears, tastebuds, nostrils, fingers, as he

starts the dayy Instead of an abstract discussion of colour by

Stephen, with allusions to Aristotle and Berkeley, the spec-

trum rainbows the chapter. Bloom, from the moment he is

seen moving ‘about the kitchen’, is all movement, up and
down stairs, off to the butcher and back, up and down stairs

agam, off to the privy, moving his legs, arms, jaws, and finally

bowels The kidney appears both as an image in his mind and
as a real object

, he turns it over in his head as he turns it over
in the frying pan later, he thinks of the living animal from
which It comes, contemplates it m its butchered state, buys
It, cooks or rather overcooks it, puts it on a plate, eats,
digests, and finally excretes it or something like it, and con-
siders Its final use as fertilizer.
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Beyond these examples, everything depends upon physical-

ity in Calypso The imperfections that one puts up witli in

daily physical life are suggested by the humpy tray and the

broken commode Molly Bloom is, for this hour, an exclu-

sively physical presence She is reading a book, how^ever -

surely this is an intellectual act, we might presume — but no,

it’s a pornographic book, and it lies next to the orangekeyed

chamberpot, and close to herwarm body, the weight ofwhich

disturbs the quoits of the bed when she moves She asks for

another book, specifying it should be by Paul de Kock, a

further contribution to the episode’s bodiness

The chapter is also one of solids, planted on the solid earth

^ There are allusions to heat, to weight, to the sunlight and

shadow which warm or cool them Most of the physical

imagery refers to internal organs, as if to pursue the kidney

down the body, Joyce also developed the spatial implications

of the episode, as in the first episode about Stephen Calypso

compiles layers of substance, though it considers them under

the aspect ofthe dance of the hours, ofmovement in time

Naming the fourth episode Calypso strained Homeric

analogy In what sense might Molly be both the immortal

nymph Calypso and the mortal Penelope? Homer did per-

haps unconsciously offer a hint in making both women into

weavers Joyce’s intentions may be discovered from a letter

to Harriet Weaver (his truest Penelope), from internal

evidence, and from the Linati schema He wrote Miss

Weaver, who had complained that the Penelope episode was

posthuman, that he would accept this word so long as pre-

human was added to it, as against Penelope, he intended the

more human apparitions to be Calypso, Circe, Nausicaa, and
others In the Linati schema Joyce lists ‘nymph’ as one of the

episode’s symbols, and a picture ofthe bathingnymph presides
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over the lectual activities of Molly Bloom. Bloom considers

that It IS quite like his wife when she was slimmer. It would

seem that Calypso represents one aspect of Molly, her physical

presence; she is someone to be thought about, written to,

explained to, observed, fed. In another manifestation, Molly

IS a subject (rather than a direct or indirect obj'ect), charged

as firmly as Bloom or Stephen with the duty of contemplating

and evaluating her world. Joyce reverses Homer in making

Calypso less deific than Penelope. In the role of Calypso,

Molly is unfaithful. Bloom has to proceed from this version

to her more intrinsic character as Penelope, from mistress

to wife. But Joyce had another idea as well. In the lost

epic, the Telegony, the sixth-century B.c. continuation

of the Odyssey by Eugammon of Cyrene, Odysseus after

his return to Penelope is off again on a voyage which takes

him to Thesprotia. There he marries the queen, who is

named Callidike In the Linati schema Joyce surprisingly lists

Callidike as one of the characters in Calypso. In a sense, tiien,

Ulysses must have seemed to him to be the further adventures

of Odysseus. Whenever confronted by a choice between two

possible things to include, Joyce chose both. It was natural

that he should have wished to embrace both Odyssean and

post-Odyssean wanderings. After all, Ulysses must come to

Dublin

For many promptings, as Gilbert makes clear, Joyce de-

pended upon Victor Berard’s attempt to locate the supposedly

mythical topography of the Odyssey in actual places. Berard
finds much of his evidence m proper names, which he traces

to their roots Etymologically the name Calypso is related to

Calpe, meaning pitcher or bowl, and Calpe’s mount is Gib-
raltar. Homer says that Calypso lived in ‘a navel of the sea’,

an island, and Joyce clearly derived from this the idea that
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Stephen’s first chapter, parallel with this one, should have a

navel too - the omphalos tower, and a bowl as well — the bowl

of vomit next to Mrs Dedalus on her deathbed, which is

reiterated in the shavingbowl and the sea — another ‘bowl of

bitter waters’ Joyce may also have felt confirmed in what

must already have been his intention, of giving Molly a

Gibraltar childhood

In the Odyss^ Hermes is sent to Calypso as Athena to

Telemachus, and bears a message from Zeus She is enjoined

to give up Odysseus and send him on towards Ithaca (Athena,

as the old milkwoman, reminds Stephen of his race, and so of

the conscience he has promised to forge for it )
Calypso,

whose name means ‘the Concealer’, does not inform Odys-

seus that she has received this message, but she suddenly

offers to help speed his departure instead of preventing it

Joyce found resonance in the fact that Calypso is secretive,

and he imitates Homer by a senes of secret messages The
most obvious one is postal, Blazes Boylan’s letter, which by

an unHomeric twist informs Calypso of her new lover’s

advent rather than of her old one’s departure Molly follows

the nymph’s example in not divulging this letter’s contents

to her heroic husband There are other secret messages one

IS wntten m Greek, the word ‘metempsychosis’, which

Molly IS reluctant to imderstand though she is m process of

metempsychosis from Penelope to Calypso to Callidike and

back again Bloom’s faltering explanation specifically men-

tions nymphs as something the Greeks believed one could be

changed into Other secret messages are exchanged between

Bloom and the cat But a more important one is transmitted

to Bloom at Dlugacz’s butcher shop Bloom realizes from the

Zionist leaflet (Agendath Netaim, a redevelopment project in

Palestine, with headquarters at 34 Bleibtreustrasse, Berlin)
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on Dlugacz’s counter, that Diugacz, porkbutclier or not, is a

Jew ;
their eyes meet in sharp recognition, as Calypso at once

penetrated Hermes’ disguise, being a goddess herself, to spot

him as a god Bloom receives this message but decides to go

into the matter another time

The most Olympian messages are those which come to

Bloom from the heavens, first by the agency of a cloud, then

by the agency of the sun. He has let his mind dandle Palestine

as the promised land, crowded with olive trees, citrons,

oranges. Though not a Zionist — he considers Diugacz an

enthusiast and has an eighteenth-century suspicion of en-

thusiasm as of superstition — he feels a slight sympathy:

‘Nothing doing Still an idea behind it. ’ But a moment later

a grey cloud covers over the sun, the same cloud which made

Stephen see the ocean as a ‘bowl of bitter waters’ BloomW
deflates Zionism as Stephen elsewhere deflates Irish causey

The promise of the promised land has long since been

broken.

No, not like that A barren land, bare waste Volcanic lake,

the dead sea no fish, weedless, sunk deep in the earth No
wind would lift those waves, grey metal, poisonous foggy

waters Brimstone they called it raining down the cities of

the plain Sodom, Gomorrah, Edom

(Edom IS a mistake, like Bloom’s later lumping together of

Peter Carey the informer and Peter Claver the missionary, or

his reference to the eulogy m a country churchyard by
Wordsworth or Campbell, these are hloomisms, a form as

V distinct as spoonerisms or malapropisms. ^ bloomism is an
uneasy but scrupulous recollection of a factual near-miss
Since it often involves similar sounds as well as similar facts,

the whole of Finnegans Wake is implicit in ip
)
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All dead names A dead sea m a dead land, grey and old

Old now It bore the oldest, the first race

At tins point an old woman passes m front of him like a

human cloud, and Bloom’s tlioughts darken more

A bent hag crossed from Cassidy’s clutching a naggin bottle

by the neck The oldest people Wandered far away over all

the earth, captivity to captivity, multiplying, dym^ being

bom everywhere It lay tliere now Now it could bear no

more Dead an old woman’s the grey sunken cunt of the

world [61 , 73]*

It IS characteristic of Bloom, and of this chapter, to find in a

part of the body, especially an internal organ, an image o

personal desolation It is also like Bloom to seek refuge from

such thoughts in another physical image ‘Be near her ample

bedwarmed flesh Yes, yes ’ And as if to sanction this wish,

the cloud lifts and another messenger arrives, the sun

Quick warm sunlight came running from Berkeley Road,

swiftly, m shm sandals, along the brightening footpath

Runs, she runs to meet me, a girl with gold hair on the

wind

(Another thought from Berkeley - the philosopher - had a

similarly optimistic message for Stephen earlier )
This image,

gold as the rod of Hermes which Calypso admires so much,

in part because it is the colour of her own tresses, is the

opposite of the bent hag and the old milkwoman, prior

* Bracketed page references foUow.ng extended quotations from Ufyrter are

to the two (resLf standard editions, the one issued by Random House, New

York in 1 and the other by The Bodley Head, London, m . m that

order There are several repriL with different pagination, of which the Penguin

Modern Classics edition (London, 1969) is the most recent
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messengers from tlie secret morning, and it brings Bloom out

of despond and leads to his return home. Here Calypso shifts

for a moment into Penelope, as Molly becomes, from a

cavemed, idle, and secretive nymph, the redemptive object

of Bloom’s journey. As an image the girl wdth gold hair is

grandiloquent, but Joyce was willing to risk her so as to

match the aureal splendour of Hermes.

The dialectic of the two images m Bloom’s mind, of Zion

and Sodom, may be illustrated:

Zion Sodom

Bleibtreustrasse [Untreustrasse]

Palestine heavemzed Palestine infemalized

Beautification (enthusiasm) Uglification (dumps)

The Perfect The Horrid

False Life (Heaven) False Death (Hell)

Emp^ Images

Antidote

Molly’s ‘ample bedwarmed flesh’

Fidelity/Infidelity

Earthly Paradise

(Middle Earth)

Non-Ziomst/Non-Sodomist

That Other World (S)

Because of the triadic arrangement of the book, the second
episode in each triad must play truant to the first. Compul-
sions take over from tasks, madness from order. Having
\oyagcd dowm the alimentary canal in CaJjpso, Joyce chose a
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different kind of ‘trip’ for tlie Lotus-Eaters If Calypso is pre-

dominantly m space, liie Lotus-Eaters is predominantly in

time
,
the eaters have in fact all the time in the world, but it

IS time observed under the aspect of space, that is, in a senes

of almost still pictures of stilled movements (or at least slow-

motion ones) and hushed appetites

If Nestor, tlie parallel episode, is full ofpast history and out-

dated ideas, the Lotus-Eaters live in a prolonged present,

divorced from history not because they have awakened from

Its nightmare (as Stephen is avowedly trying to do) but

because they have put it to sleep Joyce might have done the

whole chapter m the languorous style of Tennyson’s Lotus-

Eaters, but this would have been to forget that Odysseus must

evade them, and so in the midst of temptations to be irre-

sponsible Bloom’s mind darts as nimbly and undefeatedly as

ever In his outward conduct, however, he is affected by

them enough to slow dovm^
y The episode contrasts with Calypso m several ways In place

of Calypso’s emphasis on internal organs, this chapter offers

external ones, specifically, as Joyce said, the skm Instead of

the vagina it dwells upon the penis Calypso joined human and

animal flesh, food and excrement, the Lotus-Eaters joins the

human and vegetable worlds through drugs and metaphor^

Most conspicuously, flowers and petals stand as botanical

eqmvalents of skin and external organs, a point specified by

Joyce in his final image of Bloom’s penis prefigured as a

languid floating flower m the bath The imion of men and

plants is also suggested by the human use of nicotine, opium,

and other vegetable substances

Scorning the solid food and waste of Calypso, this chapter

furnishes liquids From Bloom’s mind the kidneys have flown,

and in their place great barrels ofporter have been delivered
^
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‘Barrels bumped in his head: dull poitcr slopped and churned

mside.jThe bungholcs sprang open and a huge dull flood

leaked, flowing together, winding through mudflats all over

the level land, a lazy pooling swirl of liquor beating along

wideleaved flowers of its froth.’ (Froth is the skin of porter.)

Liquid consonants are also favoured, 1 sounds ~ for languor,

lolling, floating - as opposed to strong consonants and pur-

posive acts.

Calypso had offered a gamut of sensor)' stimulants, the

Lotus-Eaters offers a gamut of anaesthetics. Mouth has its

cigarette, lollipop, communion wafer, wine, tea, liqueur

(horsemouth has oats), body its perfume, head its hairoil,

nose Its ragpaper and scented soap smells, eye its mild erotic

spectacles, ear its music, Latin, and bells, mind its fancies,

penis its womb of warmth (the bath) and its gelding (the

horses). In Calypso the East, as imagined by Bloom, was a place

where robbers roamed and mothers called their children

home, but in the Lotus-Eaters the East is marked by no such

brisk activities, it is dolcejar niente

This opposition is heightened by the two letters, one from
Milly Bloom in Calypso, the other from Martha CliflPord in the

Lotus-Eaters. They are both excellent, in their respective and
contrasting kinds Milly writes her father,

Dearest Papli,

Thanks ever so much for the lovely birthday present. It

suits me splendid Everyone says I’m quite the belle m my
new tarn I got mummy’s lovely box of creams and am
vmting They are lovely I am getting on swimmmg in the

p oto business now Mr Coghlin took one ofme and Mrs will
send when developed We did great biz yesterday Fair day

^
all the beef to the heels were m We are going to lough

we on Monday with a few friends to make a scrap picnic
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Give my love to mummy and to yourself a big kiss and

thanks I hear them at the piano do\vnstairs There is to be

a concert in the Greville Arms on Saturday There is a

young student comes here some evenings named Bannon his

cousins or something are big swells he sings Boylan’s (I was

on the pop of ^vrltlng Blazes Boy’an’s) song about those

seaside girls Tell him silly Milly sends my best respects

Must now close with fondest love

Your fond daughter, Milly

P S Excuse bad -writing, am m a hurry Byby M
[66, 79-80]

Milly’s letter belongs to the world where objects, people,

cluster, congregate It is full of obvious and obtuse feelings

about clotliing, candy, young men, people around her Her

expressions - ‘beef to the heels’ (for plump farm women),

‘getting on swimming in the photo business’, have an inept

force She has so much to do, so many plans, is m such a

hurry Martha Clifford lives under a different star, her letter

IS addressed to Bloom under his nom do plume of Henry

Flower

Dear Henry,

I got your last letter to me and thank you very much for

It I am sorry you did not like my last letter Why did you

enclose the stamps’ I am awfully angry with you I do wish I

could punish you for that I called you naughty boy because

I do not like that other world Please tell me what is the

real meaning of that word Are you not happy in your home
you poor little naughty boy? I do -wish I could do something

for you Please tell me what you think of poor me I often

think of the beautiful name you have Dear Henry, when will

we meet? 1 think of you so often you have no idea I have

never felt myself so much dra-wn to a man as you I feel so
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bad about. Please write me a long letter and tell me more.

Remember if you do not I will punish )ou. So now you

know what I will do to you, you naughty boy, if )ou do not

write, O how I long to meet you. Henry dear, do not deny

my request before my patience arc exhausted. Then 1 will

tell you all Goodbye now, naughty darling I have such a bad

headache today and write bj' return to your longing

Martha.
P S. Do tell me what kind of perfume does your wife use

I want to know.

177-8
, 94- 5-]

Martha likes money, not work; perfume, not picnics In-

stead of Milly’s heartiness Martha is all stale air and innuendo,

with nothing definite, not even her name or Henry’s Milly’s

errors in composition come from youth and impatience and
lack of training, Martha’s are examples ofgrammatical decay,

of language gone gamey For the moment she is Bloom’s
Calypso.

Bloom s adventures in Lotus Land include two meetings,
one with C. P M’Coy and the other with Bantam Lyons.
These differ from his meeting with Dlugacz in Calypso, which
resulted in the purchase of the all-important kidney, in being
non events. Bloom tries to get rid of M’Coy, says he is going
Nowhere in particular for fear that, ifa destination is stated,M Coy will ofiFer to accompany him

; anticipating a well-
own manoeuvre ofM Coy to borrow a valise for his wife’s

putative concert tour. Bloom announces that his ovm wife is

o touring (M Coy and his wife, whose voice has ‘No gutsm It’, are Lotus Land repheas of Bloom and Molly.) M’Coy
n t ask, and Bloom doesn’t refuse, the scene being static,

nfreaty and demal are alike unspoken, still Bloom has
dodged past this peril. As for Bantam Lyons, he hopes for a
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tip on the race, thinks he has received one from Bloom for

Throwaway, but is deluded — Bloom has offered nothing and

doesn’t approve ofgambhng

The episode begins with deceptive indulgence Passing a

boy smoking a cigarette butt (another external organ), Bloom

thinks of reproving him but then reflects, ‘O let him' His

life isn’t such a bed of rosesl’ But, after rejecting lotophagous

temptations, he is less indulgent towards Lyons’s betting

mama, which comes at the chapter’s end ‘Regular hotbed of

it lately’
,
he complains Bloom feels throughout the chapter

a morning torpor, nowhere to go and nothing to do, floating

mentally from the Dead Sea to his anticipated bath ‘This is

my body’, he flunks of the latter image, and the Christhke

words point up how Bloom has translated a miracle into a

natural ‘phenomenon’ (a favourite word with him) The

analogy between chalice and tub is clearly intended, Bloom

being not divine bachelor but by vivid hyperbole progenitive

human, father of fliousands It is a counter-image also to

Christ’s walking on the waves Joyce prefers the human form

divine to the divine form human He chose man occasion-

ally surpassing himself rather than a god sporadically slum-

ming on earth

Though lured by self-surrender. Bloom does not give way
He meditates on two religions, of East and West, Buddhism

and Christianity

Same notice on the door Sermon by the very reverend

John Conmee S J on samt Peter Claver and the African

mission Save China’s millions Wonder how they explam

It to the heathen Chinee Prefer an ounce of opium
Celestials Rank heresy for them Prayers for the conversion

of Gladstone they had too when he was almost unconscious

The protestants the same Convert Dr William J Walsh
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D D. to the true religion. Buddha their god lying on his side

in the museum Taking it easy with hand under his cheek.

Josssticks burning Not like Ecce Homo Crown of thorns

and cross [8o
, 98]

Buddha lolls while Christ writhes, permissiveness as against

discipline, abandon versus sacrifice of self. But Bloom has a

further idea about this opposition: he discovers m it a secret

identity. Both religions are narcotic. Christian penance.

Bloom finds, has its bwn lusciousness. He may be wrong, but

this IS his contribution to theology, and one whicli his creator

does not discountenance. The meditation reads like a com-
mentary on Mulligan’s bowl of lather, over which a mirror
and a razor lay crossed: narcissism and cruelty over senti-

mentality equal religion ‘Confession. Everyone wants to.

Then I will tell you all Penance. Punish me, please.’ He
plays here on Martha s lubricious suggestion that she might
punish him There IS a pleasure in confession, ‘Lovely shame’,
he calls it. He watches the priest administering the sacra-
ment, and Its reception is at once confectionary, sexual, and
cannibalistic:

e pnest bent down to put it into her mouth, murmuring
all the time Utin The next one Shut your eyes and open
your mouth What? Corpus Body Corpse. Good idea the
^tm. Stupefies them first Hospice for the dymg They

eatnlTr *f
’dea,

Nov J
° corpse why the cannibals cotton to it

feel^ % f ™thm you

I80 , Jg-sf

" “ ^'“gdoni come Lulls all pam.
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As if to foreshadow his interpretation, he has thought about

a holy picture of Martha and Mary listening to Christ, of two

sluts he heard singing a bawdy song about ‘O, Mary lost the

pm of her drawers ’ and of his own Martha and Mary

(Manon)

Martha, Mary I saw that picture somewhere I forget now

old master or faked for money He is sitting m their house,

talking Mysterious Also the two sluts in the Coombe would

listen

Religion appeals equally to the holy and debauched In this

mood Bloom imagines meeting Martha Clifford one Sunday

after the rosary, and in a further speculation, links gelded

horses and eunuch choir singers ‘Suppose they wouldn’t

feel anything after Kind of a placid
' ‘ might be happy all

the same that way ’ Self-mutilation, like religious self-denial

and penance, is a perverse pleasure, a form of narcissism

For this kind of lotus-eating, or other kinds. Bloom has

no appetite This is the first episode where he encounters

his world (though he has been skilful with Molly earlier)

and for the moment he is content with brilliant evasion He
skirts bravely self-denial and self-surrender, on a bypath which

might be called (borrowing a phrase used in another connec-

tion by Stephen) ‘almostmg it’ He prefers what Augus-

tine termed ‘morose delectation’ (dwelling upon impure

thoughts), a sm to which Stephen humorously owns m the

Troteus episode, and which plays a mighty role in this book

Bloom’s reaction to Martha Clifford, another Lotus-Eater, is

to continue the letter-writing, not to see her He knows too

well what would happen if they met ‘Usual love scrimmage

Then running round comers ’ He will not bring Lotus Land

into his active life
,
a penpal is better than a bedpal
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In this chapter some actions are prevented by choice, some

by accident; Bloom would have liked to look at the ankle of

the girl getting up into her carriage, but he succeeds only in

almostmg it. He almost remembers the law of falling bodies,

almost gives away his newspaper, almost mentions Boylan’s

painful name, almost buys Molly her lotion. At church he

will not pray, any more than Stephen will, but he will eye

the churchgoers and inspect them as anthropological speci-

mens. (In the next chapter he genuflects but doesn’t pray.)

Ot is proper that the chapter should end not in an actual bath,

but in the dream of a batK^ (It parallels Stephen’s daydream of

a drovmed man.) Stephen would not swim, and neither does

Bloom, but Bloom can contemplate in prospect water cover-

ing his body, not in the hope of a spiritual but only of a

physical cleansing. So he avoids the rigour of spiritual purges

and of refusals to undergo them.

The Circle Joined (6)

Having established Bloom’s scepticism towards both secular
and spiritual uplift, towards Jewish nationalism and Christian
regeneration, Joyce had next to bring to a climax the second
triad of episodes. The sixth episode was particularly im-
portant because it concluded the separate movement of

m and Stephen: hereafter they begin, unconsciously at

> to Work together rather than apart. Joyce chose to

? point the descent to Hades, which was pivotal
or dysseus as well, since it was in Hades that he learned his
eventual Hte and that of his companions. More than this, it

t-k

solemn change of perspective, the only part of
e yss^ where the seafaring hero goes underground.
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Joyce took up this challenge by situating his episode m
plasneMn cemetery, there as in Hades die denizens are dead

and the Ining are interloper^ No ghosts rise, though the

‘memory of the dead’ is shaip and clear Because this chapter

parallels Proteus, Joyce establishes a subtle counterpoint At

the beginning of his protean s\alk Stephen had seen the mid-

wises who might have officiated at his birth
,
at the beginning

of his funeral ride Bloom obsenes an old woman peeping

from behind a blind, and thinks of her as one who prepares a

corpse for burial Stephen broods on the navel cord which

binds us all, he says, to the Garden of Eden
,
Bloom broods

on the coffin band which binds us all equally to Tophet

V Stephen’s perplexity o\cr Christ’s two fathers achieves its

parallel in his having himself tw'o fathers in Simon Dedalus

and Bloon^ but Joyce is able to solve this confusion by set-

ting the two fathers side by side in the funeral carnage It is

the first time in literature that this problem has been over-

come, as well as the first time it has been posed At the end of

Proteus Stephen has a mental image of the drowned corpse,

and Bloom balances this by an image of a corpse decaying on

land Both heroes have to face the reality of death, as

Odysseus faced it before them^

They also think about women For Stephen women are

distant creatures, changeable as the moon and to be seen

mythically as great sources of fertility and corruption His

IS young men’s thinking, women are for him still objects, as

the Women’s Liberation Movement complains, largely un-

known objects, idealized or brutalized in the imagination

Bloom has a different view Against la donna e mobile he sings

le donne son stabili Women, not woman, interest him He
knows personally, or knows about, all the women who pass

through his mind in comparable procession to Stephen’s
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mostly unknown ‘She, she, she’. Bloom’s interest is in

women unmythed and actual. Even Martha Clifford, whom

he has never seen, possesses in his mind’s eye a non-mythical

quality different from that of Stephen’s mental images. Bloom

figures out, for example, that Martha’s headache is probably

menstrual In this contrast Joyce is cavorting with the differ-

ence between men who have lived with women and men who
haven’t. As Blake wrote, ‘When a man has married a wife he

finds out whether/Her knees and elbows are only glued

together.’ Stephen has not yet found out.

The difference may be summarized more grandly in their

disparate views of Queen Victoria
,
for Stephen she has been

amusingly described by a French journalist as the ‘old hag

with the yellow teeth’. He is content to leave her at that.

Bloom thinks of her as a widow like the widow Dignam, and

comments.

Widowhood not the thing since the old queen died Drawn
on a guncarnage Victoria and Albert^Frogmore memorial
mourning Butm the end she put a fe\/wolets in her bonnet.
Vain in her heart of hearts. All for a shadow. Consort not
even a king Her son was the substance [io2

, 128]

He dimly echoes here Stephen’s speculations about ghostli-
ness and substance

: Something new to hope for not like the
past she wanted back, waiting. It never comes ’ This is a
kindlier vision

WFat Joyce wishes to display are Bloom’s iron affections
or ^e dead he has lost, and especially for his son Rudy and
is a er, -whose death day is to be celebrated in a week’s

time. Joyce intends that Bloom should anatomize death more
completely than Stephen, and so he does, with waiy sym-
pathy. He considers the death of husband or wife, and notes,
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as might La Rochefoucauld, that the surviving partner may

have some satisfaction as well as grief in outliving the other

He recognizes that Paddy Dignam, although his friends say he

was ‘as decent a little man as ever wore a hat’, is not to be

greatly missed Beyond such practical insights, he insists that

It is folly to pamper ihe dead, whether in the Egyptian or

Christian way ‘They’re so particular Lay me in my native

earth Bit of clay from the holy land ’ Burial customs interest

him when they express or seek to express affection ‘Only a

mother and deadborn child ever buried in the one coffin I

see what it means I see To protect him as long as possible

even m the earth The Irishman’s house is his coffin Em-

balming in catacombs, mummies, the same idea^ ’ Faced with

the panoply ofmourning, he concludes, like Wallace Stevens,

‘Let be be finale of seem ’ Walking past the ‘saddened angels,

crosses, broken pillars, family vaults, stone hopes praying

with upcast eyes, old Ireland’s hearts and hands’, he is firm

‘More sensible to spend the money on some charity for the

living ’ Bloom’s views have their force because so interfused

with sympathy

Joyce intends that Bloom should separate himself deci-

sively from Christian conceptions of death Learning that

Dignam has died of a heart attack, he says, ‘The best death’,

regardless of his fellow-mourners’ regret that there has been

no time for the last rites When they say nothing, he insists,

‘No suffering A moment and all is over Like dying in

sleep ’ He does not mind their disapproving silence
,
it is his

first declaration of independence Joyce had inverse authority

for this scene in the Od/ss^ where, when Odysseus com-

pliments Achilles on being a potentate even in Hades, Achilles

curtly replies, ‘Don’t bepraise death to me, Odysseus I

would rather be ploughman to a yeoman farmer on a small
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holding than lord paramount in the kingdom of the dead.’ In

a comparable moment at the cemetery, Mr Kernan praises

the Protestant service as simpler and more impressive than

the Catholic, and quotes, 7 am the resurrection and the life

That touches a man’s inmost heart. ’ Bloom politely pretends

to agree, but his thoughts diverge*

Your heart perhaps but what price the fellow in the six feet

by two with his toes to the daisies ? No touching that. . .

Once you are dead you are dead. That last day idea. Knock-

ing them all up out of their graves Come forth, Lazarus ^
And he came fifth and lost the job \Get up ! Last day QThen

every fellow mousing around for his liver and his lights and

the rest of his traps. Find damn all of himself that morning

Pennyweight of powder in a skull. Twelve grammes one

pennyweight Troy measure [10^-6, 133]

The deadness of the dead rouses Bloom to eloquence^7

Joyce allows Bloom to look more and more closely at

d^thJand as he does so an internal tension mounts in him
and in the episode. Nondescript Paddy Dignam’s death will

do as well as any other to elicit lamentation and horror. As

the funeral car drives towards Glasnevin, it passes Reuben J.

Dodd, who gave the boatman a florin for rescuing his son

from committmg suicide by drowning ‘One and eightpence

too much’, comments Simon Dedalus, and the value (or

valuelessness) of life is brought home. The mourners pass the
house where Childs perhaps murdered his brother. They are

hard on suicide, all except Bloom whose father has died in

that way. At the cemetery are so many graves, of Mrs
Dedalus, of Daniel O’Connell and Parnell: ‘How many*’
thinks Bloom ‘Faithful departed As you are now so once
were we. In Bloom s imagination the dead begin to speak

so
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as once they did for Odysseus m Hades, but less portentously

He imagines a gramophone m the grave or kept m the house,

the record of the deceased played to the bereaved on cere-

monial occasions

Having rejected bodily resurrection. Bloom has to con-

front bodily dissolution The dead fertilize the living ‘It’s

the blood sinking m the earth gives neiv life Well pre-

served fat corpse, gentleman, epicure, invaluable for fruit

garden ’ He contemplates decay in detail ‘Rot quick in

damp earth The lean old ones tougher Then a kind of a

tallowy kind of a cheesy ’ He sees an obese grey rat going

into a crypt, ‘Tail gone now’
,
and reflects that

One of those chaps would make abort work of a fellow

Wonder does the news go about whenever a fresh one is let

down Underground communication We learned that from

them Wouldn’t be surprised Regular square feed for them

Flies come before he’s well dead Got wind of Dignam They

wouldn’t care about the smell of it '^Itwhite crumbling mush

of corpse smell, taste like raw white turnips [i 14, 145^]

^is is about as close a view of the charnel house as any writer

has given In the Lotus-EatersBloom disported with thepleasures

of the body, here he faces up to the horror of its dissolution.

He pulls himself together as he moves towards the glim-

mering gates These are no longer the gates of Dis, they

might be the gates of what Stephen called the ‘allwombing

tomb’ ‘Back to the world again I do not like that other

world she wrote No more do I Plenty to see and hear and

feel yet Feel live warm beings near you Let them sleep m
their maggoty beds They are not going to get me this

innings Warm beds warm fullblooded life
’

The way back to life is not totally pleasant for Bloom, any
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more than it was for Odysseus, since he experiences a snub from

the solicitor Mentonnear the cemetery gates, much as Odysseus

had to put up with the refusal of Ajax, nursing an old grudge

too, to speak with him in Hades. Warm fullblooded life is

no paradise. But Ulysses is strengthened in convictions about

death and life, determined to go on. ‘Well, I am here now. ’

To be here now meant to be a twentieth-century man in

the world as well as m Ireland, and Joyce so interpreted it

Although he spoke less and less of his political concerns, he

felt them deeply, and they help to articulate the skeleton of

Ulysses For this book, as later for Finnegans Wake, he drew

upon the historical and philosophical theories of Giambat-

tista Vico, which Croce had been making better known while

Joyce was living in Trieste. Finnegans Wake begins by a refer-

ence to the Vico road in Dalkey, a topographical feature

which Joyce obviously considered symbolic, and another

reference to this road appears in the second chapter of

Ulysses. Joyce followed Vico but at his own pace; he held, as

Vico aid not, that the best political system was the demo-

cratic one But he embraced eagerly Vico’s cycle of three

ages, theocratic, aristocratic, and democratic, concluding in

a TicoTso and another cycle. The ncorso was not so much a

turnabout, as a promotion from experience to experience

comprehended and known. Joyce said in a letter that the

theory had amply demonstrated itself in his life, and quite

possibly he saw himself as having begun in fear of God, then

baskingm family and personal pride, and finally, dispossessed,

discovering a sufficient value m the ordinary and unassum-
mg. That, at any rate, is the grace shadowed m Ulysses *

* Ellsworth Mason, in an unpublished doctoral dissertation at Yale in 1948,
rst et^ted the Vichian aspect of Ulysses I find the relation of Vico’s ages to

different, after die first six chapters, from what whichMr Mason urges
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Specifically, the pattern helps to animate the two triads

with which Ul/sses opens The first chapter begins with a

mass and ends with a priest, and its eqmvalent m Bloom’s

experience, the fourth, begins with the steeple of George’s

church and ends with its ‘high up’ bells The second and

fifth chapters play different variations on the theme of

aristocracy, as Stephen teaches at a rich boys’ school and

listens to the headmaster discourse of princes and kings’

sons, and as Bloom ogles an aristocratic lady about to get up

into her carnage, then ponders on the ways of the Anglo-

Irish Trinity College and the Kildare street club In the third

ajad sixth chapters both Stephen and Bloom take a more

democratic view, Stephen utters good doctrine when he

says, ‘You will not be master of others or their slave’, and

Bloom finds an apt parable m the democracy of death Seen

in this Vichian light, the sudden appearance of the ship

Roscvean at the end of Proteus heralds a change, a ricoiso, a

reformulation of Stephen’s state At the end of Hades, Bloom

emerges from the Stygian darkness to ascend through the

gates to a kind of new birth, which is substantiated by

the imagery of starting and of deliver/ at the beginning of

the seventh chapter

But for the principal context ofthe first six chapters, Joyce

depended upon the man whom he valued as ‘the father of

what IS called modem philosophy’ He awarded this title, in

a review in 1903, to Giordano Bruno Bruno more than any-

one probably enlarged Joyce’s perspective beyond Anstode

The strange history of Bruno, his bnlliant career, his visit to

England and friendship with Sir Philip Sidney, his heresy and

Its punishment by burning, were bound to excite Joyce’s

sympathy Bnmo was in fact named, simply as ‘the Nolan’ (he

came from Nola, near Naples, and was proud to speak of

^3
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himself this way), m ‘The Day of the Rabblement’, the pam-

phlet which Joyce published privatelym 1902: ‘No man, said

the Nolan, can be a lover of the true or the good unless he

abhors the multitude’
;
the next year Joyce wrote of Bruno as

the ‘most honourable’ among the ‘vindicators of the freedom

of intuition’ Bruno appears in the last pages of A Tortrait oj

the Artist as well as in Finnegans Wake. Joyce did not respond

to the Hermetic side of Bruno, which has recently excited

much interest, but he respected his unAristotehan passion,

his ‘ardent sympathy with nature as it is — natura naturata ^
,
his

mystical faith m interconnection as a world-principle.

Bruno did not supersede Aristotle in Joyce’s mind, but was

superimposed upon him Aristotle’s ethical theory of a mean

between excess and defect still held, but Bruno proposed an

emphasis on the kinship of contraries as facets of the

same entity (Aristotle acknowledged that excess and defect

were often closer to each other than to the mean, but Bruno

was much more insistent
) Ultimately, said Bruno, all con-

traries are coincident. Hot is opposite to cold, but they are

both aspects of a single principle of heat, and their kinship

can be seen in the fact that they are united at their minima,

the least hot being also the least cold The deepest night is

the beginning of dawn Bruno declares that love is hate, hate

love, that poison yields its ovm antidote For Joyce this was

no finespun theory, but an axiom which he saw everywhere

confirmed It helped him to organize A Tortrait^ which begins

with the birth of the body and ends with the birth ofthe soul

Giordano Bruno’s coinciding contraries may in retrospect

be seen to give form to each episode of Ulysses, as though
each had been generated out of some pair of seeming oppo-
sites which might be shown to join The first episode
registers the secret affinity of sacredness and damnation as

5-4
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Mulligan administers communion and, a fallen Lucifer, calls

himself Jesus He pretends to be the complete iconoclast but

IS indignant ivith Stephen for not having ouUvardly con-

formed Though irreligious, he serves the church, just as,

though pretending to be an Irish nationalist, he toadies to

Bntish imperialism In the second episode, Judaeo-Chris-

tianitj’ and Caesansm show an astonishing likeness in that the

Romans and Je^\s persecute the Jewish Christ and both

Romans and Christians persecute Jews In the tliird chapter

the sea as creati\e mother is joined with the ocean as destruc-

tive father, birth wth death

In the three chapters invoKing Bloom, Joyce again follows

Bruno The first joins food and faeces which will one day be

food once more The second finds Christ and Buddha, self-

disciphne and self-abandonment, to be essentially the same

In Hades Bloom reminds us, as Stephen reminded us earlier,

that in the midst of life we are in death

But Joyce was not satisfied to use Bruno’s coincidmgj:on-

traries only thus far Each of the first three chapters is half a

circle, to be completed by its parallel chapter in the second

triad Mulligan’s transubstantiation of God into flesh in

Telemachus is completed by Bloom’s transubstantiation of

flesh into faeces (Calj'pso') The sadism of Christians and

Romans persecuting Jews {Nestor) is completed by the

masochism of Christians and Buddhists in their devotions

(Iotus-£aters)J |n the Froteus episode Stephen follows the arc

of generation through corruption to death, while in Hades

Bloom begins with death and follows it back to birth ‘Who
does not see’, says Bruno, ‘that there is a single principle for

corruption and generation?’ Mother-sea and father-ocean,

whom Stephen had joined, are matched by Bloom’s implicit

coupling of mother earth and fatherland Birth-death and

SS
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death-birth join like land and water. The lying in of birth

coincides with the laying out for death.

Beyond these circles, Joyce established a larger enclosing

circle ofBloom and Stephen. Disparate as they at first appear,

they are made to join more and more closely in their atti-

tudes towards life, Stephen denying its deniers. Bloom

affirming directly. They match each other’s views of death,

religion, nationality. Both pursue a mean between pure mind

and mindlessness, mere body and bodilessness. Their spiritual

kinship, which is eventually to make them putative son and

father, is postulated firmly by the end of the Hades episode.

Joyce hinted as much by making the circle the geometrical

symbol of Hades, as Gilbert pomted out without recognizing

Its meaning. It was in fact the maker’s seal upon the first six

episodes.

Bruno’s doctrine did not loom so large for Joyce simply

as a mechanical convenience. He was exalted by it, for it

meant that nothing was isolated. Bruno’s contraries coincide

to confirm their mutual participation in Being, ‘the founda-

tion of all kinds and of all forms’. Being is what Wallace

Stevens calls ‘the ever-never-changing same’ ‘Thus every-

thing which maketh diversity of kinds, species, differences,

properties, everything which dependeth on generation, cor-

ruption, alteration and change is not being or existence but

IS a condition and circumstance of being or existence which
IS one, infinite, immobile, subject, matter, life, soul, truth

and good.’ By Bruno’s theory everything is contained as in a

seed or, as Yeats wrote when he completed his own vision-

ary account of being,

All things hang like a drop of dew
Upon a blade of grass.



Ill

Harsh Geometiy

In about the year 1937 Joyce had his friend Eugene Jolas read

aloud to him \V B Yeats’s sjTnbology of life, art, and death^

A Vision Jolas reports liis regret that Yeats 'did not put all this

into a crentne \%ork’ jojee probably knew that Yeats had

sulTuscd many poems and plajs sMth this visionary material,

but his reproach supposed a possible book of much larger

scope What prompted his remark was the recognition of the

easy convertibility of Yeats’s abstract sjTnbology into actual

symbolism, a recognition that came easily because the ‘harsh

geometry* of A Vision bore extraordinary resemblances to the

equally harsh geometry which formed the marrow of Ulysses

Tlie sense that he had used so complicated a structure

sometimes troubled Joyce ‘I may have oversystematized

Ulysses’, he remarked in an unguarded moment to Samuel

Beckett Having attempted a work comparable, in complexity

at least, to The Divine Comedy, he could not be sure that his

novel, or any novel, might bear such freight He oscillated

between attesting elaborateness and minimizing it

The preceding chapters have moved closer and closer to

another schema of the first six episodes different from the

two that Joyce sent to Linati and Gilbert In it, the episodes

are juxtaposed in such a way as to emphasize their parallel-

isms The elements furnished here are provisional, or rather

partial, they have to be completed by others which will

make themselves felt in later episodes
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ULYSSES ON THE LTEFEY

Three Propositions

From the circles of the first six episodes three unstated

propositions declare themselves. Tlieir ontological validity is

established not by the philosophical authority of Aristotle or

Bruno, but by the simple force of recognition. The book as

image demands these glosses as registers of its meaning.
The first proposition set? forth the workings of the spirit

of denial. According to it, (I) secular power and spiritual

power egg on their adherents to persecute others and to abase them-

selves. Imperialism, which can be religious as well as profane,

IS in either aspect missionary for hatred although it pretends,

through father-figures such as king, priest, fatherland, to

proffer paternal love. In the church militant, as in Caesansm, the

Marquis de Sade and the Freiherr von Sacber-Masoch are conjoined.

Their ultimate expression is Nobodaddy, as Blake called the

t^ant god, and Noboddady may only be overcome by ima-

ginative sympathy The distinguishing marks of this sympathy
are furnished by Bloom and Stephen in their completion of

each other’s thought.

Against the reign of denial and hatred nature also offers a

recourse. The second proposition begins wdth Stephen s

g oomy view that (II) t/je newborn experiences corruption and dies',

en adds Bloom s sanguine corollary, that having died, the

^ ^^^^^ption and is in some manner newborn.
April s green endures.’

e final proposition is more complex. (Ill) God, descend-

g, becomes Jlesh becomes Jood, is eaten, becomes foeces, then

omesjood becomes jlesh becomes man ascending. That is, the
o verse o God s descent into matter is matter’s ascent

towar at east provisional divinity. Joyce, unlike Dostoevsky

,
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prefers man-god to god-man He thinks of his hero as man-

god, and finds for Odpscus a supporting etymology - that

the name is formed from Outis (no one) and Zeus Man is the

di\inc nobod), he emerges from the nondescript as Henry

Flo^\er from Poste Rcstante The powers of this -vvorld and

of that otlier -vs orld try to keep this Bloom from blooming

They must be sho^^Tl to fail



IV

The Beast with Two Backs

Blowing Up Nelsons Villar (j)

‘In old days men had the rack Now they have the press, ’ said

Oscar Wilde After the funeral hush of Glasnevin the scene

shifts to noise and newspapers In the mighty heart of the

seventh city of Christendom, and m its lungs, there stands or

rather used to stand — Joyce’s Dublin is increasingly confined

to his books — Nelson’s pillar, ambiguously the sign of an

empire’s glory and, as Professor MacHugh says, of the defeat

at Trafalgar of Europe’s Catholic chivalry. In the Aeolus

episode the dm is portentous: earpiercmg trams are being

ordered to start from the pillar to all parts of Dublin, assuring

corporal communication in the ‘metrollops’ (as Finnegans

Wake jumbles it)
;
mail vans bearing the royal initials are

busily ensuring postal communication, while, more con-

vivially, Guinness’s men deliver barrels of stout to sustain

oral communication Municipal, national, and private enter-

prises send out their waves ofpower. But at the epis.ode’s end
all three are in sudden arrest, ‘becalmed in short circuit’ like

Odysseus ships In Ulysses a short circuit has long implica-
tions.

The Mockery of the Victory’ is the meaning which Joyce,
in his schema sent to Linati, ascribed to this episode. It is a
chapter of great exploits — conquests m the field, on the
podium, in the press, at the bar The celebrants of such
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conquests arc like tlie suitors m the OJ/sscy, and Joyce

manoeuvres Homer for his purposes by combining the mari-

time combats of Odysseus with the hostilities of the Nostos

(Return) Bloom and Stephen must take the city of Dublin,

as if it were Itliaca (Tlierc is even a su^estion of its being

Troy, for, as someone sa)s later of Bloom, ‘He’s a bloody

dark horse himself ’) Homer lurks in tlie background, pro-

viding Jo)ce with tlie god Aeolus, but Joyce arranges that

the god should be flouted by the hero himself rather than

merely by his crew

Joyce is so far faithful to Homer as to let the initial burden

of opposing the suitors fall principally on Telemachus In the

third tnad of chapters Bloom is conspicuous only in the

middle, Stephen holding the stage in Aeolus and Stylla and

Chaiybdis with his two parables, one of nationalism, the other

of art In accordance with their hypothetical juncture m the

first SIX episodes, the two men arc now banded together

without being aware of the fact Unconsciously they are in

league against the powers of this world and the next Their

first joint enterprise is in defence of language, both of

English as a whole and of the integrity of each word If the

artist IS to bring the word to his race, he must begin by

rejecting false diction and the false gods it enshrines

Bloom inconspicuously sets the pace he first goes into the

newspaper office, a penetration as symbolic as tliat he makes

later into the maternity hospital Once in, he observes the

entrance of the newspaper publisher, William Brayden, and

is abstractedly studying Brayden’s fat neck when Red Murray

whispers in awe, ‘Don’t you think his face is like Our
Saviour?’ To which Bloom, unawed, responds, ‘Or like

Mario ’ Mario, a famous tenor of an earlier day, saved the

scene in a hundred operas Bloom’s mind runs merrily over
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the idea of ‘Jesus Mario’ singing Martha, a name \vith over-

tones for him both sacred and profane. Not yet fended off,

Red Murray announces, ‘His grace phoned down twice this

morning.’ His grace was William ]. Walsh, Archbishop of

Dublin, quick to put pressure on the press. To this per-

sistence Bloom replies, ‘Well, he is one of our saviours also ,

and receives in reply, ‘a meek smile’ . Having released tliese

two arrows, Bloom continues his irreverent sharpshooting to

himself, ‘But will he save the circulation?’ The names of

power, Brayden, Jesus, the Archbishop, are suddenly col-

lapsed.

Murray’s reverent confusion of the Lord with the press

lord is the other side of the Archbishop’s attempt to make

the Freeman s Journal and Evening Telegraph accommodate the

Church’s position Bloom’s first comment adroitly reduces

Brayden from a supernatural to an operatic figure, and his

second comment mockingly offers the same office of Sal-

vationist to Brayden and Walsh, pressman and churchman.

(He anticipates the drunken cry in Oxen of the Sun, ‘Shout

salvation in King Jesus.’) Though seemingly haphazard, ihese

remarks neatly supply one of the keys to this episode, the

other being furmshed subsequently by Stephen.

That the episode has keys is emphasized by the ludicrous

advertisement which Bloom is attempting to arrange for a

publican named Keyes. By picturmg the crossed keys sur-

rounded by a circle which constitute the insignia ofthe lower

house ofthe Isle ofMan’s parliament, Keyes means to demon-

strate laboriously his latent sympathy for Irish Home Rule.

But in view of the recent appearance of the Glasnevin gates,

which open murkily to death and birth, and the sudden noon

light of Dublin at the beginning of Aeolus, it would seem that

the keys must open the gates of the city and of being. They
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are also the two keys needed to unlock the gates of Purgatory

m Dante, for the rest of this middle section of the book is

purgatorial The image is repeated in Finnegans Wake with

Anna Livia’s final cry, ‘The keys to Given ’ Here in Aeolus

Joyce IS less thrcnodic though equally clamant Bloom and

Stephen possess the means of opening the locked city, even

though they are ostensibly keyless, Stephen having surren-

dered his key to Mulligan, Bloom having forgotten his Being

themselves keys, their keylessness does not matter

After Bloom initiates the action, Joyce has Stephen carry

out the suggested strategy He never allows Bloom to be rele-

gated, however, and repeats, with variations, the outlines of

the OJj'ssip' Aeolus’ floating island, engirt with bronze, is

volatile newspaperdom, engirt with steel presses and other

hard substances, a blend of mutability and~3umbility The

role of the god Aeolus is filled in part by the printing press,

which cranks out on steel tablets its potent ephemera with

sublime, godlike indifference The machine has for regent

Myles Crawford, editor of the Evening Telegraph, an irascible

man who is tractable at Bloom’s first appearance but at his

second, like Aeolus with Odysseus, loses his temper Since

Joyce has added Telemachus to the scene, Stephen too must

experience editorial rebuff Under a favouring wind Craw-

ford invites him to contribute a piece to the newspaper,

‘Something with a bite in it’, but on hearing Stephen’s

‘Parable of the Plums’, Crawford conspicuously fails to renew

his offer He bears out Bloom’s opinion that newspapermen

are weathercocks^

Joyce needed an ethical parallel for Aeolus’ fondness for

SIX sons and six daughters, whom he has married to each

other, and it appears in Crawford’s incestuous admiration for

his fellow journalists He praises inordinately the ‘scoop’ by
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which Ignatius Gallaher circumvented censorship and suc-

ceeded in telegraphing to a New York newspaper the escape

route used by the Phoenix Park murderers m 1882; his

enthusiasm evokes no response from the company except the

sponger Lenehan’s ‘Clamn dever’ On the other hand, the

timidity of the supposedly free press is itahcized when Craw-

ford, hearing Stephen speak of two old women raising their

skirts, offers the humorous caution, ‘Easy all . . . no poetic

licence. We’re in the archdiocese here.’ Evidently Arch-

bishop Walsh does not rmg up the paper for nothing: priest

and pressman have their secret understandings

Against Stephen and Bloom Dublin sends out three sorties,

in the form of set speeches. The first is that given by Dawson,
a baker, in the city council, reported verbatim in the morn-
ing newspaper Dawson descants on the high trees of the
Irish forests and the serried mountain peaks and the mild
mysterious twilight with the moon above. (In this episode
height IS an index of rodomontade.) Bloom thinks to himself,
‘Bladderbags’, and hearing a bit about ‘our lovely land’,
asks Whose land? Nature-worship is not for him, any more
than for Blake. Rousseau s appetite for mystical nature is also
not requited here. The other Dubliners present are them-
selves embarrassed by Dawson, but they lend their support to
the next two sorties

Before these are spoken, Joyce complicates the scene by
enlarging and shrinking its context, as if in sympathy with
Aeolus’ bagged winds and their release by Odysseus’ men.
ro essor MacHugh offers a lofty contrast of Greece and
ome the former characterized by the New Testament, the

latter by new imperialism. The first is inspired breath, the
second expired carbon dioxide: ^Kyne eleison^ versus Rome’s
sewerage system, which MacHugh relates to England’s pen-
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chant for water closets It is Lord Jesus versus Lord Salis-

bury, he says, Europe’s Catholic chivalry versus Admiral

Nelson The sponger Lenehan musters up a comparable con-

trast m his riddle, ‘What opera is like a railway line?’ The

answer joins The Kose of Castille with rows of cast steel, an

idiotic reduction of MacHugh’s Greco-Roman antithesis to

bathos Bathos (agent of truth) keeps butting into the blad-

derbags as the editor is interrupted in his praise of Gallaher

by the telephone bell, by the jutting up of his shirt dicky, by

the importunacy of Bloom Unstoppable, Crawford tells off

Bloom (the true father) and perorates by calling Gallaher the

‘daddy’ of all the great pressmen of the day In a book

ordinarily kind to daddies, this particular paternity is im-

pugned by Lenehan’s hearty seconding, ‘The father of scare

journalism and the brother-in-law of Chris Callman
’

Dawson’s oratory has been deliberative, and the next

oration, as Joyce reminded Linati and Gilbert, is forensic

This is the speech of the barrister Seymour Bushe in the

Childs murder case It is declaimed with pomp by the seedy

hamster O’Molloy and evokes a Renaissance glory along

With a courtroom triumph (The newspaper headlines move v-

forward through the history ofmodern journalism, while the

speeches move backward towards antiquity
)^

O’Molloy

begins with an error, probably calculated by Joyce, in^mis-

placing Michelangelo’s Moses in the Vatican instead of in

San Pietro in Vincoli
/

He [Bushe] said of it that stony injrozen musiC, horned

and terrible, oj the human Jorm dnine, that eternal ^mbol oj

^^isdom and prophecy nhtch, ij aught that the imagination or the

hand oJ sculptor has wrought in marble of soultran^gurcd and

oftoultran^iguring dcsenes to hie, deserves to lire [140, 177]
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This noble period is a cut above Dawson’s, not nearly so

doughy and aiming at sculpturesqueness. Stephen meditates,

however, that Moses must have been ‘a man supple m com-

bat’, but m this rendering is *stonehomed, stonebearded,

heart of stone’
.
(In A Portrait, against Cranly’s ‘grand manner’,

Stephen is ‘supple and suave’.) It is ancestor- or hero-

worship, blatant as Dawson’s nature-worship. Its fustian is

marked by ostentatious pairing of phrases long since drained

of meaning. To speak of Moses’ comute-headed torso as ‘the

human form divine’ glosses over a mystery and makes petri-

fied absurdities of gods and men. The relevance of this high-K

flown Mosaic image to the law of evidence in the murder trial

never appears^ It is, after all, only wund. Following his

recitation of Bushe’s speech, O’Molloy seeks out Stephen to

ask what he thinks of the hermetic crowd, the opal hush

poets, and AE the master mystic But his own declamation is

as detached from reality as theirs, being all lifeless stone as

theirs IS lifeless apparition, both comciding as hot air. Living

tissue is the antidote to both.

The third speech, by John F. Taylor, is a public oration in

defence of the Irish language revival, and here Dublin makes
Its strongest offensive. Joyce improved somewhat on the
approximate version of the speech which was printed in a

pamphlet early in this century. That he valued it is indicated
by his having chosen it as the subject of his ovm gramophone
recording of Ulysses It has a passion and mordancy which
Dawson and Bushe could not command It leaves Rousseau
and the Renaissance behind to return to the begmnmgs of
Judaeo Christianity. MacHugh is not allowed to recite it
wit out^interruption; there is his ovm belch of hunger, and

^

^ ^ comment, ‘Noble words coming’, and
noise

, which he ironically relates to the mystical idea
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of Akasic records or the anima mundi - a celestial newspaper

‘morgue’ If oratory’s past glories were what Dublin needed,

Taylor’s speech was a glory of the orator’s art

- But, ladies and gentlemen, had the jouthjhi Moses listened to

and accepted that view of life, had he bowed his head and bowed

his will and bowed his spirit b^ore that arrogant admonition he

would never have brought the chosen people out of their house o/"

bondage nor Jollowed the pillar oj the cloud by day He would

never have spoken with the Eternal amid lightnings on Sinai’s

mountaintop nor ever have come down with the light ofinspiration

shining in his countenance and bearing in his arms the tables of

the law, graven in the language of the outlaw [
1 43 >

i 8
1 ]

To these highsounding phrases Stephen’s only response is to

offer to buy everyone a drink As the group leaves the offices

and proceeds to Mooney’s pub, there is a caesura, to signal a

change of tone

It might seem that Taylor is to go unchallenged, but

actually Bloom has already set the strategy of countei -attack

ruminating earlier about Passover, Bloom was reminded by

the way printers read backward ofhow his father used to read

the Hebrew of the Passover service ‘Pessach Next year in

Jerusalem Dear, O dear' All that long business about that

brought us out of the land of Egypt and into the house of

bondage alleluiayf This bloomism is motivated by his un-

sentimental perception that Moses did not free the Jews from

bondage, that — as he pointed out earlier in the day — tJiey

Have gone from captivity to captivity The analogy drawn by

Taylor between Jews and Irish will not sustain a confidence in

the national mission of either people

Dawson’s nature-'worship, and Bushe’s ancestor-worship,

arc resumed here with the utmost sonoritj The professor
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remarks to Stephen of Taylor’s speech, Tt has the prophetic

vision. Fuit Ilium 1 The sack of windy Troy.’ But Stephen

refuses to accept the equation of windy Egypt and windy

Troy, or of Canaan and Ireland Jews and Irishmen may be

compared — Joyce is always doing so — but not on this

inflated level. Taylor’s is a trumpery enthusiasm, a desire not

to live m the present but to live m a petrified past and speak

a dead language. Stephen now prepares to try Ulysses’ great

bow against this swollen windbag and the two smaller ones

(Dawson and Bushe) beside it. ‘I have a vision too’, he tells

MacHugh He knows he will run afoul of their ‘dead noise’,

but he prods himself, ‘On now Dare it. Let there be life.’

This original commandment outweighs the ten that followed

it In A Portrait Stephen has said, ‘Let the dead bury the dead.
’

Against Doughy Dan’s ascent of the mountaintops and Moses’

ascent of Mount Smai, against nature- and hero-worship, he

offers here the ascent of another high place, the man-made
Nelson s pillar (an admiral to balance a general), by two
present-day Irishwomen. The weapon of attack is art — ‘PEN
IS CHAMP says a headline, the mode he chooses is

naturalism — things as they objectionably are — expressed in

a style graceless but also windless, without figures of speech.
Two Dublin vestals , elderly and pious, have lived fifty

and fiftythree years in Fumbally’s lane. . . . They want to see
the views of Dublin from the top of Nelson’s pillar. They save
up three and tenpence in a red tin letterbox moneybox . . .

’

Stephen s savage indignation is an ennoblement of Crawford’s
meaningless rage. At the top of the pillar comes the apposite
imax the two old women, not breathless with rapture but

J out of breath, settle down on their striped petticoats to
eir plums and spit out the stones through the railings as

y ok up at the statue of — the onehandled adulterer.
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Asked the title, Stephen makes his meaning explicit ‘A

Pisgah Sight of Palestine or the Parable of the Plums' His im-

Mosaic view of Palestme, here denoting Ireland, is like

Bloom’s dismal view of that country m the Calypso episode as

‘A barren land, bare waste ’ The Promised Land, and the

ancestral figures who lead to it, religious-combative like

Moses, secular-combative like Nelson, have hardened on

their pedestals For in life, if stonehearted Moses was ‘a

man supple m combat’, bronzehearted Nelson was a man
supple m love (‘Tickled the old ones too’, the editor com-

ments) Both peoples, paying lipservice to shibboleths,

remain m bondage, both heroes have turned to statues

Stephen thinks m a later chapter ‘They are still Once quick

in the brains ofmen Still but the itch of death is in them, to

tell me in my ear a maudlin tale, urge me to wreak their will
’

In A Portrait he had dreamed of a long curving gallery, like

the saint-studded gallery at Clongowes ‘From the floor

ascend pillars of dark vapours It is peopled by the images

of fabulous kings, set m stone Their hands are folded upon

their knees in token of weariness and their eyes are dark-

ened for the errors of men go up before them for ever as

dark vapours ’ These kingly gods reqmre a submission which

Stephen will not accord Nor will Bloom, whose attitude v-

towards stone is suggested by his visit to the museum to

find out whether Greek sculptors have carved anuses on

the goddesses Both men use life as their standard of measure-

ment^

The episode proceeds by magnification and parvification

Brayden and Walsh, Moses and Nelson are elevated to monu-
mentahty, then abruptly brought down The alternation

^'^ggests a method which is employed throughout tlie chap-

^er, based upon its organ, the Iimgs, supported by the
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four-chambered heart. Respiration begins, as it should, at

the start, with the two contrasting sentences:

Grossbooted draymen rolled barrels dullthuddmg out of

Prince’s stores and bumped them up on the brewery float.

On the'brewery float bumped dullthudding barrels rolled by

grossbooted draymen out of Prmce’s stores. [i 1 6 , 148I

The breathing can be felt in paired phrases and words as well,

such as ‘Scissors and paste’, ‘Way in. Way out’, ‘Thumping,

thumping’
,

‘ Clank it Clank it. ’ Almost everything is coupled.

The trams start and stop, the doors open and close, people

enter and leave, we move from office to street. When others

try to fill their sails, Bloom and Stephen take the wund out

of them. They also parody the lungs by their remarkable
pairings of two saviours and two old women, the latter

described entirely in a kind of respiratory duet. Crawford
invites and refuses, encourages Bloom and then tells him that

the publican Keyes can ‘kiss my royal Irish arse’, a nice blend
of nationalism and exhalation. Bloom thinks that news-
papermen are Hot and cold in the same breath. ’ Inflation and
deflation find dozens of examples. The ‘debagging’ of the
winds IS assisted by various means, the repeated sound of sht-
ting

( slit ), the action of cutting, passing m, pushing in,
s amming a doorknob against a back, flinging open, slipping
wor deftly into the pauses of the clankmg presses. The

wspaper headlines also follow a respiratory pattern, in a
sommv at different way. The early ones are ballooned,
^andiioquent summaries to suggest inhalation, while the

nc
•

^ exhale m an atmosphere of comic reduction,
to Nelson’s lost arm as ‘diminished digits’

inAirV ^ frumps’. Stuart Gilbert
es at Joyce was comparing Victorian newspapers
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With modem tabloids, but the comparison takes its meaning

from the pervasive rhythm of breathing Against illusion and

blasted illusion is the real creature, not only lunged but

bodied and headed

Joyce may seem unduly zealous in pursuing pulmonary

take and give
,
he had, however, his justifications He liked to

work his prose into patterns as intricate and individualized

as the initial letters in the Book of Kells, andjfhe agreed with

Ezra Pound that ‘great literature is simply language charged

vath meaning to the utmost degree’ If, as Lionel Trilling has

remarked, ‘there is form in Lawrence’s passion’, there is

passion in Joyce’s formjHis meaning is enforced m every

word But he had a further reason ^e conceived of his entire

book as a silent, unspoken portrayal of an archetypal man
who would never appear and yet whose body would slowly

matenalize as the book progressed linguafied as it were into

life This creature’s presence can be felt distinctly here for

the first time, encompassing, in his rhythm, both the in-

vaders and defenders of the city

The newspaper headhnes introduce another complication

which IS to become important later Their authorship is im-

clear Is it perhaps the muse ofthe fourth estate — if the fourth

estate has a muse — who becomes slowly infected with a lung

disease? Or is it the omniscient author of traditional fiction,

back now in motley instead of his old sober attire? Certainly

his distortions whether of intake or outgo blatantly and ludi-

crously contrast with the efforts of Bloom and Stephen to

undistort By whomever composed, the headlmes serve as a

warmng that the view of reality so far presented may not

suffice indefinitely, that the world may move less reliably in

later chapters than it has so far
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A Cheese Sandwich (8)

Many novelists never give their heroes a square meal. Joyce
takes care that Bloom should have three. The lunch he pro-
vides for him IS rather skimpy, just a glass of burgundy and a

Gorgonzola sandwich, enough to tide him over from break-
fast to an early supper. The menu is not chosen haphazardly;
It IS foreshadowed from the beginning of the luncheon episode
which IS knovm as the Lestiygomans - who m the Odyssey
were cannibals narrative element is here slight, and the
episode is geneimed mostly out of two different attitudes
towards food and sexuality. These have some connection
with Homer s tahsmamc topography, which situates the
Lestrygonians in a harbour formed by two headlands ex-
ceedingly close to each other.

The first of the two headlands is indicated at the beginning
n Bloom observes with some repugnance ‘A sugarsticky

gir s ove hng scoopfuls of creams for a Christian brother
’

he spectacle leads him to imagine the ‘lozenge and comfit
manufacturer to His Majesty the King God Save Our. Sit-
ng on IS t rone, sucking red jujubes white. ’ God and Kingem in confectionary collusion The Christian brother, as
presentative of the spirit, and the King, secular authority,

itftf oversweet food, whtte or red

so coml"
of authority, but it ,s not always

tvith BlLm
° bought of red jujubes at once connects

but on cllser msn ‘Bloom’

‘Blood ofthe LamV
‘Blood’ - specifically

(in the YMCA
com ination of lamblike innocence

young man, m Christ) and ‘bloodiness’ takes
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up the ‘white jujubes red’ but in a less innocuous way The

throwaway announces the impending arrival of the evangelist

J Alexander Dowie from Zion (Illinois, not the Middle

East) Bloom is put in mind of the bloodthirstiness of church

and state ‘Birth, hymen, martyr, w'ar, foundation of a build-

ing, sacrifice, kidney burntoffering, druid’s altars ’ He finds

a surprising union in what would seem two quite different

persuasions, that of the missionary and that of the cannibal

they share a relish for blood

The lowliness of food does not diminish its value as an

index of character Bloom’s thoughts always begin close to

the ground, as Stephen’s all begin in air Stephen’s spiritual

remorse, his backbiting of conscience, is balanced by Bloom’s

disgust In the one the mind is brought to the point of vomit,

in the other the stomach Throughout this episode Bloom is

hungry for lunch and yet in peril of being put off his food He
observes Dedalus’s daughter Dilly, victim of malnutrition,

and he considers examples of perverse gormandizing, such as

rats drinking and vomiting in brewery vats He throws some

Banbury cakes to the seagulls but their rapacity makes him

remember how they spread foot and mouth disease This in

turn makes him think of venereal disease, a genital discharge

which for a dreadful moment Bloom imagines Boylan’s

vomiting into Molly Boylan is an example of mahgn fleshh-

ness throughout the chapter, and at the end of it makes his

unwanted appearance in person

Besides venereal diseases there are mental ones, and Bloom
now meets Mrs Breen He learns of the postcard her husband

has received, on which ‘U P up’ has been written by some
malicious hand Breen’s madness is the vomit of mind, but
the postcard, which implies that m erection he emits urine

rather than sperm, suggests another organ of vomit, and
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brings the processes of generation and corruption as close as

Bruno could have imagined. From Mrs Breen Bloom also learns

ofMrs Purefoy, w^ho in three days oflabour has failed to vomit

her baby from her w'omb. The relation of indigestion to birth

is continued in Bloom’s thoughts as he considershow excessive

progeny eat their parents out of house and home.
The antithesis of cream and blood is reasserted in the

fleshhness and fleshlessness of the people Bloom meets: Breen

IS fleshly, the other madman, Farrell, with his many Chris-

tian names, moving with great purposefulness around lamp-

posts, seems fleshless. (Joyce avoids saying, in this episode

dominated by the moon, that Farrell was familiarly known in

Dublin as Endymion’, but he does present two kinds of

lunatic.) A sterner contrast is that between two other driven

men, George Russell on the one hand and Blazes Boylan on
the other. Bloom overhears Russell in conversation with a

young poet named Lizzie Twigg. Russell is descanting mys-
tically Of the twoheaded octopus, one of whose heads is the
head upon which the ends of the world have forgotten to
come while the other speaks with a Scotch accent.* Joyce
parodies here Walter Pater’s description of the Mona Lisa as

the head upon which all “the ends of the world are come” *

.

But he is mostly concerned with, the absurd innocence of
^sell, in not perceiving the incongruous sexual connotation

words, and in so overvalmng head over body that he en-

T
.

two heads— a nauseating image.
re ated to the sticky innocence of the Christian brother

eaftng candy creams, and to the lamblike aspect of religion.

hears Russell

is- taktag Hi 3yn>bol.sm. Holding forth. She

takma i 11
•

^ ^ ^ Holding forth and
g a in are parodies of sexuality, the more so because
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the relations of Russell and Miss Twigg are so obviously

ethereal The unreality of Russell’s conversation is heightened

for Bloom when he notices from what restaurant they are

emerging ‘Coming from the vegetarian Only weggebobbles

and firut Don’t eat a beefsteak Ifyou do the eyes of that cow

will pursue you through all eternity They say it’s healthier

Wind and watery though Tried it Keep you on the run all

day ’ The denial of fleshhness is part of that otherworldliness

which Bloom sums up as insipid

Her stockings are loose over her ankles I detest that so

tasteless Those literary ethereal people they are all Dreamy,

cloudy, symbolistic Esthetes they are I wouldn’t be sur-

prised if It was that kind of food you see produces the like

waves of the bram the poetical For example one of those

policemen sweatmg Irish stew into their shirts, you couldn’t

squeeze a line of poetry out of him Don’t know what

poetry IS even [i66, zio]

He IS now to expenence the lopsided opposite of other-

worldliness But first, on the way to the Burton restaurant,

he meditates on his married life, on Molly’s understandmg

with Boylan, reached twelve days before, on Martha Clif-

ford’s letter, on a possible return home to interrupt his wife

and her lover Just as earlier ‘Kidneys were in his mind’, so

now, to his morose delectation, ‘A warm human plumpness

settled down on his brain Martha’s question about Molly’s

perfiime leads to the sentence on which Joyce said he

laboured for hours, ‘Perfume of embraces all him assailed

With hungered flesh obscurely, he mutely craved to adore
’

His palate seasoned by sensuality Bloom enters the res-

taurant, only to be rudely jarred by the sight ofmen crowd-
ing the counter, ‘wolfing goBfiils of sloppy food’, spitting
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halfinasticated gristle back on to the plate. The sight is as

nauseating as the idea of an octopus with tw''o heads. Bloom

cannot bear it. He says in loathing, ‘Eat or be eaten. KilE

Kill!’ This IS Bloom’s dark night of the body. For a moment

he considers vegetarianism as a better recourse, but the

thought of stinking garlic puts him off. The two poles of this

chapter, one white and one red, one fleshless and the other

flesh-and-bloody, are now energized, and Bloom is forced to

make an existential choice or go without his lunch.

In this Jesuitical crisis he enters Davy Byrne’s pub. First he

orders a glass of burgundy, vegetable in origin but quite

altered from its original Then he is tempted a little by sar-

dines, and remembers his childhood nickname of ‘Mackerel’

,

fish can survive in water as neither meat-eating nor vegetable-

eatmg landlubbers can But he hits on a better choice, a Gor-

gonzola sandwich This cheese is neither vegetable nor meat, yet

It IS alive It is formed from mammal’s milk without slaughter,

and enclosed in bread which is vegetable in origin but recon-
structed by man.

He is not to eat this temperate food unchallenged. Nosey
Flynn asks about the concert tour, ‘Who’s getting it up?’, a

question offensive to Bloom both in its verb and in the
answer it requires. He is evasive, but Flynn asks directly,
Who is this was telling me? Isn’t Blazes Boylan mixed up in

Bloom s response is measured in gustatory terms: ‘A
warm shock of air heat of mustard haunched on Mr Bloom’s
eart. He manages to concede the point, and Flynn re-

’ Blazes is a hairy chap.’ Hairy means clever but it is

an a jective suited to Lestrygonians, whose sexuality is a kind
oi primitive canmbahzing of woman’s flesh.

oom h^ another weapon against the Lestrygonians,w ic ever ood they devour, and that is memory. Joyce in
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his melancholy moods regretted not having more imagina-

tion, but m a sanguine moment remarked to his friend Frank

Budgen that ‘imagination was memory’ Bloom’s mind now

presents a delicious recollection of young love The sexual

appetite has the same fastidiousness or vulgarity as the

stomachic one, and is equally a contest between satisfaction

and indigestion So this memory of Bloom’s is particularly

risky, involving as it does both sexuality and food The risk

begins as he watches two flies buzzing on the window pane,

‘stuck’ together — an image of carnality as sickening as the

sticky creams being purchased by the Christian brother

Joyce probably has in mind Flaubert’s description ofEmma
Bovary as she was when her future husband first saw her,

with flies drinking from the wine glass by her hand But what

Bloom remembers, as what Charles Bovary perceives, is

beyond the flies, who frame and contrast the human scene

Glowing wine on his palate lingered swallowed Seems

to a secret touch tcllmg me memory Touched his sense

moistened remembered Hidden under wild ferns on Howth
Below us bay sleeping sky No sound The sky The bay

purple by the Lion’s head Green by Drumleck Yellow-

green towards Sutton Fields of undersea, the lines faint

brown in grass, buried cities Pillowed on my coat she had

her hair, earwigs m the heather scrub my hand under her

nape, you’ll toss me all O wonder ’ Coolsoft with ointments

her hand touched me, caressed her eyes upon me did not

turn away Ravished over her I lay, full lips full open,

kissed her mouth Yum Softly she gave me in my mouth
the seedcake warm and chewed Mawkish pulp her mouth
had mumbled sweet and sour with spittle Joy 1 ate it joy

Young life her bps that gave me pouting Soft, warm, sticky

gumjelly lips Flowers her eyes were, take me, willing eyes
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Pebbles fell. She lay still A goat. No-one. High on Ben

Howth rhododendrons a nannygoat walking surefooted,

dropping currants. Screened under ferns she laughed warm-

folded. Wildly I lay on her, kissed her; eyes, her lips, her

stretched neck, beating, woman’s breasts full in her blouse

of nun’s veilmg, fat nipples upright. Hot I tongued her. She

kissed me I was kissed. All yielding she tossed my hair.

Kissed, she kissed me.

Me. And me now.

Stuck, the flies buzzed. [i7j-6, 223-4]

A seedcake full of spittle, passed from mouth to mouth,

might be revolting; what saves it is Bloom’s attitude. Food is vv

tinged with feeling, and food and sex attain an exquisite blend

in a cake made of seeds Until this point it was sensitivity

which enabled Bloom to avoid the Lestrygonian coarseness

and its cloying opposite, blood and cream, meat and vege-

table, gross fleshiness and crass fleshlessness. But greater than

fastidiousness is affection Love animates his imaginative

memory and allows him to bring forth a succulent tidbit

from his mental larder.

Fortified by this imaginative repast as much as by his Gor-

gonzola sandwich. Bloom leaves the pub, only to catch sight

of the Lestrygonian Boylan. To avoid meeting him Bloom
quickens his pace, his heart — both physical organ and seat of

the affections — greatly agitated. He looks everywhere but at

the approaching figure, goes through his pockets as if search-
ing for something, and casts his eyes on the buildings he is

passing as if to appraise their architecture. His eyes take in

cream curves of stone’. Immediately after he turns aside
through the museum gate and is safe. ‘Cream curves of stone’
is a final shot at Boylan, who because of his lack of feeling
turns supple women into feelingless objects. Womanizing is
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like gormandizing While love animates its object, mere

fleshiness petnfies it

The Riddle oj Scjlla and Charjhdis (p)

Having helped Bloom to swim unscathed between fauna and

flora m the Lest^gonians episode, Joyce had now to enable

Stephen in S(ylla and Chaiybdis to fly This episode, being the

ninth, concluded the first half of his book, as Penelope was to

conclude the second half Its importance is attested by its

position, and borne out by Joyce’s indication in his schemas

that its organ is the brain and its art literature Stephen pro-

pounds a theory of Hamlet, but behind his words, as I shall

propose, is something else

For this episode Joyce drew upon thirteen lectures he gave

in Trieste in x 9 1 1- 1 3 ,
all devoted to Hamlet As a young man, •

like Shaw and others, he had been severe with Shakespeare’s

dramaturgy, preferring Ibsen’s, and his brother indicates that

Joyce complained in Trieste of the undramatic quality of

various aspects of the play, such as the redundancy that

Ophelia, as well as Hamlet, should be ma^ ^ut in this

episode Stephen allows himself only one criticism, that the

soliloquy about the afterlife is undramatic and improbable

(He utters a single complaint also against another maker,

God, for creating light on the first day and the sun and moon
two days later^ Joyce was clearly fascinated by Shakespeare,

even if he could not write like Ibsen (Nora Joyce said, ‘Ah,

there’s only one man he’s got to get the better of now, and
that’s that Shakespeare’’) Her husband followed with the

keenest interest the discoveries in the Public Record Office

made by Charles William Wallace, published m 1910 and
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/

later, which demonstrated that Shakespeare had lived in

Silver Street with a Huguenot, and which documented his

business acumen.

Joyce had also read the recent biographies or quasi-

biographies by Dowden, Lee, Harris, Wilde, and Brandes.

Most of these took Hamlet for the author’s self-portrait. But

this was like su^esting that Joyce was to be identified only

vvith Stephen Dedalus. ^Shakespeare was to write like God
the folio of this world, he must be more than Hamlet. First

Stephen has to display the inadequacy of other interpreta-
tions of Shakespeare’s play. One such is Goethe’s, that

Shakespeare was a beautiful ineffectual dreamer who comes
to grief against hard facts’, and another is George Russell’s,
which maintains that Shakespeare is spiritual depth upon
epth, a vortex of soul, an oracle for ‘formless spiritual
ences , Against these Stephen insists that Shakespeare was
mo ycoddle, and that his art depended as much upon hard
ts as upon soft imaginings. To Russell the individual may

, , ^ gapped in its fleshcase, to Stephen it has an Aris-
o e lan identity. The occultists would have it that ‘This

fi • 1

^ upon the altar. I am the

He
Stephen counters, ‘One hat is one hat

’

sell’s <; U*
^ iu time and place, and incurs Rus-

man
>nto the femily life of a great

mwarfly nl'n! w’v
two noimri 4. TV

^ ^s^ng his own debts, including one of

bility for his
responsi-

that they don’t m^a^ I
world, and does not plead either

the molecules in
corporeal, or that, because

were contracted th
° ^ changed since the debts

The arrival ofMuR
contracted by someone else.

Mulligan makes the episode turn. He regards
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spiritual realities such as the ghost as meaningless No essences

for him, erections rather Against Mallarmd’s sensitive image

of Hamlet ‘reading the book of himself’, Mulligan offers his

own play, ‘Eseryman His Oivn Wife’, in which the hero

abuses himself For Stephen, Mulligan’s indifference to the

soul IS akin to Russell’s magnificent aversion to the body,

and he joins these tsvo adscrsaries together by a telegram,

sent earlier, but now read aloud by Mulligan ‘The senti-

mentalist IS he who would enjoy without incurring the

immense debtorship for a thing done ’ (It is a quotation,

acknowledged later, from Meredith’s The Ordeal Richard

Fciercl ) Stephen is adroitly combining the two enemies of

men’s reason which contended in the previous episode,

rarefaction and brutalization The tivo seeming contraries

share sentimentality, because both are divorced from con-

text, neither being willing to recognize the other They

nonetheless attract each other, as is demonstrated by Rus-

sell’s invitation to Mulligan, rather than to Stephen, to come
to his house Moreover, Mulligan likes to shunt between

idealism and materialism he vaunts Aphrodite as ‘The Greek

mouth that has never been twisted in prayer’, but is less

Hellenic when he alleges that Bloom is ‘Greeker than the

Greeks’, that is, a homosexual For Mulligan things done

are inconsequential, for Russell things done are illusory, so

in a way neither may be said to do anything Stephen, how-
ever, admonishes himself, ‘Do and do Thing done’, and

later, ‘Do But do’, ‘Act Be acted on ’ And he remarks of

Shakespeare, ‘He acts and is acted on
’

Joyce might have had Stephen in his theory of Hamlet walk \

a tightrope between these two extremes of body and soul,

but he has m mind another way of meeting the peril of Scylla

and Charybdis Stephen attempts a synthesis, he holds that
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Shakespeare’s internal life as artist and external life as man in

the world interpenetrated, so that his art quite literally held

the mirror up to nature, that is, to the events through which
he had lived, this view Shakespeare was profoundly
affected by his own situation as inadequate lover and betrayed

husband, yet was able in his art to weave and unweave this

image as nature wove and unwove his body. He is Penelope
the weaver as well as Ulysses the doer, and this fusion of U.
^d P., worded as up’j^ lends an additional significance to

reen s postcard in the previous chapter. As for the events
at happened to Shakespeare, they were in some manner

P jections of his image, for he was like Socrates going forth

IS house to meet what was not himself, but always
ting himself. Stephen is propounding here not subjec-

, ut Vico s notion that the human world is made by

imnl*
encounter in it what is already

p loit m ourselves. iPut another way, Shakespeare’s plays

exD
possible for him, and so are his

“ =* representation of seg

barely plIusM
° Aeory are, as Stephen knows,

but Haml f-’ /V
^ that Shakespeare is not Hamlet

pfoyt^r Shakespeare, as actor, chose to

named hisT pnnce, and because he

saw himself^ granted that Shakespeare

must have rev,v.i„j T son, he

Stephen is evfn
Hathaway as the guilty queen,

asserts that th
‘

^ ^ name the co-respondents, and

speare’s three among Shake-

goes unexplained bur^
^ttihard.

names of two oF <ih L
’ ° ^ ^^naund and Richard were the

way must have
®®Peare^s three brothers. Anne Hatha-

nutte incestuous adultery with Edmund
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and Richard Shakespeare, as another Anne did ivith Richard

in If It be objected that the names were already m Shake-

speare’s sources, then why did he not choose other sources,

other situations?

Stephen has an explanation also for Shakespeare’s failure

with the dark lady of the Sonnets In the courtship of Anne

Hathaway, it was she, being several years older, like the

middle-aged goddess in Venus and Adonis, who took the

mitiabve Consequently Shakespeare had little confidence in

himself as lover, and, when his wife took his brothers into

her bed, he had less His best fnend, deputed to help him

wth the dark lady, betrayed him with her, and the two

rages, against wife and nustress, commingled as Stephen says

in a whirlpool and generated the fury of the tragedies The

reason his later plays breathed the spirit of reconciliation is

because of the birth of a granddaughter

Stephen’s theory makes life and art so instantly inter-

changeable, and at the same time has so few facts on which

to depend, that it is no wonder his hearers withhold assent

Not only does he gloss over lago, whose name makes no sense

m his automatic-conversion table, but he ignores another

Richard in Shakespeare who is not villainous, and refuses to

allow Shakespeare the right which Joyce himself exercised

with Gogarty, of changing his villain’s name Asked whether

he believes his own theory, Stephen promptly says no He can

disavow belief so easily because what he is offering here is

not, as It seems, a biography of Shakespeare at all, it is

rather a parable of art The relation of experience and the

language which recasts it may be subtle, yet it abides Art is

not simply the decking out in fine feathers of brutish appe-

tites, nor IS It only the use of bodies as conveniences for the

channelling of deep thoughts

8 ^
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The full Significance of Scylia and Charybdis now emerges,

without being ever quite stated. Odysseus was advised by

Circe to pass close to the rock of Scylia, rather than to the

whirlpool of Charybdis. As it happened, he had to pass

through twice the first time Scylia seized six of his men, but

the ship slipped by
,
the second time the ship was driven into

Charybdis, and only Odysseus survived. He saved himself by

clinging above the whirlpool to the fig tree — symbolic

perch. Joyce perceived that protuberant Scylia with six

heads might be regarded as male (whatever sex Homer con-

ferred), and omnisorbian Charybdis as female, and that the

two might be induced to join, to become not two monsters
but one — the beast with two backs. Ifhe needed a precedent,
he could find one in Dante’s Purgatono^ where Christ appears

incongruously as a griffin, half eagle and half lion.
In loftier terms, the hard facts of experience might unite

with what Stephen called in A Portrait ‘the virgin womb of the
gi ation to make the word flesh The pursuit of the ideal

y Russell, or of the all-too-real by Mulligan, is wrong
ause It isolates. Solid earth must be transfused with

oul, here-and-now with timeless-pfacelessness The
way to escape the dangers of Scylia and Charybdis is to mate

cre-ttm
essential act of artistic as of natui

thatfif^
occur Within the artist’s brain.

Bloom a
artists, a double nature, is hi

Stephen sav J well as victimizer, or

must be both f
suffer’. God hims<

' =Kort the art,.. same way
both parents tn h.mself, is i

S6
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androgyne In this Uvo-backed beast are tmited the various v

symbols of maleness and femaleness in this episode — ashplant

and hat, flag and pit, Prospero’s buried staff and drowned

book, and also the categories of time and space (joined more

precariously in Prouus), tiie present and the possible, the

now-here and the there-then, Stratford and London, Dublin

and Pans, land and sea What seems to set off the creative

process is a deflowering, a brutalization of the soul by ex-

perience, experience which in some sense must be wished

for The brain like the body can be violated, but ultimately

sees Itself as ravished and ravisher

Mulligan mocks this ‘conception’ by saying that he is him-

self his own father, and by offering to parturiate He also

offers his own play ,
an anti-Hamlet, in which he says his hero

is his own wife Instead of being androgynous, like the true

artist, he is only masturbatory, like the false artist (Yet he

derides masturbation too in his parody of Yeats’s love poem,

‘Bade and Ailinn’
)
Mulligan is all penis while Russell is all

vagina True art is copulative

Joyce had been preparing this theory since 1903, when in

his Pans notebook for 27 March he quoted Aristotle, e tekhne

mimeitai ten physin, and asserted, ‘This phrase is falsely ren-

dered as “Art IS an imitation of Nature” Aristotle does not

here define art, he says only, “Art imitates Nature” and means

that the artistic process is like the natural process ’ He
transcribed this observation into Stephen Hero, and added that

‘In all his [Stephen’s] talk about artistic perfection it was im-

possible to detect an artificial accent ’ The theory is deve-

loped further in A Portrait in terms of ‘artistic conception,

artistic gestation and artistic reproduction’ There too the

imagination of the male artist is described as female, Stephen

awakens from an initiatory dream as an artist to feel his soul
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‘all dewy wet’
; ‘Gabriel the seraph had come to the virgin’s

chamber.’ But while Joyce implied the artist’s androgyny, he
did not develop it with the parabolic intensity of his pre-

sentation in Ulysses,

Having consummated the marriage of Scylla and Chaiybdis,
Stephen has the right to feel that he has overcome the danger
which they represented so long as they were separated. Early
in the episode he had regarded himself as a lapwing, a fallen

Icarus, but at the end, as an artist, he throws off sonhood and
becomes his own father, as Joyce may be said to have done
with Stephen. At this stage he remembers his dream ofhaving
flown (he is bird to Bloom’s fish), and it seems that he is now
Daedalus phe, successful airman, rather than Icarusfils. Joyce

te m the Linati schema that the central point or umbilicus
o Ulysses is between this episode and the next. Stephen is now

y grown. After his flight, the dream led him to a street of
harlots. He is recapitulating the stages of the artist’s life

envisaged by A Portrait, ‘To live, to err, to fall, to triumph,
to recreate life out of life.’ He declines to combat Mulligan
^ther, since Mulligan can only symbolize an aspect of
his experience, just as Christ envisaged his betrayal by
Ju^, an Socrates by the nationalists of that age, ‘the
archons of Sinn Fein’. Anyway, as Circe told Odysseus,

ig IS better than fight ’ And yet, face to face with Mulli-
gan, he feels his, original hostility, and Bloom at this point
passes etween them, beyond their quarrel like the bird that
preceded the Argo between the clashing rocks As Stephen
emerges he sees no birds - none are needed, the augury has
een fulfilled already The calm is post-coital. Instead two

plumes of smoke mount from earth to heaven, hke two
reconcilers of the warring worlds Like the two keys m
Aeolus, they are Bloom and Stephen. God the creator has
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fused With man the creator, both androgynous, ostlers and

butchers, lagos and Othellos, both producing, by intercourse

of contraries, life from death, generation from corruption,

art from dialectic The son without a body, as Joyce de-

scribed Stephen in the first three episodes, has at the end of

nine himself become capable of fatherhood Stephen has

solved the riddle of Scylla and Charybdis as Oedipus solved

the nddle propounded by another double-natured creature

The answer to the sphinx’s riddle was man, the answer to

Scylla-Charybdis’s is the act of love



V

The Void Opens

he first half of the book culminated in Stephen’s suwma
a^thetica, the synthesis of his youthful attempts to convert

ristianity from a dogma to a system of metaphors. This
^ssi I ity ad been glimpsed before him, notably by Oscar
Wilde, who remarked to Andrd Gide that nothing in Chris-
tonity would fail to make perfect sense if transferred to the

sirh “ -P<--Wy His

about Dut°t®

‘ together his seemingly disparate thoughts

llfrrrKtT - -u -®the

^ufare , .
‘rue parents of the

hot ran? u r* ’"°ther, who engender his

krnd.’ husband and??e t^for?^
once was flesh the

''7''f
^

With thi f

level of the
Stephen, Joyce arrived at a third

and ethical levels
/’ reaching beyond its narrative

be the proof that art
whole book must

It was already exaltinT^t
post-creation. As theory

In ^vhat Dostoevsky cflled ‘thr^'^'^Tr
triad of chapters he ? crucible of doubt’ The next

rinth of expenen
ITiindOTn^ Rocks, the laby-

thc theory must e??'°Br''''’h’’“'"T
““P’^ted gestation,

ore the onslaught of intricate fact.
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certainty is not easily maintained Stephen’s confidence in the

Anstotehan signatures of all things, in their separate identi-

ties and individual marriages of form and matter, is brayed

m the mortar What ifthe signatures are palimpsests, or even

forgeries? What if things should he convertible to persons,

like M’Intosh or ‘Father’ ocean’ What if old reliable space

and time should prove treacherous and undependable, and

the imiverse they once supported so sturdily prove to be

what Pope once thought of calling ‘a mighty maze, a maze

without a plan’ ?

At this moment when the environment’s hostility becomes

apparent — Joyce said in the Linati schema that the meaning >

of the episode was ‘The hostile environment’ — it is three

o’clock, the hour of crucifixion The world, as Emerson in

another context announced, ‘lies broken and in heaps’, in

eighteen little heaps and a coda, to be precise
,
the number

of this episode’s parts duplicates the total number of episodes

in Uljsses, like a distorting mirror-image, to challenge the

book’s order Dublin asserts itself as micropohs, with petty

debts, petty spies, petty rebellions, petty lives and deaths, as

if to deny the artist’s effort to make it into Bloomusalem

Against the insistent claim of significance in the first half of

the book, insignificance offers itself as the true temper of

life Joyce said the episode was conceived as ‘a moving

labyrinth between two banks’ of the Liffey The analogy was

to the clashing and floating rocks in the Bosphorus, separa-

ting Asia from Europe, between which Jason’s Argo had to

sail For this episode Joyce cavalierly neglected the Oc^ss^,

where the adventure of the wandering rocks is avoided in

favour of the Scylla-Charybdis adventure, and followed in-

stead the Argonautica of Apollonius of Rhodes Apollonius

describes two mighty rocks m 'the swirling undercurrent’
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(Joyce’s ‘roaring worlds’); Joyce has not only these two,

but a series of smaller stones as well (his schema gives ‘groups

of citizens’ as the equivalent ofthe Symplegades)i^Up to now,

Ulysses like the true church had seemed to be founded on a

rock, but what if the rock should prove to be as unmoored as

those encountered by Jason, or as that of St Peter in

Stephen’s voyage through experience?

The vicious intromission of an uncertainty principle amid

fixities and definites had been dimly heralded earlier. The

madnesses of Deasy, Lyons, Breen, Farrell, and other charac-

ters in the middle episodes of each triad prevented compla-

cency. Nightmares — personal and historical — shook the

firmness of daytime. In Aeolus the narrative framework was

agitated by the strange, unexplained headlines, which seemed
almost composed by another author for purposes at variance

with Joyce s. Stephen’s disbelief in received religion had been
multiplied by his disbelief in his newly compounded theory
of Shakespeare’s life, and Bloom’s dubiety about enthusiasm
and superstition — as the eighteenth century would have
termed them - had many examples on which to operate.
A though Stephen subscribed to Aristotelian certainties in
(ylla and Chaiybdis as in Proteus, he also declared that the mind
poised upon incertitude as the world upon the void. In-

tude as a necessary and vital component of mental life

ot Aristotelian, and neither was the void, a concept

m expressly denied. In Zurich, while wntmg
®^ld to a pnest who was regaling a company

with the cosmological proof of the exis-

contP«*- j 1

Christian view of the heavenly spheres

-ore than the Anstotelian.
doubt in Joyce’s own mental history had been
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framed m A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man Stephen’s

artistic convictions depend upon freeing himself from reli-

gion and nationalism In Joyce’s other books the same state of

mmd appears m their heroes Shem in Finnegans Wake is ‘of

twosome twiimnds fornenst gods’ and a ‘national apostate’

In Exiles, Richard discovers in his wife’s possible infidelity a

trial of his faith comparable to doubt for the believing Chris-

tian, and accepts doubt — as Paul Tilhch would — as the air

he must breathe ‘I have wounded my soul for you - a deep

wound of doubt which can never be healed I can never know,

never in this world I do not wish to know or to believe I do

not care It is not in the darkness of belief that I desire you

Butm restless hving wounding doubt ’ This willing acceptance

of doubt makes it functional doubt keeps alive in the light,

while belief is dead in the dark Doubt may be taken as an

aspect of Stephen’s insistence that man must fall because (as

he said m A Portrait) only through error (a word he sub-

stitutes for sin) can one become fully human and achieve

liberation in life or art Not innocence but knowledge is the

releasing agent

It would then follow that Aristotle is a much less active

presence in the episodes begmning with the Wandering Pocks

than in their predecessors(1 would suggest that there is a new
philosophical presence, and that this can probably be identi-

fied as David Hume^jThe external evidence for this is the lec-

ture on Blake that Joyce gave in Trieste in March 1912 It is

his only formal statement on philosophy after his early youth

He said in defence of Blake,

If we must accuse of madness every great gemus who does

not believe m the humed matenahsm now m vogue with
the happy fatuousness of a recent college graduate in the
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exact sciences, little remains for art and universal philosophy.

Such a slaughter of the innocents would take in a large part

of the peripatetic system, all medieval metaphysics, a

whole branch of the immense symmetrical edifice construc-

ted by the Angelic Doctor, St Thomas Aquinas, Berkeley s

idealism, and (what a combination) the scepticism that ends

with Hume.

The vision of philosophy as beginning with Aristotle and end-

ing with Hume is not unprecedented, but it indicates that

Joyce, in an encyclopedic work intended to take m the his-

tory of philosophy, religion, and literature, as well as western

history, would have given prominence to Hume as Aristotle s

counterpart. Joyce’s notes preliminary to Exiles, composed

about November 1913, indicate a fellow-feeling towards

Hume as a Celt, ‘All Celtic philosophers seem to have in-

clined towards incertitude or scepticism — Hume, Berkeley,

Balfour, Bergson.’ (The mention of Balfour, who wrote a

D^encie oj Tbilosophic Doubt (1879), and Bergson, bom 10

Pans of Irish-Jewish parentage, indicates that Joyce s

own reading had not stopped with the philosophers of the

Enlightenment.) He probably accepted a view of Hume pre-

a ent in the nineteenth century but less popular now, as may
e surmised from a question he addressed long afterwards to

uel Beckett. How could Hume, an idealist, have writ-

t^^’^
Beckett’s answer, ‘A history of representa-

lon 1 not satisfy him Joyce must have seen Hume as a
mixmre of sceptic and idealist, akin to Berkeley, whom

shovel h
taking the veil of the temple out of his

For

source
philosophy, Hume was Joyce’s obvious

ient contr7 Hume’s universe was an excel-
^ry to the knowabihty of Aristotle’s. Aristotle was,
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as Dante said, and as Stephen quotes, il maestro di color che

sanno, and Hume was the master of those who do not know

Hume is not prepared to assert, as Stephen is, that the soul is

the form of forms, and instead declares that questions about

the soul’s essence, such as its degree of matenahty, are un-

intelligible Although he agrees with Aristotle, and Stephen,

that memory is a source of personal identity, he insists that

‘all the nice and subtle questions concerning personal

identity can never possibly be decided, and are to be regarded

rather as grammatical than as philosophical difficulties’

Against Stephen’s theory of persons and things having each its

signature, Hume refuses to concede uninterrupted identity

The very existence of the body is not, he holds, something

that reason can enable one to maintain, though he hand-

somely allows that the sceptic must assent to it willynilly

‘Nature has not left this to his choice and has doubtless

esteem’d it an affair of too great importance to be trusted to

our uncertain reasonings and speculations
’

Hume concedes the usefulness of space and time, but he

sometimes indicates contradictions in them and gives them

a warranty less ultimate than Aristotle’s Stephen may have

had Hume irrmind, as much as Aristotle, in the Proteus epi-

sode when he tries the experiment of opening and shutting

his eyes, and says to himself, ‘Think distance ’ Hume’s simi-

lar discussion in A Treatise of Human Nature, I, iii, begins

Upon opening my eyes, and turning them to the surrounding

objects, I perceive many visible bodies, and upon shutting

them again, and considering the distance betwixt these

bodies, I acquire the idea of extension ' He also discusses

time in a way apposite here ‘As ’tis from the disposition of

Msiblc and tangible objects mc receive the idea of space, so

from the succession of ideas and impressions vc form the
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>dea of t.me, nor is it possible for time alone ever to make

appearance, or be taken notice of by the mind . . .
f've

,

played on a flute give us the impression and idea o

^
Stephen mves the impression of time by a snatc o r y^>

‘Won’t you come to Sandymount/Madeline ®
.

Hume’s treatment of space and time differed from Fis o

^

m implying a tentativeness about their final authority-

Joyce in these purgatorial chapters, the more tentative

better. ij>g

Besides Hume’s indication that the phenomenal wo^

standing was precarious, Joyce must also have

attitude towards his own scepticism In various ways ^ ^

repeats that while belief is impossible, we can

measure of it ‘which IS sufficient for our purpose, eit er

^
philosophy or common life’. He wilhngly concedes

^

a-t,

^

reason cannot dispel these clouds of incertitude,
n^tur

herself suffices to that purpose, and cures me of this P
^

phical melancholy and delirium, either by relaxing this

of mind, or by some avocation, and lively impression o

senses, which obliterate all these chimeras’. Nature ma ®

his speculations ‘so cold, and strain’d, and ridiculous, a

cannot find in my heart to enter into them any farther - ^

Stephen who appeals, with St Mark, ‘O Lord, help my ^
behef’, Hume declares, ‘A true sceptic will be diffident o

his philosophical doubts as well as of his philosophical con

viction. . .
’ And he always returns to nature as a restora

tive, ‘’Tis happy, therefore, that nature breaks the force o

all sceptical arguments in time. . .
.’ The ultimate appeal to

nature is one which Joyce also keeps in reserve for his book s

ending, but the dominant mood from the Wandering

through Grcc is scepticism. Bloom’s day but also, for the

nine hours from three to midnight, Hume’s day.
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Between Two Koaring Worlds (lO)

The WandcTing Rocks dally with what will become more

violent later The episode begins in a playful way the dis-

locations and upheavals of the sensory world, awaking it, as

Hume woke Kant, from its ‘dogmatic slumber’ The space-

time nose IS put out of joint by an element of almost total

inconsequence, a onelegged sailor He is introduced m the

first section
,
m the second, a com is flung to him by a gener-

ous white arm which turns out to belong to Molly Bloom

But in the third section it transpires that he has not yet

reached Eccles street or the Blooms’ house or begun to sing,

‘For England home and beauty’ Sequence, and with it the

natural order of things, is suddenly inapplicable At the end

of the third section Molly’s arm appears again, to comfort us

that all IS not lost Hume had shown the philosophical tenu-

ousness of causality, the lack of ‘necessary connexion’ be-

tween causes and effects, and the connection is here sus-

pended if not actively repudiated Father Time misbehaves,

offering not decorous succession but frisky agitation, and

Mother Space cannot be kept at home, for scenes shift with-

out warning, and spatial bits, such as John Howard Parnell’s

beard, appear causelessly where they are least expected or

wanted Some of the erratic juxtapositions are mildly drama-

tic, as when Boylan’s conversation m a fruit store contains

within It a glimpse of Bloom’s behaviour in a distant book-

stall Joyce could have dislocated time and space much more
than this, but he did enough to cast suspicion on the pheno-

menal world, to soften it up for a later knockdown

For this episode, as Joyce indicates in the Gorman schema,

not only is the Liffey the Bosphorus, but the European bank
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of the Bosphorus is represented by the viceroy and the

Asiatic bank by Father Conmee. He names the blood as the

bodily element pervading the episode, and its circulation is

probably suggested in general by the river LifFey, but, in so far

as the episode takes place on terra ir^rma, by the traversing of

Dublin in two directions, the arterial journey to a charity

bazaar by the viceroy, and the venal movement to an orphan-

age by Father Conmee In Aeolus state and church had been

represented in their inert aspect, as monuments, here they

are shovm in^ motion, while Bloom and Stephen, so lively

there, are here at rest. The successful passage through the

labyrinth is signalized, as Joyce intimated to Gilbert, by the

Elijah throwaway announcing the evangelist Dowie s ad-

vent; it floats like the Argo between the two Symplog^^^^

banks, as between the North and South walls of the Lilfoy>

and so out to sea. The viceroy upholds temporal power, but

it IS misdirected and mistimed, since he represents an occu-

pying authority which is out of place and out of date, almost

impotent m its courtly gestures Father Conmee upholds

spiritual power, but that power is at once urbane and

anachronistic, hence out of place and date too. Both authori-

ties are unloved.

Against such forces what shall prevail ? Viceroy and priest

are made a little absurd, subjected to the denigrations of

comedy The salutes to the viceroy at the end of the episode
one ude with the salute of Almidano Artifoni’s sturdy

trousers swallowed by a closing door’ . This irreverence m-
that the viceregal glory has not, in its resounding

passage escaped diminution. It isiike Jason’s dove which lost

when it tried to slip past the Symple-
^ Conmee, his courtly dithenng about ‘old

arony
, his blessing and prayer-reading suffer a
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sudden check ‘A flushed young man came from a gap of a

hedge and after him came a young woman with ^vild nodding

daisies m her hand The young man raised his cap abruptly

the young woman abruptly bent and with slow care detached

from her light skirt a clinging t^vlg ’ This too is an ironic

salute from sensuality to spirituality Joyce implies that

hbido thwarts sanctimoniousness, as contempt baffles authori-

tarianism

But if the ‘piccolo mondo' of Dublin is a moving labyrinth

beUveen two banks, tliere must be a clue to the labyrinth,

some way which wll lead men, as it leads the river, between

Europe and Asia, beyond continents and seas (Joyce’s sym-

bology for the two continents, as the mind turned outward

and inward, is very much like that of Yeats )
A clue may e

sought in the behaviour of Bloom and Stephen, who coinci-

dentally are involved m similar pursuits Bloom is buying

Sweets of Sin for Molly, Stephen is looking through abbot

Peter Salanka’s book of charms and invocations, specifically

those intended to obtain a woman’s love The two books are

of pornography and, to draw a word from another chapter,

pomosophy, and have an unstated relation to each other

Both are verbal attempts to unite body and soul, one y

sensual description, the other by psychic power Lopsided or

inept, maybe, they still represent fusions of what the viceroy

and the father superior can only represent by halves That

Bloom is buying pornography for his wife adds an element of

affection, which m Stephen’s case is provided not by the un-

bought pomosophy but by his instant sympathy for his sister

as she happens to pass She, though famished, has spent a last

penny to buy a Chardenal’s pnmer in order to learn French

That ambition should still be manifested among the rums of

his family, from which in the name of art he has absented
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himself, tonnents Stephen. He will do

sympathize, remorse being his correlative to oo

nxoriousness. The clue to the labyrinth ^
rather than to come aground on either bank. Q

feeling is better than riparian power.

This clue finds oblique confirmation in the many retere

scattered through this episode, to Patrick Dignam.

distinguished, Dignam is undistinguished also in ea

Lambert, about to sneeze (m an Odyssean echo), f

^
him as ‘poor little . . . what do you call him

.
.

sheriff Panning asks, ‘What Dignam was that?

many identifying signs are produced cannot remem

But Dignam’ s son remembers his father well, an

trait — which comes jUst before the coda — of a rat

ferior father is somehow more moving than the portrai

father superior which comes after it:

Pa was inside it and ma crying m the parlour and unc

Barney telling the men how to get it round the bend A

coffin it was, and high and heavylooking. How was t ^

The last night pa was boosed he was standing on the an

there bawlmg out for his boots to go out to Tunney’s for to

boose more and he looked butty and short in his shirt. .

see him again Death, that is. Pa is dead. My father is dea

He told me to be a good son to ma I couldn’t hear the o

things he said but I saw his tongue and his teeth trying

^
say It better. Poor pa That was Mr Dignam, my father

hope he is in purgatory now because he went to confessio

to father Conroy on Saturday mght. [251—2 , 324]

The simple affections please Joyce better than anything

Patherhood is better than viceregal or clerical paternalism*

Stephen elaborates the symbolism of the Sympl®§^^^
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when he meditates, dunng the chapter, on the dynamo out-

side and the heart inside ‘Throb always without you and the

throb always within Your heart you sing of I between them

Where? Between two roarmg worlds where they swirl, I
’

He differs from the throwaway m that he moves deliberately

rather than involuntarily between Asia and Europe Being

neither king’s servant nor God’s, he like ‘Elijah’ may nde

safely In the next chapter it will be Bloom who is compared

to Elijah The special status of Bloom and Stephen here is

confirmed m that they, alone among the many people men-

tioned, take no notice of either the viceroy or Father Con-

mee Neither bondieusene nor lawandorder possesses them

This is a serious theme for Joyce, though enforced by comic

devices The episode affirms, by omission as much as by

assertion, the personality which eludes both forms of

authority and is, to use Stephen’s word at the end of A

Portrait, free

Words Become Notes Become Words (11)

Having disturbed the solidity of the space-time continuum in

the Wandering Rocks, Joyce proceeds with desohdification in

the two subsequent episodes This process has been antici-

pated to a degree by Stephen Dedalus in Proteus, when he

experiments by shuttmg his eyes so as to dwell entirely in the

time world of the ear He opens them again and establishes

that the space world of the eye is still there The Sirens and

Cjrclops episodes repeat this experiment in flamboyant ways
The Sirens is setm the ear world, the ear being female, recep-

tive, a cave for sirens to sing m, the Cyclops primarily m the

eye world, which is male, bulging, invasive (At one point in
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the Sirens, as if to cast suspicion on these attributions of

gender, the eye becomes female; m Giacomo Joyce, a work

which belongs in the Ulysses ambiance, male eyes sexually

penetrate female ones.) In the Cyclops the first word is I (the

pronoun), which quickly connects with the last word in the

initial sentence, eye (the noun). The Sirens episode begins

with a series of sounds, a fragmentation of the larger fugal

patterns to come, beginning with ‘Bronze by gold heard the

hoofirons, steelyringing'. The ear world, according to

Stephen, with its ineluctable modality of the audible, is to be

identified with tune, and time urges its part as Bloom medi-

tates in this episode on ‘Time ever passing. Clockhands turn-

mg’
,
and as the hour wheels past the point of four when Boy-

lan IS due to bring ‘the programme’ to 7 Eccles street. In the

Cyclops the narrator begins by saying, ‘I was just passing the

time of day’, an expression which denotes indifference to

time as Bloom’s expressions denote concern for it

Turning up the sound-track of the ear world might have

gone with stopping the film, the visual medium. Certainly

that ‘insoluble lump’ of space must be altered, must be

dissolved in music But the space world is not to be dis-

missed out of hand, either here or in Proteus. Besides, Odys-r

seus sees the Sirens as much as he listens to them, though their

attentions are more auditory than visual. Joyce lets every-

body peep, stare, look, with curiosity, desire, distaste, and

melts all their actions and emotions and persons, subjects

and objects, into soundsyThe harmonic transformations are

like liiose of Stevens’s ‘Peter Quince at the Clavier’ Every-

one inspects Miss Douce and Miss Kennedy, the principal

sirens ofthe episode, and everybody is inspected by them, but
these youngwomen scarcely exist except as musicalmotifs The
sounds range from the most primitive instrument, ‘comb and
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tissuepaper’ ,
to orchestral instruments, about which Bloom"'

has his humorous reservations ‘Brasses braying asses through

uptrunks Douhlehasses, helpless, gashes in their sides

Woodwinds mooing cows Semigrand open crocodile music

hath jaws '/ The subtlest instrument he identifies as ‘The

human voice, two tiny silky chords Wonderful, more than

all the others ’ Beyond it is one last instrument, the human

body ‘Play on her Body of white woman, a flute alive

Three holes all women’. Bloom thinks, and, of women.

‘We are their harps
’

In the Odyss^ the hero’s power to hear the music is

blended ivith powerlessness to act upon its stimulus Unlike

Odysseus, his sailors are empowered to act, but, with ears

full of wax, cannot know what the stimulus is The theme is

inaction, recognized as such only by Odysseus From total

disengagement in the Wandering 1{ocks, Bloom is graduated

here to pregnant inaction (In the Cyclops he does act ) Joyce

parallels the Odyssey, in a weird way, because Bloom alone

fully understands the Sirens’ song and can measure its sense

and absurdity with the precision of a tuning fork (Joyce

evidently informed Gilbert that Bloom was the episode’s

tuning fork ) Moreover, Bloom alone hears the song of Boy-

lan, a Siren song too, as he jingles in his jaunting car to

Molly’s bed But such is the power of music that lust also

becomes a refrain
,
Boylan is orchestrated with the rest, and

to that extent participates in the general orchotomy which

makes act into art Figuratively, Bloom is lashed to the mast,

incapable of vengeance or — to his later remorse — of return

home He is attached to his wife, nonplussed by this new
development in their marriage, but — aware of his own clan-

destine longings, of her prerogatives as a separate individual,

of the futility of direct resistance — disinclined to play spy or
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outraged husband. His being hannstrung finds sympathetic

extrapolation in the piano-tuner who cannot sec and the

‘bothered’ (deaf) waiter.

Joyce wrote to Harriet Weaver that he was representing in

this episode ‘the seductions of music beyond which Ulysses

travels’ . His own attitude to music was complicated
;
Avith a

tenor voice almost as good as his father’s, he had once con-

sidered a musical career. TTiat he rejected it was probably

from conviction as well as other considerations. During the-^

later nineteenth century the claims of music were put for-

ward with bno. It was generally conceived to be the supreme

art^ Wagner understandably said so, and Pater apophthegm-

atized the going sentiment by vmting, ‘All the arts aspire

to the condition of music.’ But Mallarme argued that music

had to work with relationships which words had already

estabhshed, and Joyce, though a singer, put himself on the

same side. For him all music aspires to the condition of

language, and being brought to that condition m the Sirens

episode, reveals itself as less than suprem^ After he had

completed this episode, Joyce told a friend that he no longer

cared for music, having seen through all its tricks. And he

was nettled when another friend, to whom he read the

chapter, would not agree that his musical effects rendered

tawdry those of Wagner. Such remarks, combined with his

letter to Miss Weaver, confirm that Joyce intended Bloom
to see through music, or hear beyond it.

But his doing so would be less creditable, and less Odys-
sean, ifhe had not first been captivated by its charms. It is, as

he told Linati, a sweet cheat. This chapter was avowedly
modelled on the fuga per canonem, with subject, counter-
subject, and divertimenti, not to mention a himdred devices
such as stretti. Opera is subsumed in the fugal form. The most
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brilliant operatic performer is Simon Dedalus, to whose

singing Bloom and his dinner-companion, Richie Goulding,

listen with delight

Through the hush of air a voice sang to them, low, not

ram, not leaves in murmur, like no voice of strings of reeds

or whatdoyoucallthem dulcimer, touching their still ears

with words, still hearts of their each his remembered lives

Good, good to hear sorrow from tliem each seemed to from

both depart when first they heard When first they saw,

lost Richie, Poldy, mercy of beauty, heard from a person

wouldn’t expect it m the least, her first mercifiil lovesoft

oftloved word [273-4, 3^3]

The song comes to its climax, and for a moment its power is

so great as to sweep all or almost all before it

It soared, a bird, it held its flight, a swift pure cry, soar

silver orb it leaped serene, speeding, sustamed, to come,

don’t spm it out too long long breath he breath long life,

soanng high, high resplendent, aflame, crowned, high m
the effulgence symbolistic, high, of the ethereal bosom,

high, of the high vast irradiation everywhere all soanng all

around about the all, the endlessnessnessness [27^-6 ,353:]

The sticking-points are in words like ethereal and symbolistic

and high (‘How’s that for high?’ is a question asked else-

where), but Bloom does not formulate his objections till

later He hears also, though with less relish, the bass voice in

Ben Dollard’s rendering of ‘The Croppy Boy’

But wait But hear Chordsdark Lugugugubnous Low
In a cave of the dark middle earth Embedded ore Lump-
music
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The voice of dark age, of unlove, earth’s fatigue made

grave approach, and painful, come from afar, from hoary

mountains. . Croak of vast manless moonless womoon-

less marsh [283, 365-]

The two songs embody a contrast not only of vocal register

but of theme, and out of this contrast the episode is genera-

ted. Ben Dollard had earlier set the twin themes by singing

‘Love and War’ ,
a chesty endorsement ofboth. But ^M^appari

(in English, ‘V/hen first I saw that form endearing’) from

Martha and ‘The Croppy Boy’ are more subtle manifesta-

tions of the Lydian mode and the Doric, one enshrining love

of woman and the other love of country, Martha and Cath-

leen ni Hoobhan. Several other dialectical transpositions are

made, the bronzebygold of the Sirens is ranked against the

steelynnging viceregal cavalcade, and the romantic harp

agamst the severe baton. Unlike ‘Love and War’, *M*appari’

and ‘The Croppy Boy’ are songs of love lost and war lost.

‘They went forth to battle and they always fell’ applies to

romantic leads as well as military pawns.

Bloom listens attentively but critically Recovering from

his admiration for the love song, he describes it as of the

‘creamy dreamy’ sort. Restless durmg ‘The Croppy Boy’, he

begms to show impatience, ‘Get out before the end. Thanks,

that was heavenly.’ His comment on the war song is con-

cluded when, at the chapter’s end, he observes under Robert

Emmet’s picture the bellicose peroration of Emmet’s speech

at the dock, ‘When my country takes her place among the

nations of the earth then and not till then let my epitaph be
written I have done’

,
and farts. Joyce had once vmtten from

Rome to his brother that he was saving the ‘breakmg of
wmd rerewards’ as his symbolic farewell to the Eternal City,
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and a similar S)mbolism sputters here In the Lcstrygonians

episode Bloom ivas sensitive amid crudity, here he is crude

amid operatic sentiment

Bloom’s refusal to accept the mad blandishments of either

erotic or martial music is apparent m his steady insistence,

comparable to Joyce’s in ‘The Holy Office’, that ‘filthy

streams’ be remembered in the midst of ‘dreamy di earns’

He Matches Miss Douce as, rapt with pit)
,
she clasps the white

enamel baton of the bcerpull just as the croppy boy is hanged

Romantic patriotism docs not escape Bloom’s sharp scrutiny

Chamber music puts him in mind of a svoman urinating in a

chamber pot Neither tenor nor bass can report the complexity

of experience svhich he has knosvn Even as he listens to

Martha^ so ethereal. Bloom svrites to Martin Clifford, so

earth), prudentl) disguising his handwriting with Greek ees

(as Joyce did with Martha Fleischmann about the same time),

and pretending to Richie Gouiding that he is just answering

an advertisement In the midst of the ‘soultransfigunng’ music,

Bloom holds his newspaper unfurled in front of him as a shield,

and makes sure the blotter does not carry a mirror-image of

his letter He is sufficiently wooed by Martha’s siren note to

send her a postal order for two and six And at the end of his

note he puts a postscript which is a little siren song of his own.

La la la ree 1 feel so sad today La ree So lonely Dee ’ His

prurience answers hers, but without the commitment of a

promised meeting Even as he yields a little to Martha, his

thoughts keep returning to his real lure, which is Penelope

Later on, he thinks, he will buy Molly a present Joyce says

in the Linati schema that a character in this episode is

Orpheus, and the most likely candidate is Bloom, trying to

win his Eurydice back from the Lethean shadows of forget-

ting him
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The seduction note is carried for Bloom not only by

Martha and Penelope but by the barmaid, Miss Douce - a

virgin as he supposes, whom he mistakenly thinks to be

interested in him, and the whore of the lane, whom he does

not wish to patronize. He passes both unscathed. But the

falsity of operatic love is not only detected by Bloom, it is

disclosed to the reader in other ways. Virgmal Miss Douce, in

snapping her garter to answer the appeal of Boylan and Lene-

han, ^Sonnezla doche*, indicates the complexities of virginity.

She puts up a bold front, but imdemeath is pathetic, just as

the sirens are human above the waist but dissolve in fish tails

helow. ‘Mermaids’ are here cigarettes, not types of nubility.

In a similar way, Boylan points to the corporeal aspect of love

by his Jingling voyage, ‘carracarracarra cock’, to Molly. His

is a ‘song without words’, as Bloom thinks. His response is

bass because indifferent, flybynight; the romantic tenor is*

removed equally, by idealization, from genuine relationship.

Bloom registers the true way. As index of his freedom

from both extremes, he dissociates himself from music.

‘Freer in air. Music. Gets on your nerves’, is his final verdict.

He has already shown displeasure at people who listen to the

siren songs of music too passionately. Bob Cowley for

instance: ‘Cowley, he stunts himself with it; kind of drunk-

enness. Better give way only half way the way of a man wnth

a maid. Instance enthusiasts. All ears. Not lose a demi-

semiquaver. Eyes shut. Head nodding in time. Dotty. You
daren’t budge Thinking strictly prohibited. Always talking

shop. Fiddlefaddle about notes.’ In sum, ‘All a kind of

attempt to talk.’ Bloom rescues himself by sharp observa-

tion, by wariness of entanglements, and, like Odysseus, by
semi-fidelity to his wife.

Joyce s friends who read the Sirens episode in manu-
io8
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scnpt were dismayed by its musical tncks But these were

introduced so that they migbt at last be repudiated as be-

guilements Words, turned to notes, take back their own

again and become words once more Music is like the shell,

which, according to Bloom, gives back the sound of the

listener’s ear Ulysses recovers his verbal universe But that

universe is much shaken, not only because of the specializa-

tion which has made everything auditory, but also because of

the shaken confidence in the narrator In the Aeolus episode

tbe interior monologue retained its vensimilitude, but here

an unknown composer interpolates stray notes at will m
Bloom’s reflections, and mvents an unsung song for Boylan

When Joyce was told that the representational validity of

the internal monologue had been questioned by critics, he

^replied, ‘From my point of view, it hardly matters whether

the technique is “veracious” or not, it has served me as a

bndge over which to march my eighteen episodes, and once

I have got my troops across, the opposing forces can, for all

I care, blow the bridge sky-high ’ In fact, he constantly

expanded the monologue by non-representational methods,

and in the Sirens episode he stylizes it to the point of absur-

dity Fictional devices begin to break up as if they had grown

sceptical of themselves The presiding imagination of the

book appears more and more distmct from his characters,

with purposes to which they are only tnbutary

Bloom Unbound (12)

In the Cyclops episode, the tampering with the surface of

events is effected by means ofa pair of narrators The episode

must have been difficult to write - how compose anything
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beyond the Sirens'^ — but Joyce manages to bring it off.

Probably this episode profits from the famous scene in

Madame Bovaiy where Emma and Rodolphe exchange tender

sentiments about love while the judges of the cattle fair call

out the prizes for pigs. Flaubert grants nature a straightfor-

wardness against the false sentimentality of Emma and

Rodolphe. Joyce in the Cyclops episode disproves sentimen-

tality and swinishness both. He had already worked with

inflation and deflation in the Aeolus episode, w^here Stephen’s

parable undercut Dublin’s oratory. But that was a benign

deflation; there Is another kind of deflation, a malign one,

which is inspired by meanness rather than by honesty One of

the two narrators of Cyclops — the one who carries the burden

of the narrative — is a man of this kind, a man never named,

but privately identified by Joyce with Thersites, the meanest-

spirited man in the Greek host at Troy. It is Thersites who
declares in Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida, ‘Lechery,

lechery
; still, wars and lechery.’ His is a savage temperament,

bent upon reduction. Joyce makes his Thersites a collector of

bad and doubtful debts, an occupation which opens to him
the worst secrets about everybody. That there might be a

better side is inadmissible. A sponger and backbiter, he has

no better side himself He expresses more patently than
Mulligan or Boylan the spirit of demal

; sexless himself, he
happily denies sexuality (as well as decency) to others. Much
of what he claims to know is false, as his evident relish in

every malicious tidbit implies. What he sees he sees vividly,

but he has a blind eye.

Joyce lets Thersites lead off: ‘I was just passing the time of
day with old Troy of the D.M P. at the comer of Arbour hill

there and be damned but a bloody sweep came along and he
near drove his ^ear into my eye.’ Here, as Gilbert indicates.

1 lo
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IS the first ofthe multitudinous references to putting out eyes

which punctuate this episode, and allude to Odysseus’

blinding of the Cyclops with a sharpened stick But what is

equally pomted is Thersites’ obsequiousness towards the

D M P
,
the Dublin Metropolitan Police He is a coward be-

fore authority, frightened by any breach of the law, and Joyce

reminds us of this at the end by having Thersites say that the

Citizen, had he succeeded m hitting Bloom with the biscmt

tin, would have been lagged for assault and battery and Joe

Hynes for aiding and abetting him Thersites pretends to be

an outlaw, but no one minds more sheepishly than he the

tables of the law
f

As counterpart to Thersites Joyce establishes a second

narrator, whose interruptions are sometimes a bit dull They

are not for that reason less necessary Thersites initiates, the

other narrator seconds m a different mode What Thersites

puts baldly, the second narrator figleaves over Joyce speaks

of the technique of this episode as gigantism, no doubt

thinking of the size of the Cyclops, but it is actually a give

and take between behttlement and magnification Thersites

is all bile, his counterpart all oil One is myopic, the other

presbyopic Thersites can take fairly innocent acts and make
them out to be vile, his counterpart takes vile acts and makes

them part ofa frothy blancmange In the Linati schema, Joyce

indicates that Galatea plays a part in this episode, and it must

be she, out of Handel’s Acts and Galatea, who is wooed by

Polyphemus the Cyclops but is unyielding there, as here,

to his point of view She trips while he lumbers Perhaps

also, since Joyce identifies the first narrator with Thersites,

he has another narrator m mind, of an opposite disposition

His identity may be surmised he strongly resembles Dr
Pangloss, in that he glosses over what Thersites regards as the
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worst of all possible worlds and makes of it the best. In this

triad of chapters where the presence of I lumc begins to be

felt, he is joined by anothei cightccnlh-ccntur)' philosopher,

‘that moderate man Voltaire’

.

Besides tlie Cyclopcans Thersites and Pangloss, whose

different eyefuls make double vision the dialectic of the

episode, another Cyclopean, the Citizen, is introduced. The

Citizen reflects the intensities of tlic first two in that, as a

chauvinist, everything Irish is good, cvcrvThing unlrish is

vile. Yet Joyce notes that the Cyclopcans were not only

inimical to foreigners, but also unfriendly to each other. The

Citizen is flagwaver and xenophobc, but he is also sponger

and braggart, and, as Thersites attests, is not so Irish as be

pretends, since he has broken the patriotic code by bu)ing up

the holdmg of an evicted tenant.

Joyce was delighted with the theme of the Cyclops. One-

eyeism required the two one-eyed narrators and the one-eyed

Citizen. In one way or another all the characters except

Bloom are monocular But Joyce was also pleased that

Odysseus, asked his name by the Cyclops, replied *Outis^ (a

pun on his real name) or ‘No one’, as if disdaining any

identity; then, to compensate, when he and his men are

almost safe away from the wrathful, blinded Cyclops, the

hero cried out to him his full name, includmg its other half,

Zeus (in Joyce’s etymology). With this hint of his enemy’s

whereabouts and true identity, the Cyclops threw the rock

which almost cut short these epical adventures. Joyce could

easily see that in the Cyclops episode he must have Bloom,
nominally a Christian, avow himself to be a Jew, and do so

at the expense of prudence. He must also have Thersites

know that Bloom’s father had changed his name by deedpoll
from Virag to Bloom.

1 12
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To emphasize his theme Joyce frolics a good deal with

namelessness and with names, with identity and mistaken

identity Among the details with which he thickens the

major elements, little Alf Bergan imagmes he has seen

Paddy Dignam — or, as Doran half misnames him. Will/

Dignam - still alive The Citizen is never named, and Bloom

in large stretches of die chapter, especially beginning and

end, is referred to without being named A dark horse has

won the race, and Bloom is called ‘a bloody dark horse him-

self’ The Citizen, because of his purchase of the evicted

tenant’s holding, is only half the man he seems Bloom is

temporarily blinded in not knowing what has stirred up the

Citizen and the rest against him But there is m fact a steady

attack upon Bloom from all directions he is not Bloom but

Virag
, he is not a man

,
he takes to his bed at times like a

menstruant woman, he is no Irishman but what Thersites

calls a Jerusalem cuckoo
,
he is no patriot, the Citizen insists

,

he IS no husband, being a cuckold , no father (his child must

be a bastard)
,
worst of all, from Tliersites’ point of view, he

is no treater These are all aspects of Odysseus as outis,

attempts to make him embody no-ness

As a result of the hostility to Jews which Thersites mani-

fests from the first page of his narrative, and of Bloom’s

assertion of himself in argument, as well as of the resentment

at Bloom’s supposed winnings on the race, he is placed in

physical danger for the first time in the day The Citizen’s

physical attack with the biscuit tin is the culmination of a

series of lesser attacks In S^lla and Char/bdis, Shakespeare

suffered the indignities of love, here in the C/clops, Bloom
must suffer the indignities of hatred Thersites cannot abide

Bloom or anything about him, his appearance, his speech, his

vocabulary, his fiind of information, his refusal to dnnk, his
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generosity to the widow Dignam. Joyce presents Bloom here

as his worst enemy sees him. Not that Thersites is altogether

disrespectful; as Joyce indicated to Frank Budgen, there is a

sneaking admiration for Bloom’s conversance with all sub-

jects. Thersites is himself almost tonguetied, his only

remarks to the company being about drink.

Yet it is here that Bloom must show himself to be, on a

minuscule stage, a true hero. Joyce was alive to the danger of

falhng into a little propaganda, in the way that he thought

Tolstoy’s ‘Master and Man’ had done. Up to now Bloom has

confronted hostile forces chiefly in his mind. Now he must

meet them directly He must be allowed to state an ethical

view which is superior to that of the people aroimd him. It

is more Christian than Judaic, more Platonic than Aristotel-

ian: Joyce selected what he needed. But it must not be

sentimental. Bloom has said that Ireland is his nation, but he

adds, ‘And I belong to a race too . , . that is hated and perse-

cuted. Also now. This very moment. This very mstant. ’ The
Citizen accuses him of Zionist daydreams, ‘Are you talking

about the new Jerusalem?’ ‘I’m talking about injustice’.

Bloom replies. John Wyse Power advises, ‘Stand up to it

then with force like men.’ This rebuke leads Bloom to his

culmination, ‘But it’s no use, . . Force, hatred, history, all

that. That’s not life for men and women, insult and hatred.

And everybody knows that it’s the very opposite of that that

is really life. What?’ asks Alf Bergan. ‘Love ... I mean the
opposite ofhatred. I must go now.’ To urge men to love, and
then to speak of his own departure, connects Bloom for a
moment to Christ. More naturahstically, with this position
Bloom shows himself to be a two-eyed man; he counters
directly the various exponents of single vision, the Citizen’s
chauvinism, Thersites’ hatred. Pangloss’s illusion.

1 14
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In the Lmati schema Joyce indicates that the cast of

characters in this episode includes another interloper,

Prometheus Prometheus is a stranger addition to the cast

than Galatea It is likely that Joyce has in mind not the

Prometheus of Aeschylus but of Shelley, whom he ranked

(along with Shakespeare and Wordsworth) as one ofthe three

great poets in English Shelley’s Prometheus is imbound

when he retracts his curse against Jehovah, ‘I wish no livmg

thing to sufFer pain’ He abjures as Bloom does the use of

force, and Demogorgon is thereby enabled to annoimce as

Bloom does the reign of love, which ‘folds over the world

its healmg wings’

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent

,

To love, and bear

This, like thy glory. Titan, is to be

Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free

,

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory

It is love which saves from what Blake called ‘Single vision

and Newton’s sleep’, and imparts true vision, perspective

Perspective is itself parodied at the end of the episode

when its two historians, Thersites and Pangloss, each having

stared from his one eye in magnificent disregard of the

other, combine their dictions with a sudden click ‘And they

beheld Him even Him, ben Bloom Elijah, amid clouds of

angels ascend to the glory of the brightness at an angle of

fortyfive degrees over Donohoe’s in Little Green Street like

a shot off a shovel ’ In terms of the book’s argument, this

apotheosis flouts space just as the Sirens episode flouted tune
and Its musical articulation ‘Am I walking mto eternity along

Sandymount strand?’ Stephen asks in Proteus, and Bloom is

propelled towards eternity now Since the apotheosis is a

IIS
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comic one, it at once exalts Bloom and recalls him to purely

human proportions.

Bloom’s upholding of love against ‘force, hatred, history,

all that’, dovetails 'with Stephen’s earlier statement that ‘his-

tory IS a nightmare from which I am trying to awake’. To
both ofthem history presents itself as monolithic and glower-

ing, the encrustations of time ready to encompass the present

and future. The Citizen meets the ferocity of history with

an equal ferocity. Bloom meets it with a certain kindness, a

certain humour (not touched on by Shelley’s Demogorgon),
a certain refusal to be taken m. Against the false dialectic of

Thersites and Pangloss — the impulse to wrinkle and the im-

pulse to smooth over, to belittle and to bloat, Bloom asserts

a monistic decency. His defence of love, more Christian than

the Christians’, rouses the Cyclops’s anger, but more, it

awakens the whole book towards its fourth level of meaning,
the anagogic one, in which ‘Love’s bitter mystery’ is to

triumph. Stephen s theory of art has prescribed for it the

act of love, but it is Bloom who must disclose what love is



VI

The Battle Jor Dublin

In the adventures of Ulysses from Aeolus to Circe, Joyce

displays the malign coincidence of contraries In these chap-

ters the contraries must be resisted, so the following schema

adds a pharmacopoeia of antidotes
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Three Propositions

From these warring contraries the three propositions that

seem to emerge are:

I. Men who are made to embody the ideal, or who choose to do so,

become statues of stone or (fflesh. Paternalism — spiritual or tem-

poral — achieves power only to decline into loveless impotence.

Corollary: Living tissue must be generated m another

fashion.

n. Either body or soul, f anpelified or ammahzed, is monstrous.

Corollary: Body penetrated by soul, and soul by body, is

beautiful.

ni. (a) The real or the ideal, fpursued in isolation, appals.

Corollary: Coupled, they delight. Art is exemplum, since

it occurs only when in the act of love the virgin womb of the

imagination, penetrated by living matter, conceives new
flesh.

(b) Sentimentally, whether (flove or hatred, is death.

Corollary: Love and art mimic each other’s natural pro-

cesses.



VII

Towards Lay Sanctiy

Gods of the sun and sea, Hypenon and Poseidon between

them cause the shipwreck of Odysseus, one goaded by the

slaymg of the sacred oxen, the other by the blinding of his

Cyclopean son These divine potencies, reflected m Insh

time and space, are agitated to frenzy in the penultimate triad

of episodes In Nausicaa, Bloom’s watch proves to have

stopped at 4. 30, presumably the moment of his being

cuckolded, as if to contradict his imspoken thought m the

Sirens, ‘Clockhands turning ’ Pathetic fallacy can go no fiir-

ther Boylan’s act violates the temporal order, puts time

out of joint, and is so symbolized The sun as it were
stands still, Hypenon Jurens Then, in his character of

tempest-tossed voyager. Bloom joins a little, and Stephen a

good deal, in the disequilibrium of the drunken students m
the Oxen o/" the Sun episode Poseidon jurens is shakmg the

earth Yet each of these episodes portrays a mental victory

over the god who is in the ascendant in Nausicaa Bloom’s

masturbation, and Gerty MacDowell’s, as they twist eyebeams

at long distance, imaginatively defy spatial separation In the

Oxen oj the Sun an imaginative womb controls in its wateiy sac

two millennia of history and one of literary history Only m
Circe do all controls, celestial or navigational, appear for a

bit as if overthrown Humankind is hard put to raft itselfover
the flood

The two gods may also be configured as ideahsm and

materialism, or as height and depth, though these attributes

I2J
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undergo alterations which would he surprising if the Nolan’s

law of coinciding contraries had not anticipated them. The
vortical sea is sometimes idealistic while high places are

sometimes materialistic. But whatever their divine identities,

or changes of identity, the two forces are examined in turn,

sentimentalized idealism in Nausicaa, materialistic callous-

ness m the Oxen ofthe 5uq, and both together in Circe,

Heroic Naughtiness (13)

After his apotheosis at the end of the Cyclops episode, Bloom
lands in the country of Nausicaa, Phaeacia, with a squish not a
thud. The shift in scene is a reminder that we are not to be
put m possession of every detail of this 1

8

-hour day; the
narrative has many gaps, and the scene shifts more rapidly
than in other novels. In fact, Joyce thinks himself the only
shakescene m the country; he exceeds Shakespeare’s incon-
tmence in setting Bohemia on the sea coast, by making land
and sea obey his chapter divisions. Nausicaa has a further
fimction in examining the anagogic level of Ul/sses wHch
Joyce had first seriously introduced in the Cyclops episode;

love is truly life
, then what love is not may be a necessary

preliminary to demonstrating what it is. Bloom has defined it
only as ‘the opposite of hatred’, but Dr Pangloss, or Galatea,
ottered in the Cyclops a further gloss on it:

loves to love love. Nurse loves the new chemist,
^nsteble 14A loves Mary Kelly. Gerty MacDowell loves the
boy t^t has the bicycle. M.B. loves a fair gentleman. Li ChiHan lovey up kissy Cha Pu Chow. Jumbo, the elephant,
lo^es Ahce, the elephant. ... You love a certain plrson,
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And this person loves that other person because everybody

loves somebody but God loves everybody [333, 433]

From this good round endorsement of Venus Pandemos the

coyness of Gerty MacDowell is a short step

The summer evening had begun to fold the world in its

mysterious embrace Far away m the west the sun was set-

ting and the last glow of all too fleetmg day lingered lovingly

on sea and strand, on the proud promontory of dear old

Howth guarding as ever the waters of the bay, on the weed-

grown rocks along Sandymount shore and, last but not least,

on the quiet church whence there streamed forth at times

upon the stillness the voice of prayer to her who is in her

pure radiance a beacon ever to the stormtossed heart ofman,
Mary, star of the sea [346 , 449]

Her passage, not moralise but sexuahse, is topographically like

the one at the beginning of Finnegans Wake, where ‘riverrun,

past Eve and Adam’s, from swerve of shore to bend of bay,

brings us by a commodious vicus of recirculation back to

Howth Castle and Environs’ (Eve precedes Adam in the name
of the church, which is really Adam and Eve’s, to take

account of the feminine Liffey being mentioned before the

masculine Howth Castle and Environs ) In Nausicaa Joyce

makes Howth male, as befits a promontory, the bay and
shore female, and the church, whence the voice ofmen pray-

ing to the Virgin at times ‘streamed forth’, androgynous

In Nausicaa, as in ‘The Holy Office’ \vritten about fifteen

years earlier, Joyce relates spirituality and feminine coyness

He advised Linati that the meaning of this episode was ‘The

Projected Mirage’ There are m fact two mirages, the shared

erotic fantasy of Bloom and Gerty, and the shared spiritual
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fantasy of tlie men’s retreat at the Star of the Sea Church.

Gerty observes Bloom ‘literally worshipping at her shrine’,

and the men are worshipping literally at Mary’s shrine. Both

Gerty and the men dream of receiving an imagined body. The

sacrament, exposed in a monstrance, is (like Gerty) viewed

from afar during the service of benediction Mariolatry and

coyness resemble each other m that the one seeks to qualify

the austere three-personed maleness of the Trinity by intro-

ducing a female presence into it, while the other allows some

recogmtion of maleness into female punty. On a different

level, that of the sea, the Caffrey twins are building, and demol-

ishing, castles in the sand, as Bloom and Gerty, and the men

with the Virgin Mary, build and demolish castles in the air.

The two forms of false idealization and imperfect love

entangle themselves m the fireworks. J. C. Maxwell has dis-

covered that Joyce here recalls the fireworks scene from

Jacobsen’s novel, Niels Lyhne, where similarly a girl ex-

periences fires of passion and pyrotechnics. Joyce does it

better, however, and he also sees a possibility which Jacob-

sen did not, of symbolizing in one particular firework — the

Roman candle — Roman Catholic religiosity and pagan

phalhcism at the same time.

And she saw a long Roman candle going up over the trees up,

up, and, m the tense hush, they were all breathless with

excitement as it went higher and higher and she had to lean

back more and more to look up after it, high, high, almost

out of sight [like the high note m Simon Dedalus’s song from
Martha], and her face was suffused with a divme, an entran-

cing blush from straining back and he could see her other
things too, nainsook knickers, the fabric that caresses the

skin, better than those other pettiwidths, the green, four and
eleven, on account of being white and she let him and she
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saw that he saw and then it went so high it went out of sight

a moment and she was trembling in every limb from being

bent so far back he had a full view high up above her knee

where no-one ever not even on the swing or wading and she

wasn’t ashamed and he wasn’t either to look in that im-

modest way like that because he couldn’t resist the sight of

the wondrous revealment half offered like those skirtdancers

behaving so immodest before gentlemen looking and he kept

on looking, looking She would fain have cried to him chok-

ingly, held out her snowy slender arms to him to come,' to

feel his lips laid on her white brow the cry of a young girl’s

love, a little strangled cry, wrung from her, that cry that has

rung through the ages And then a rocket sprang and bang

shot blind and O ! then the Roman candle burst and itwas like

a sigh of 0 1 and everyone cried O ! 0 1 in raptures and it

gushed out of it a stream of rain gold hair threads and they

shed and ahl they were all greeny dewy stars falling with

golden, O so lovely l O so soft, sweet, soft! [366-7 , 477]

Vladimir Nabokov has remarked that the description of this

sexual climax becomes a kind of poetry It does so, poetry

impregnated with Gerty’s fertile imagination And this im-

pregnation is vital to the book’s third level, which is con-

cerned with art

When Joyce insisted that his aesthetic was not in the least

pretentious or dlitist, but was based entirely upon the

naturalness of the artistic process, he did not refuse to accept

the implications In the first place, art is a permanent com-
ponent of human life It must not, therefore, depend for its

existence upon elaborate training, and Lenehan’s compli-

ment, at the end of the ninth section of the Wandering Rocks,

Tbere s a touch of the artist about old Bloom’ ,
is based

firmly on recognition of art’s pervasiveness The artistic
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faculty must be possessed by all, in greater or less degree.

Gerty’s respect for poetry might seem at first to be merely a

subject foFv amusement: ‘she felt that she too could write

poetry if she could only express herself like tliat poem that

appealed to her so deeply that she had copied out of the

newspaper she found one evening around the potherbs. Art

thou real, my ideal? . . . and ofttimes the beauty of poetry, so

sad in its transient loveliness, had misted her eyes with silent

tears that the years were slipping by for her. . . .
’ It has been

^'^gg^sted that Joyce is here mocking Samuel Butler’s book,

The Authoress oj the Odyss^^ and Butler’s argument that

Nausicaa, not Homer, wrote that book. But even if Joyce

considered the notion farfetched, it had enough truth for him
to etitrust half of one episode to his Nausicaa’s authorship.

In any case Joyce was Tolstoyan, he respected simplicity,

he thought simple people were not divorced from artistic

capacity Virtually all his characters recognize poetry in some
form, and quote it, or use language in a recognizably literary

way, as if asserting, in the turn of a phrase, an imaginative re-

bellion against straight subservience. Gerty is untrained, but
her impulse to art is as genuine as Homer’s. Joyce propounds
in this episode an aesthetic theory which goes beyond Butler’s

•

^at morose delectation, a genre distinctively and universally
uman, is the poor man s art form. The rich man’s, too.
Gerty s character should not, therefore, be read as only a

p rodic version of a young woman as depicted in trashy love
ries. At first it seems that Joyce’s description of the

p o e to Frank Budgen, as done in a ‘nambypamby, jammy,
marmalady, drawersy style with effects ofincense, mariolatry,

ation, stew and cockles, pamter’s palette, cliches,
circi^ocutions, etc.’, is sufficient But Gerty is not so self-

as he implies, she also has a quality he does not
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mention, an undcrljing \Narincss and sliarpncss, a discon-

solate sense of the impingement of her real upon her ideal

Gert) MacDoiiell ^\ho ^\ns seated near her companions, lost

in thought, gating far assaj into the distance asais in very

truth as fair a specimen of winsome Irish girlhood as one

could \s ish to sec She a\ as pronounced beautiful bj all who
kneas her though, as folks often said, she a\as more a Giltrap

than a MacDoascll Her hands aaerc of finely veiled

alabaster with tapenng fingers and as white as lemon juice

and queen of ointments could make them though it was not

true that she used to wear kid gloves in bed or take a milk

footbatli either Bertha Supple told that once to Edy Board-

man, a deliberate lie, when she was black out at daggers

drawn with Gertj (the girl chums had of course their little

tiffs from time to time like the rest of mortals) and she told

her not let on whatever she did that it was her that told her
or she’d never speak to her agvm

[ 348 , 4^2

)

Into her emollient reverie come the small abrasive interven-
tions of the baby trying to talk, the children trying to urinate,

the girlfriends trying to outrival her Beyond wanness, Joyce
presents an aspect of Gerty of which she is largely ignorant,
her youth She is young, and being so, her immaturity is not
contemptible, though it leads to conceptions very different
from Bloom’s The world of the young, as Robert Frost indi-
cates in To Earthward’, is composed of honeysuckle and

l^usk, later these cloying pleasures will not serve, and must
c mixed with salt ‘and burning clove’ Gerty sees things as

* might be, she is full of dreamt, she is convinced of her
own uniqueness, ‘something aloof, apart in another sphere’

and she regards Bloom, immediate object ofher
® actions, as also unique, different from all other men A
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sense of herself as paramount in the universe is inextricably

connected with her youth
;
so is her image of life as some-

thing novel, unpi*edictable, sure to be marvellous.

Bloom’s way is different, and the secret spring of this

episode is a contrast between not only his realism and her

sentimentality, but his age and her youth. (Stephen Dedalus

at twenty-two is already too old for this kind of contrast.)

The middle-aged substitute for the sense of uniqueness is the

sense of deja vu. Bloom guesses, from the wadding that she

waves at him in token of farewell, that she is menstruating,

and immediately ponders on the prevalence of this pheno

menon. He reflects on his ovm appetite for someone new, as

in his clandestine correspondence with Martha Clifford, an

,

on the discomfiting fact that subsolar, and even sublunary

life has nothing new to offer. He broods on the coincidence

that Martha’s postal address is care of Dolphin’s bam, which

was where he and Molly played charades sixteen years before.

‘So It returns. Think you’re escaping and run into yourself.

Longest way round is the shortest way home. And just when

he and she.’ (He refers to the simultaneity, a little forced

because it depended on his watch having stopped, of the

sexual acts of his wife and of himself that afternoon )
His

conclusion is, ‘Circus horse walking in a ring.’

In sum, the young assert their uniqueness, the old their

familiarity. One is all aspiration, the other all recognition

Bloom furbishes his conception of ‘The same anew’ — that

axiom out of which Finnegans Wake is generated — with many

examples, such as the way that Molly and Milly have the

same teeth, and often menstmate at the same time. The dis-

covery of coincidence is the middle-aged counterpart of the

youthful discovery of singularity. Joyce does not invalidate

either Gerty or Bloom; May and January meet as they can
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and must At tlie end of A Portrait Stephen is botli young-old

and old-young when, in announcing his intention to encoun-

ter the realit)’ of experience, he says, ‘for the millionth

time’

BeUveen the uvo ages of man and woman tlie episode

breaks into two parts The change is signah/ed not only by

Bloom’s mind taking over the narrative from Gerty’s, but by

the sudden shift in perspective as he observes the limp which

she has called her ‘one small shortcoming’ This limp re-

duces nambypambincss to pitiable self-deception, and leaves

us with an increased awareness of the terrible ways in which

the body fails imagination and hope Bloom suddenly under-

stands the scene, and witli his disenchanted sjmpathj he and

Jo)cc return to their centre It was deprivation which spurred

Gert), as it spurred Shakespeare, to poetr)

As for Bloom, masturbation enables him to return to his

usual solicitude for other creatures Joyce has found an

aspect of masturbation which every writer on the subject,

from Rousseau to Philip Roth, has missed For the first time
in literature masturbation becomes heroic It is a way of
joining ideal and real, and while simplistic or vulgar, it is not
negligible It brings Bloom back to goodwill and away from
indifference He leaves behind Narcissus drowned in the pool

Vagitus The Word is Born (14)

Having examined the rites of courtship, and disclosed their
untidy damp residue, Joyce turned in the Oxen ^ the Sun to
courtship’s results Against the vaporization of feeling he now
presents its lutulence, we are down m the mud with the

ccodiles, or medical students The mirages are gone, but
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the earth in its abundance has not returned; instead there are

only flowerless fields, deserts which reveal the sun’s potency

but not his generosity. Gerty’s dreamy creammess hardens to

surgical callousness.

In his characters’ internal monologue Joyce had provided a

view of the mind’s underbelly, and he does the same with the

lying-in hospital Instead of its convex side, he shows the

concave one. After some vague statements about the hos-

pital’s prestige and usefulness, it becomes the place where

bodies are wrenched apart, monstrous deviations from

normal birth appear, mothers and babies die. The medical

students treat all aspects of fertility with the same profana-

tion as Odysseus’ crew the sacred cattle Flesh maddens

them, too They consume voraciously, m their wild talk, all

taboos about the acts of generation, parturition, and dissolu-

tion. They mock babies, mothers, fathers, and so carry on the

theme of denial initiated by Mulligan, exemplified by Boylan,

cogently extemporized by Thersites, and spatialized with his

biscuit tin by the Citizen. Bloom finds their talk revolting,

but grants that through ‘metempsychosis’ the heartless

students will eventually become the solicitous practitioners.

But for the moment, their desecration outdoes Thersites

denigration. God is invoked, generally to be blasphemed, m
almost every paragraph The episode opens with fertility

charms and ends with their ultimate reversal, and perversion,
m a promise to diddle Almighty God

Joyce explained, in a letter to Budgen, that the crime
against the god was the sterilization of the act of coition The
students have several ways of perpetrating this, including of
^urse contraception. The most vigorous exponent is Buck
u igan, whose inner sterility wears the characteristic mask

overflowing of animal spirits^e announces his readiness
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to fecundate any woman in the country without charge,

regardless of her social status This is the ultimate method of

sterilizing the act of coition, by disengaging it altogether

from love'] Mulligan mocks other forms of love by postula-

ting as the supremest object of desire ‘a nice clean old man’

and by saying, in the delirious finale, ‘Ma mere m’a mane’ At

the moment of expressing this sentiment, he is occupied in

withdrawing his company covertly from Stephen Dedalus

Leaving his friend in the lurch — a gesture opposite to Bloom’s

— IS one of several equivalents of coitus wterruptus mentioned

m the chapter In fact, coitus interruptus becomes a verbal

more than a genital matter m the episode’s last pages, which
are made up of a series of random ejaculations, a spray of

words m all directions

The theme of desecration finds expression also m the half-

parodic^^astiches of English prose styles T S Ehot re-x
marked to Virginia Woolf that these showed the futility of all

style, but it could be argued that they show the utility The
flaying of men’s ideals is matched by the discard of one style

after anothe^ yet as each disappears, ahother takes its place
The medical talk strips the bodies of men and women, only
to have the outraged mind reclothe them immediately The
students simplify life down to its elemental processes, yet
they do so in a surprisingly intricate way, as if thought could
not be denied even when its value was being minimized
Regarded m ensemble, the pastiches constitute a remarkable
tribute to the literary tradition in English as the matrix out

which Ulysses, or any other work in this tongue, has to
sue So while they suit the theme of desecration, they also

subtly discredit it

It must be said, too, that the styles cannot be futile any
fe than ontogeny is futile They represent orderly stages
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of literary genesis. Joyce pointed out that they were con-

trasted with the headpiece and tailpiece of the episode, which

he said were two forms of opposite chaos. The headpiece is in

a highly involuted prose, latinate in vocabulary and absurdly

latmate in syntax, as hieroglyphic as m Vico’s theocratic age.

It suggests the chaos of excessive order, historically in terms

of the invasion of Britain by the Romans and their imposition

of an impossible gi'ammar upon the easygoing aborigines. The

recovery of normal order begins when Bloom appears. Then

comes the slow development of English prose over seven (or

perhaps, deferring to human gestation, nine) hundred years

from aristocratic (symbolic) language to the democratic

vernacular. Finally there comes the placental outpouring at

the end (it is the afterbirth as well as an ejaculative spray)

which is an aggiornamento of style into contemporary slang.

The slang is not disparaged, any more than birth is dis-

paraged by afterbirth, but it is shown to be not yet subject to

artistic form. Its anarchy, and the fascism of the headpiece,

contrast with the fecundity of the natural order.
If the medical students are the god’s apostates, his true

disciples are Bloom and Stephen, the pregnant nurse, and
Mrs Wilhelmina Purefoy, who flouts the students’ sterility

by concluding her three-day labour with the birth of a son.
Joyce s scheme for the episode included minor as well as

major imitations of the birth process One of these was the
idea, communicated m a letter to Budgen, that Bloom is the
permatozoon, the nurse the ovum, the hospital the womb,

Stephen the embryo To descant upon this explanation,
episo e contains two human embryos and two quasi-^an ones. Mrs Purefoy’s oncoimng baby is paralleled by

Stephen, and by the issuing word which is at
ce od s word (Christ) and the artist’s word (a work of
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art) It IS Stephen who first leaves the hospital, ‘Outflings’, as

Joyce says, ‘giving the cry’, which is the vagitus, the cry of

the newborn Although Joyce does not say so, Stephen can be

thought of as sired by the English language and dammed by

hterary tradition At this point m the book, however, Joyce

IS more concerned with the fact that Stephen is first to leave

as Bloom was first to enter, suggesting comically the rela-

tion of son and father Bloom is hospitably received by the

nurse, and has conversation (a meaningful term in law) with

her, so to that extent she is the putative mother, though here

Joyce is indulging in a gynaecological flounsh rather than a

senous statement More to the point. Bloom has m mind in

the episode an image of Stephen as he is now and as he was

as a child, as if the process of gestation had gone on after as

well as before birth, with Bloom’s paternity also continuing

Aside from such problematic anatomical linkings, the two

men are connected here by other cords One has been

usurped, one cuckolded, and Stephen draws an analogy by

saying, ‘Bring a stranger within thy tower it will go hard

but thou wilt have the second best bed ’ Both are concerned

about the fertility of Irish cattle and so about the foot and

mouth disease then at an epidemic state Although only Bloom

evmces sympathy for Mrs Purefoy and the nurse, Stephen

conspicuously fails to take part in the mockery of women m
labour or pregnancy On crucial questions they see much the

same When the students dispute over the obstetrician’s

choice between saving a mother or saving her baby, all

except Stephen agree that the child should die and the mother
live Stephen, never one to spare mothers, insists with some
irony that the baby live and the mother die Bloom, appealed

to, avoids choice but says that if accident should so befall as

Stephen has indicated, the Church might profit by collecting
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both death and birth pence. Anothci question bi cached is

whether Siamese twins should be surgically separated or not

if one predecease the other- Stephen’s verdict is, ‘Let no

man put asunder what God has joined.’ Underlying his joke is

a conviction that the natural order should have its way, while

the medical students are all for dickering with it Bloom, to

prevent their worst speculative excesses, raises questions of

the predetermination of sex and the reduction of infant mor-

tality, since like Stephen he wishes to assist, not impede

nature. As usual he is kinder, when Stephen declares that

if a woman has once let the cat into the bag, she must let it

out again or give it life to save her own, Bloom thinks to add,

‘At the risk of her own.’ Both take sides against unnatural-

ness.

Nature is primarily Bloom’s concern, while Stephen

espouses that process which has been shown to be natural too,

in Scylla and Charybdis and Nausicaa, namely, art On this

subject Stephen expounds Blake’s assertion that ‘Time’s

rums build eternity’s mansions’, with this commentary:

‘Desire’s wind blasts the thorntree but after it becomes from

a bramblebush to be a rose upon the rood of time ’ (The

thorntree comes from Yeats’s poem, ‘Red Hanrahan’s Song

about Ireland’, and the ‘rose upon the rood of time’ is most

of the title of another Yeats poem ) What is in experience

intolerable is decorous in art ‘In woman’s womb word is

made flesh but in the spirit of the maker all flesh that passes

becomes the word that shall not pass away This is the post-

creation Omnis caro ad te vemet ’ To the artist, as to God or
death, all flesh will come, and be reanimated: ‘If I call them
into life across the waters of Lethe will not the poor ghosts

troop to my calD Who supposes it? I, Bous Stephenoumenos,
bullockbefriendmg bard, am lord and giver of their life. ’ The
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medical student LjTich objects that this is too big a brag for

someone s\bo has not yet anything but ‘a capful of light odes

to call his genius father’ But it associates Stephen with the

rcbirtli of Christ as well as sMth his birth (as does Mrs Pure-

foj’s three-day labour) And it insists that art comes from

experience, for Stephen as for Stephen’s Shakespeare

He also makes clear the kind of art he is endorsing It is

not of the George Russell kind ‘Vegetables, forsooth, and

sterile cohabitation*’ If m art, eveiyTnan is his own wife, the

process is not partlienogenetic Stephen considers whether

the Virgin Maiy' had or had not carnal knowledge of God

Pedantically using German words as if in tribute to the Ger-

man philosophic school, he insists ‘LntncJcr transsubstan-

tiaht)' odcr consubstantiahty but in no case subsubstantiality
’

In other words, Mary w'as either of divine or of human sub-

stance, but in no case w as she less than substance or had she

less than sexual intercourse He will not accept ‘A pregnancy

without joy, a birth without pangs, a body without

blemish, a belly -without bigness ’ Art must incorporate, and

excorporate, actual life

In ‘The Holy Office’ Joyce described art as catharsis, but

parturition is his more mature picture of it On Bloom’s

entrance into the hospital the lightning had riven, and on

Stephen’s departure from it the thunder sounds As when the

womb opens to expel its issue, so is the ‘transformation,

violent and instantaneous, upon the utterance of the Word’

The Word is specifically only the name of a pub, but its

utterance is natal Stephen issues as a figure of speech for the

work of art, a work of art anthropomorphosed The analogy

is complete Mrs Purefoy has laboured and brought forth a

Purefoykm, English has laboured and brought forth Stephen,

and the model work of art, whose generation was described
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in Sc^lla and Char^'bdiSy may now be thought of as expelled like

Minerva from the brain.

Joyce wrote Miss Weaver that the Oxen of the Sun is the

most difficult episode m an odyssey to interpret and to

execute. The interpretation seems to be this, the processes*

of nature and art are synon)Tnous ssith each other; they

imitate each othei’s fecundity and will not be sterilired. For

both of them love is a contra-contraccplisc, \\niat nature is

for the body^art is for the mind. Aestheticism falsifies art by

being false to nature, materialism falsifies nature by being

false to mind. By nature and by art, Bloom and Stephen alone

save themselves from shipwreck^

The Ore (!£)

It IS midnight, the soul’s not die dial’s. The ‘tenebrosity of

the interior’, as it was called in the Oxen ofthe Sun, is matched

by a tenebrosity of the exterior. In the morning the sunlit

world was credible, but now its devotees are asleep, and

those who still keep watch see its shapes — animate and in-

animate — as shadows. The self is deprived of latitude and

longitude, and becomes its own place, in itself making of

earth a hell or a purgatory. Form and reason no longer offer

their helping hands, incertitude and remorse having sup-

planted them. The eye confronts no ineluctable modality of

the visible, only unsought images of the invisible, lusts and
loathings from within claiming autonomous existence with-

out.

The Circe episode awakened Joyce’smost extreme methods,
not less extreme for being couched in terms of the music hall

or vaudeville He found what help he could in other authors,
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and interfused Circe’s transmogrifying spells with the shape-

changes which occur in Faust on the Brocken, in St Anthony’s

persecuted imagination in Flaubert’s no\el, in Ovid’s Meta-

morphoses, in Dante’s Inferno ,
he also evinced familiarity with

the chaotic displacements and transformations in Freud’s Id

First images, then ethics ‘Hell is the place of those who

den)’, wrote Yeats, and denial is everywhere Persons,

denied, become animals, objects, denied, become persons

These, and denied concepts, all take their parts in a peni-

tential surrealism Hume is outHumed Joyce said m the’

Linati schema that Circe’s significance was ‘The Manhating

Ore’, a reference not to Blake’s fiery creature but to the

amphibious monster who in Orlando Furioso (Cantos VIII and

X) comes close to devouring Angelic^ The tliird chapters of

all the triads include a monster, but the Ore includes in his

huge writhing mass all his predecessors, the vulturous dog

seen by Stephen on tlie strand, the rat at Glasnevin, Scylla

and Charybdis before Stephen solved their riddle, and the

enormous Polyphemus (In the last chapter of the book the

Ore IS succeeded by another amphibian of more human pro-

portions, ‘Boylan’s tremendous big red brute of a thing’
) In

this episode the Ore has many heads

Beyond this eompounding of monsters from literature and

from his preceding chapters, Joyce based Circe on an inter-

change of inner and outer reality For this process Vico’s

philosophy offered a general theory, which was more useful

than Aristotle’s sharp division of perceiver and perceived To

Vico history was the actualization in time of possibilities that

could be deduced by study of the individual mind
,
it moved

in patterns discoverable in that mind Croce rephrased Vico

in the sentence, ‘Man creates the human world, creates it by

transforming himself into the facts of society by thinking it
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he recreates his own creations, traverses over again the paths

he has already traversed, reconstructs the whole idcallv, and

thus knows it w'ith full and tine knowledge.’ The soul trans-

lates Itself into its surioundings in time and place, or, put

another way, society is a hook in w'hich to read the soul,

though the soul may also be read, and more easily, in itself.

Stephen has alluded to this view in Sc^Ua and Charybdis^

though he quoted there not from Vico hut from Maeter-
linck s version of the Vichian idea: Socrates }ca\c his house

today he wiUJind the sage seated on his doorstep. IfJudas goforth
tonight It IS to Judas his steps mil tend. E\cry life is many dass,

day after day. We walk tlirougli oui selves, meeting robbers,
ghosts, giants, old men, young men, wises, wadow's, brothers-
in-love. But always meeting ourselves.’ Stephen develops this

conception to establish that God, should he exist, must be
all in all of us

, and to confirm that Shakespeare must be the
events of his life as well as all his characters and tlie e\ ents
in theirs In Circe Stephen expresses this idea again, with the
implication that it has now been amply demonstrated: ‘What
went forth to the ends of the world to traverse not itself.

God, the sun, Shakespeare, a commercial traveller, ha\ing
Itself traversed in reality itself, becomes that self. . . . Self
which It Itself was ineluctably preconditioned to become.
Eccol What we are becomes what w^e experience, what we
experience is only what we are. Thanks to Vico Joyce in
Circe might bring the externals of the day within the mmd,
ut might also bring the internals of the mind into outward

rorm.

TTie episode is reeled out from a warring centre of con-
toanes. The two basic ones are soul and body, which can be
oimd reflected everywhere, m priest and king, church and
state, God and-Dog, blessedness and damnation, woman and
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man, tlie roseco'vercd womancity which opens to become the

bonendden womancity, mass and black mass Both soul and

body ha\c their punt) and their impurity factions Mrs

Breen and three ladies of quality sweep in to take a high and

mighty line with Bloom, though their pudicity is close to

lubricity ‘I’ll flog him black and blue in the public streets
’

Circe, as Bella Cohen, changes from woman to man as Bloom

changes from man to woman She also encapsulates the tavo

contraries of soul and bod), for she turns herself into the

nyanph (in the picture aboae the Blooms’ bed), and in this

capacity proclaims that she is ‘stonecold and pure’, and

babbles on, ‘Sister Agatha Mount Carmel, the apparitions of

Knock and Lourdes No more desire Only the ethereal

Where dreamy creamy gull waves o’er the waters dull ’ At

this point Bloom’s trousers’ button snaps, her soulfulness

being too much for it, and he announces, ‘You have broken

the spell The last straw If there were only ethereal where

would you all be, postulants and novices?’ The nymph is

indignant, but Bloom is firm, seizing her hand, ‘Fair play,

madam No pruning knife Wliat do we lack with your

barbed avire? [A nun invented barbed wire. Bloom remarked

earlier
]
Crucifix not thick enough?’ This counterattack is so

successful that the nymph changes back into Bella, who tells

him, ‘You’ll know me the next time’, and attempts no

further transformations ‘Mutton dressed as lamb’ is Bloom’s

comment He has perceived the secret identity of sadism and

masochism in sexuality as he did in religion, and is no longer

intimidated From being transformed into a woman, he

becomes once more a man
In so far as the body stands in the brothel scene for temporal

power, It has two principal manifestations, one as England,

the other as Ireland England is represented by the two
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soldiers, Ireland by the two watch. ‘Dicsc forces of authority

understand each other and arc in collusion: both are opposed

to Bloom and Stephen. England is also incarnated in Edward

VII, who, haloed as Joking Jesus, prates of universal peace

while his soldiers abuse the Irish, Ireland is incarnate in Old

Gummy Granny, who thrusts a dagger towards Stephen’s

hand and says, ‘Remove him, acushla. At 8.3^ a.m. you will

be in heaven and Ireland will be fi ee. (She prays) O good God,
take him! Nationalism and imperialism both claim spiritual

authority for their physical cruelty. As for tlie redcoats, their

respect for authority is sho\vn to be as false as the authority
iteelf is hypocritical. Private Carr, overhearing Stephen use
t e word king

, shouts, ‘I’ll wring the neck of any jBucking
artard says a word against my bleeding fucking king.

’

e(^use Bloom and Stephen differ in degree rather than in

rom other men, and have like others aspirations both
ecu ar and spiritual, they are driven into the purgatorial

mism of this episode. Bloom, for his schemes of social

p vement, is crowned King Leopold I, and, on a more
P tua p ane, is called the world’s greatest reformer. His

me goals are combined in his promise of The New
B^oinnsalem m the Nova Hibernia of the future. Stephen,

Sg on another plane, proclaims, more elliptically,

transubstantiated bread and wine of
. (Joyce had made similar predictions at the end of his

.1 j
ortrait ofthe Artist’, and the ensmng novel.) Both

en

^
ergo the opposite. Bloom conviction for criminai-

ty, tephen, potential damnation for apostasy. To hismother s warning that he should beware the hres of hell,Stephen responds as directly as Bloom had to the Citizen, by
crying out. ‘Shite!’ To say shit to one's dead mother be-mes a form ofheroic enterprise: ‘Non seryiom', he declares
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He tries ‘eagerly’ to prompt her to say ‘The word known to

all men’, but she will not be distracted from his damnation

Translating his spiritual into physical rebellion, Stephen lifts

his ashplant, shouts out, ‘Nothungl’

,

and smashes the lamp

chimney Nothung is Siegfried’s sword, but it sounds also

like a parallel to Odysseus’ assumption of the name ‘Noman’

It m turn brings about the final destruction of time and

space, whose end has for some time been near ‘Times Imd

final fiame leaps and, in thefiollowing darkness, rum ofi all space,

shattered glass and toppling masonry ’ When this act was fore-

shadowed at the beginning of the episode, it was said to

shatter light over the world Here the destruction-creation at

the centre ofthe artistic process is realized (Samuel Beckett,

m his Proust, quotes an apposite remark of De Sanctis, ‘Chi

non ha la forza di uccidere la realta non ha la forza di crearla ’)

The brain’s womb is also a tomb
,
experience dies in it to be

reborn like Christ beyond space or time The process is pain-

ful, like labour, or murder Stephen points to his forehead

and says, ‘But in here it is I must kill the priest and the king
’

But the ultimate aim of this murder is to free mankind from

Its graveclothes He tries to explain this position to the

uncomprehending soldiers, ‘You die for your country, sup-

pose Not that I wish it for you But I say Let my country die

for me Up to the present it has done so I don’t want it to

die Damn death Long live life'’ In this declaration of inde-

pendence from secular and ghostly power, Stephen reaches

his sublime He is then promptly knocked down by Joyce’s

irony and by Private Carr

In staging his book’s climax m the brothel, the house of

climaxes, Joyce took great interest in the flower, Moly,

which enables Odysseus to thwart the wiles of Circe -< .

keep her from turning himjnto a pig The most
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expression of Moly is Bloom’s raw potato, his mother’s

talisman against disease to which the usually unsuperstitious

Bloom clings
,
it is taken from liim by Zoe and his demand to

have it back is one sign of his recovery from Bella’s spell-

binding. Joyce consulted many friends about Moly, and

finally wrote Budgen his decision, which proved more in-

clusive than exclusive: ‘Moly is the gift of Hermes, god of

public ways, and is the invisible influence (prayer, chance,

agility, presence of mind, po\ver of recuperation) which saves

in case of accident. This would cover immunity from syphilis

(cru^iAis- = swme-love?). . In this special case his plant

may be said to have many leaves, indifference due to mas-

turbation, pessimism congenital, a sense of the ridiculous,

sudden fastidiousness in some detail, experience.’ These

qualities are present, but they stick close to the literal sense

of the narrative and are not all-mclusive. In Stephen the saving

grace is none ofthem but ‘the intellectual imagination’ ,
which

preserves him from surrender to mother Dedalus, mother

church, mother Ireland, mother England, all demanding his

filial allegiance It does not, however, keep him from under-

going, like Bloom at the end of the Cyclops, physical abuse.

And when Stephen is unconscious, Joyce invokes a wrtue of

the emotions ratherthan ofthe intellect, somewhatas Tolstoy’s

Pierre absorbs from Karatayev the heart’s reasons.

Bloom IS the bearer of this ethic. Joyce draws upon
Christ’s parable of the Good Samaritan to make Bloom’s un-

assuming act of comradeliness an instance of Agape. Bloom
secures the help of Corny Kelleher, the undertaker, whose
symbolical presence probably implies the bunal of the old

Stephen. Beaten up and friendless, Stephen is helped by a

stranger, whose acte gratmt redeems the universe from the
chilliness of isolated particles and stamps it as irrevocably
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gregarious It is timeless and parabolic The word known to

all men which Stephen had vainly asked his mother is now

revealed, though not named It is love

Bending down by Stephen, Bloom for the first and only time

in the book calls him by his first name Dante is only once

called by name in The Divine Comedy, and that is when Beatrice

consoles him for the departure of Virgil In this equally crucial

moment, Bloom listens to Stephen’s murmuring.

Who drive Fergus now

,

And pierce wood’s woven sliadc ?

and mishears ‘Face reminds me of his poor mother In the

shady wood The deep white breast Ferguson, I think I

caught A girl Some girl Best thing could happen him ’

This quotation, coming at the climax of Ulysses, recalls the

earlier quotation of the same poem in the first episode There

Stephen remembers having sung Yeats’s song about Fergus to

his dying mother, ‘She was crying m her wretched bed For

those words, Stephen love’s bitter mystery ’ In retrospect,

Joyce seems to have intended those words as the solemn first

mention of what was to emerge as his book’s ultimate mean-

ing He had an analogue m the way that Virgil, appearing to

Dante at the beginning of The Divine Comedy, declared that he

had been sent to him by Beatrice, who was moved to do so by

love The role of love becomes steadily more important in

Dante as in Joyce But in comparison with Dante’s many
cantos devoted to the subject, Joyce is circumspect and

scarcely uses the word at all

That a poem by Yeats should be quoted in this all-im-

portant context IS probably not without further implication

At the end of A Toitiait, too, Stephen in his crucial diary

recalled a poem of Yeats originally entitled, ‘Michael

*4-7
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Robartes Remembers Forgotten Beauty’, and said, ‘Michael

Robartes desires to press m his arms the beauty that has long

faded from the world. Not this. Not at all, I desire to press in

my arms the beauty that has not yet come into the world.’

There, as here m Ulysses^ Yeats appears as a forerunner, a

Virgil to Joyce’s Dante, who can accompany Stephen through

Purgatory, but cannot go beyond it. (Yeats, like Virgil in The

Divine Comedy, is not involved in the last section.) Joyce was

much concerned with the idea of a precursor: in his youthful

letter to Ibsen he assigned that role to Ibsen, then, m ‘The

Day of the Rabblement’
,
to Ibsen and Hauptmann

;
but his

final decision was for Yeats.

Dante probably lurks behind Bloom’s comic mishearing of

Fergus as Miss Ferguson, ‘a girP, which gives her the role of
an imaginary Beatrice, shadowy counterpart of the one who
appears in the last cantos of the Vurgatono The intertwining
of Yeats s love song with Stephen’s memories of his mother
acts as a palliative for his previous rejection of her tyrannous
ghost. The various forms of love begin to combine into a
crowned knot

The seal upon Bloom’s Good Samaritan act is given at the
end of the episode by his vision ofRudy, dwarflike Rudy who
died at eleven days but is now made whole, ‘a fairy boy of
eleven’ {Each triad ends with a recovery of life, and this one
above all Bloom raises Rudy from the dead like Lazarus,
brings him across Lethe in the way that Stephen bragged that
ghosts, summoned by his art, would troop over Leth^ Like
Christ, or Orpheus, or Odysseus, Bloom harrows hell. The
child reading Hebrew from right to left creates by his
bizarre attitude and detachment a sense of distance and
^tranpment from Bloom even as he answers his call. (In
ante s Turgatono Matilda also keeps a distance, on the other
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Side of the river ) Rudy’s ivory cane transfigures Stephen’s

ashplant He is like a statuette of a child, something to buy it

may be in Woolworth’s, and yet the effect is not maudlin, but

genuinely tender At the midpoint of the Wandering Rocks

Lenehan had said that there was ‘a touch ofthe artist about old

Bloom’
,
and it is as an artist that he now vindicates himself,

creating out of love an image which has independent life

Earlier in the day he remembered his lovemaking wth Molly,

and recreated it in his imagination Here, out of love for his

dead child, he docs more than remember, he reshapes Rudy’s

misshapen features and raises him from the grave He fathers

and mothers this new-old child This is not the art of Michel-

angelo, It may be closer to Grandma Moses, but it is art none-

theless Bloom’s rescue of Stephen was motivated by Agape,

which is the requisite of art as of nature
,
his vision of Rudy,

sired by paternal love but borne maternally out of memory
and desire, is Bloom’s way of damning death (as Stephen

damned it) and of making life caster in us Against the corrup-

tions of life and death which had been specified by Stephen in

the first part of the book, this second part concludes with

resurrection Freed from supernatural trappings, Bloom and

Stephen offer profane salvation. The New Bloomusalem

In their respective ways they have killed priest and king,

have conquered tyranny by imaginative love Christ sancti-

fied himself, Dante, said Virgil late in the Vurgatono, might

now be crovmed and mitred over himself, Prometheus threw

off his bonds For all three the liberating agent is ultimately

love, that Moly of body and soul together, and in its spiritual

aspect this is exemplified by Bloom’s two acts of resurrection

Stephen and Bloom have approached the state which Joyce

announced to Linati was ‘fusion’, and like Dante are now
ready to come out to the stars
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The New Bloomusalem

Bloom must return home, and Ulysses disclose its final mean-

ing. The ‘fusion’ that Joyce spoke of now occurs between

Stephen and Bloom — not atomic but Adamic fusion ; together

they must form between them the new Adam and convey

intimations of a terrestrial paradise. But to do so another

element is needed, and this is Molly, who constitutes the

third in a new, three-in-one being, a human improvement

upon the holy family as upon the divine trinity. To confirm it,

she is accorded the same birthday as the Virgin Mary.

So solemn a convergence awakened all Joyce’s capacity for

comedy. He changed pitch abruptly from the Circe episode,

where he had displayed the masteiy of two kingdoms, of

death and birth, when Bloom rescues Stephen from authority

in this world and rescues Rudy from the authority of the

next. After this fanfaronade which made earth’s foundations

tremble, the world without end wobbles back, much the

worse for wear. With it come space and time, though

Stephen announced in Circe their annihilation. If Hume’s

scepticism made possible their upheaval, Joyce perhaps im-

plies — in this spirited canter into philosophy— that they return

under the aegis of Kant as conditions of perception rather

than properties of things. They are taken back only under
sufferance, however, and in the end are forced to retire once
more
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A Fiction Not Supreme (l6)

The first of the final triad of episodes, Eumaeus, still reels

from the great events in Circe It is written in a style which

Joyce called relaxed, it is also a constabular style — Dog-

berry’s, as it struggles clumsily for the right expression and

invariably hits one that is inept as well as stereotyped Bloom’s

bloomisms, which were only occasional heretofore, now
become continuous He appears much reduced from that

heroic rescuer and artist we saw at the end of the brothel

scene Not being able to keep up with Stephen intellectually,

yet eager to do so, he puts himself at a disadvantage Part of

the trouble is fatigue he is fagged out, and so is the language

which describes him Fatigue makes him seem old, and old

age dominates throughout these last chapters, as youth

dominated in the first three chapters of the book Molly is old

too, in comparison with Stephen (as well as with Gerty

MacDowell, the only other female monologuist), though she

is to be rejuvenated Stephen himself sings at the end of

Eumaeus Sweehnck’s song, ‘Youth here has End’, as if i6 June

divided his youth from his age (The same song is used for

the same purpose m Giacomo Joyce ) The next chapters par-

ticipate in this geriatric spectacle Joyce descnbed Ithaca as

done in a ‘pacified style’, and the formal catechism there is a

creaky, senile development of the question-and-answenng in

Mr Deasy’s school Penelope, he said, was done in a ‘resigned

style’ He emphasized this quality by his description of

Eumaeus to Linati as in a ‘relaxed prose’ and to Gilbert as

‘Narrative (old)’

In these episodes Joyce subjects fusion to anatomizing

A guardedness about emotional commitment was a lifelong
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characteristic and he did not allow his book to contain so

climactic a relation without ample demurrer. Bloom’s un-

assuming decency begins and ends Eumaeus, but is withered

a little by the style* ‘Preparatory to anything else Mr Bloom

brushed ofF the greater bulk of the shavings and handed

Stephen the hat and ashplant and bucked him up generally m
orthodox Samaritan fashion, which he very badly needed.’

Since the Samaritans were conspicuously outside orthodoxy,

that being important to Christ’s meaning, ‘orthodox Samari-

tan fashion’ is not only a cliche, but an absurdity. The use of

the word ‘Samaritan’ nonetheless points up the parabolic

quality of Bloom’s act

In Eumaeus wrongheadedness, a principle Joyce largely

extracted from Homer, animates the narrative. When
Odysseus, still asleep, was laid on the Ithacan shore by the

Phaeacian sailors, he woke and did not at first know where

he was Athena appeared to give him his bearings and advice

on how to proceed. He donned beggar’s rags as a disguise,

and then went to meet his loyal swineherd Eumaeus Biding

his time, he offered a cock-and-bull story to explain who he

was and how he came to be m Ithaca Eumaeus doubted the

story but offered hospitality anyway, his openness being

contrasted with his master’s dismgenuousness. Joyce de-

veloped this contrast of candour and duplicity, of Ulysses

enforcing his identity by denying it

Duplicity leads to the presentation of experience in an

assortment of doubles At the beginning and end of the

episode. Bloom cautions Stephen about Mulligan’s double-
dealing Only one of Stephen’s ‘pubhunting confreres*

^
Lynch,

has stayed with him, says Bloom, ‘And that one was Judas’,
says Stephen. The two mentake a wrong turning and therefore
must double bach through labyrinthine Dublin Even their
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conversation retraces the same words (‘You suspect that I may

be important because I belong to Ireland But I suspect

that Ireland must be important because it belongs to me’, is an

example
)
Things are not what tliey seem, nor people either

They meet Lord John Corley, who is not really a lord, he

asks for a job which he doesn’t want
,
he mistakes Bloom for a

friend of Boylan, offered some pennies, he remarks that they

are really halfcro\vns, and when Stephen gives him one, he

promises to pay him back ‘some time’
,
by which he means

never As Bloom and Stephen reach the cabman’s shelter,

and hear some Italians talking. Bloom comments on the

‘beautiful language’ ‘Bella Poetrial’ But Toetria is not poetry,

nor Italian, and as for the beauty of the language, Stephen

announces that they were haggling over money

Inside the cabman’s shelter, tlie doubleness continues Its

keeper is reputed to be Fitzharns, or Skm-the-Goat, the

man who drove the cab in which the Invincibles escaped after

committing their political murders m the Phoenix Park m
1882 But he IS not He tells the company that Parnell is not

dead and will return, but Parnell lies in Glasnevin One of

the hangers-on in the shelter looks deceptively like the town

clerk Bloom and Stephen discuss various examples of

duplicity, false allegation, and error, such as ‘Bacon and

Hamlet’, ntual murder by Jews (the Protocols of the Elders

of Zion), cases of forged identity (the Tichborne claimant)

Nor are they exempt from any possibility of error themselves,

for Bloom mistakes his man when he addresses Stephen as ‘a

good catholic’, and m recounting his adventure with the

Citizen in Barney Kieman’s pub, is not above making certain

improvements The Evening Telegraph contributes its share by

journalistic botching of Dignam’s funeral The cabman’s

horse, for his part, deposits a trinity of turds on the street
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in symbolic counterblow to the tbrec-personcd fusion in

progress. (He also echoes Mulligan s trinity of eggs in Tele

machus )
Bloom and Stephen have to avoid these as they go

ofiF, even if uneasily, arm in arm They are described as

doing so by some allusions to the song, ‘The Low-Backed

Car’
,
where the lovers are ‘to be married by Father Maher ,

words which by their inappropriateness continue to mock the

fusion of Bloom and Stephen.

Yet they do fuse, m a manner of speaking: ‘Though they

didn’t see eye to eye in everything,’ Bloom reflects, a cer-

tain analogy there somehow was, as if both their minds were

travelling, so to speak, m the one tram of thought.’ They talk

about the Sirens’ duplicity and about usurpation, two sub-

jects which unite their plights. Running counter to all the

doubleness is their tentative singleness. That they are in many

ways different does not prevent fusion, any more than the

difference m character between Odysseus and his swineherd

prevented them from standing together against the suitors

tyranny They offer a counterpart, in Agape or comradeliness,

to the evocation in the Nausicaa episode of Eros.

The meaning of the episode lies only partly in the union of

the two men. Joyce told Lmati that the episode’s signification

was ‘The Ambush at Home’, a reference to the ambush of

Telemachus by the suitors Joyce extends the reference The

ambusher is the old sailor who in the cabman’s shelter

occupies the centre of attention. On the narrative level he

serves no evident function, but Joyce said that he was

Ulysses Pseudangelos, that is, Ulysses the false messenger. In

short, he is the false Ulysses, a double The postcard he carries

locates him in Santiago, Chile, and so, like Dante’s Ulysses,

from whom Joyce here silently dissociates Bloom, he has

crossed the Equator He claims to be a seaman, but Bloom

IS4
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thinks It more likely that he is a convict fresh from prison

The man sijs his name is W B Murph), mIiicIi in a land of

murphies is like saying it is ‘Noman* He pretends to have a

faithful >\ife who has been waiting for him for seven years,

but this Penelope's existence is doubtful He claims to know
Stephen’s fatlier, and to have seen him shooting two eggs in a

Swedish circus ten years before, and so edges ambiguously

into the paternity theme ‘Murphj’ has an argosj of stories

about his experiences, all of them what Bloom calls ‘genuine

forgcncs’ His significance begins to become clear What
Murphy purveys is a fiction within a fiction, based on an

unspoken aesthetic theory, rival to Stephen’s, that the novel

is a Munchausen performance With falsisimilitude Murphy

would ambush the verisimilitude that is claimed in Ulysses,

and turn Aristotle’s imitation of nature into mere fakcry The

sailor IS spokesman for false art, for art as gamesmanship If he

could, he would deny the significance of this sixteenth epi-

sode, and of this sixteenth day of June, as well as the fellow-

ship of Bloom and Stephen, by exhibiting on his chest the

tattooed number i6 in token of homosexuality (This

numerical symbolism — which Bloom recognizes — was, as Gil-

bert points out, well known on the Continent ) In Circe the

impulse to love is perverted into the impulse to overcome or

be overcome, in Eumacus the sailor would change the impulse

of art to create into the pseudo-artistic impulse to gull The

rejection of Murphy attests that Ulysses is not a confidence

trick Instead the episode is made to register humbly, among

the lying sights and sounds, its sincerity
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La Scienza Nuova e Vecchia (ij)

In Ithaca, where Bloom is home at last, the pendulum swings

in the opposite direction. Instead of subjective distortion

there is objective distortion. Trompe Vceil gives way to the

computer, unreliability to excessive reliability. Reason itself

here goes mad, m the ultimate fonn of the strain of madness

which has pervaded the second chapters of each triad. The
comedy lies in the patent inadequacy of information-retrieval

systems to render the human. It is as if the skeleton had been
unfleshed, preparatory to Molly Bloom’s fleshing it again.

The rocky coast of Ithaca seems also to have given Joyce a

scenic hint. He explained to Budgen,

I am wntmg Ithaca in the form of a mathematical catechism.
All events are resolved into their cosmic physical, psychical
etc equivalents, e.g

, Bloom jumping down the area, draw-
ing water from the tap, the micturition in the garden, the
cone of incense, lighted candle and statue, so that not only
will the reader know everything and know it in the baldest
coldest Way, but Bloom and Stephen thereby become
heavenly bodies, wanderers like the stars at which they gaze.

literal terms, the two characters observe an astronomical
em, a shooting star falling from Vega in the Lyre beyond

the Tress of Berenice towards the constellation of Leo. The
y> t underous m the Oxen oj the Sun, now offers its
istent configuration of a fusion taking place on earth.

^
described this episode as ‘the ugly duckling of

n’
means, as \Vilham Empson remarks, that it

us r^ y e the swan Oppositeto the disorder of is
e pe antic order here, the arduous particularization of data,
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the tracing of tapwater to its reservoir source The mundane-

ness of the details reflects the habiliments of Ulysses as he first

appears m Ithaca, and the pitilessness with which they are laid

out evokes the mood of the slaughter of the suitors By reduc-

tion to colourless fact, the imagination is impoverished

Yet the impoverishment, pursued to its end, begins to

dovetail wuth a ‘wealth’ of particulars, at least one of which

IS unexpectedly splendid With this the episode divides into

two parts, of which the first is primarily a divestment of

heroic attributes, the second a resumption of them Stephen

and Bloom go out into the garden to urinate, and Joyce takes

the occasion of this expression of physical corruption to have

them see m the fertile sky ‘The heaventree of stars hung with

humid nightblue fruit ’ Here the phrasing is totally un-

scientific Bloom anatomizes this description of the sky a few

pages later and laboriously concludes that it is not really a

heaventree But the comparison has been made, the tree of

life in an earthly paradise has found its emblem, and nature is

more than the statistics about it The sky translates into

fluent heavenspeech the awkward, broken accents of earth

The episode has in fact a number of affirmations to make,

including the affirmation of affirmation At the start Stephen

and Bloom disagree about literature and civic self-help, the

latter is a particular interest of Bloom’s but not of Stephen’s

For the first, Stephen asserts that hterature is the eternal

affirmation of the spirit of man, the most eloquent thing he
has been willing to say about it (Bloom tacitly disagrees,

presumably because for him literature is chiefly a more local

attempt to ‘move or touch’ by emotional poignancy ) From
this Stephen counters Bloom’s dark thoughts about the im-

perfectibility of life by affirming ‘his significance as a con-

scious rational animal proceeding syllogistically from the
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known to the unknown and a conscious rational reagent be-

tween a micro- and a macrocosm ineluctably constructedl

upon the incertitude of the void’. Such a blend of Aristotle

and Hume is suited to this painfully rational chapter, though

It IS not an adequate definition for man as expounded in the

book as a whole Bloom’s final affirmation is achieved with

great difficulty, as he slaughters his scruples about cuckoldry.

For this conquest his great bow shoots two arrows. One is at

purity. Here his conclusion is that life consists of a series of

sexual excitations, so that no one can ever reasonably suppose

that another person’s sexual life begins and ends with him
The second arrow is shot at his jealousy of Boylan, and here

too the method is to enlarge the context until the particular

act of matrimonial outrage’ is put in cosmic perspective. In

this way Bloom masters soul and body. His conclusion is that

fidelity and infidelity coincide, being admixed in every rela-

tionship As D H Lawrence says, we are ‘free/To be faithless

and faithfiil together/As we have to be’ Having solved his
rational^problems, Bloom makes himself comfortable beside
his wife’s bodily warmth.
He and Molly he in bed, in opposite directions. She is

posiUoned as Gea-Tellus, but she is also everywoman. Bloom
les in a foetal position, the childman weary, the manchild
in the vvomb’

, fhsmg embryo and adult. As he falls off, ‘Going

- ,

^ there was a square round Smbad the Sailor roc’s
s e^ in the night of the bed of all the auks of the rocs of

Darkinbad the Brightdayler ’ It would seem that Bloom has
squared the circle, which indicates that he is not sleeping
on y ewton’s sleep’, m spite of the Newtonian geometry

LT ’ l^ke that pervade
c apter. The final question is ‘Where?’ and the answer is

point. A point is that which has no parts, and Bloom’s
158
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completeness is implied But earlier a star was described as

no more than a pinprick, and this is a pinprick too, which

may be taken as the earth itself as seen from interstellar

space For while the sky had been restored in the heaventree

of stars, the earth is yet to be rotated in Molly’s final chapter,

where its motion symbolizes Penelope’s weaving Finally, the

earth may be considered the point of the book, as well as of

the Ithaca chapter

Whj Molly Bloom Menstruates (l 8)

The denouement of Ulysses has been much disputed What
seems to end the book is that Bloom, who nodded off at the

end of the Ithaca episode, and his more wakeful wife Molly,

both snore away in the arms of Morpheus, or as Joyce puts it,

m the arms of Murphy But is this really the end? Did Joyce

have no future in mind for his characters’ The question is

particularly likely to be asked because A Portrait is often said

to find its sequel in Ulysses where Stephen appears after an

interval of about two years ^ut A Portrait seems self-con-

tained, It celebrates the birth first of Stephen’s body and then

of his soul. It brings him from inchoate to real selfhood, from

possibility to decisio^ If he reappears in Ulysses, and I won’t

deny that he does, he is there for a different purpose, not to

present his further adventures

What then does happen to Bloom and Stephen ? One critic

declares that Stephen goes out into the night and writes —

Ulysses But Ulysses is not the work of Stephen, any more than

Hamlet is the work of Hamlet, it issues from that mind of

which Stephen, Bloom, Molly, and even Mulligan and Boylan

are only aspects Two other critics regard the ending as

^S9
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proleptic, but the events they foresee arc not the same.

William Empson remembers that Stephen, after refusing to

stay the night, agrees to exchange with Mrs Bloom Italian for

singing lessons, and proposes that Stephen returns on 17

or anyway in the next few days, with his grammar book. The

mutual instruction then takes a predictable turn. Bloom

tolerates the affair, Empson feels, because he wants desper-

ately to have a son, even ifthrough the agency ofanother man

On a practical level, this theory offers a number of

difficulties. Apart from Molly’s impending concert tour,

which will make other alliances than with Boy Ian complicated

for her, Empson leans heavily upon what appears to be a mere

gesture of politeness on Stephen’s part. Having been rescued'^

from a jam, and having turned down an invitation to stay the

night, he avoids twice refusing his host pointblank by appear-

ing to accept a vague and unscheduled exchange of lessons.

But Bloom recognizes — and Joyce at once underlines the

recognition - that Stephen’s return is problematic That

Molly dandles the idea as an erotic fancy does not make it

more likel;^ The notion of a Stephen-Molly affair outside the

book is so skimpily supported that it becomes a nineteenth-

century parlour game like, ‘Describe Desdemona’s girlhood’

or ‘Fortinbras’s reign m Denmark’.
The other theory for 17 June is exactly opposite. Accord-

ing to it. Bloom, instead of relaxing further his marriage tie,

tightens it and becomes a proper husband. Edmund W^iIson

proposed this idea some years ago in an uncharacteristic

burst of optimism, he contended that Bloom’s request for

breakfast in bed proved that Bloom was once more becoming
master in his own house. A difficulty -with this oatmeal theory-^

is that It rests heavily upon the notion that not to make break-
fast himself is Bloom’s assertion of male authority. This in
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turn would be more convincing if Bloom had seemed put

upon when he made breakfast on the morning ofJune i6
,
but

actually he likes cooking and doesn’t feel degraded by i^
Moreover he has apparently done it, except when ill, during

the whole of their married life, including the period when
they enjoyed complete conjugal relations Need he feel

degraded? After all, if cooks are always women, chefs are

always men His request for breakfast may be just what it

appears to be, an expression of fatigue after a late night which

IS most unusual for him Molly indicates that she expects to

return to the usual pattern after one morning’s exertion^ At
any rate, it seems an unwarranted assumption that breakfast

in bed will restore anyone’s sexual relations to normalcy It is

harder to reject Wilson’s theory than Empson’s but both

suffer from a desire, vestigial even among modern readers of

novels, to detain the characters a little longer in their fictional

lives Yet a warning must be taken from Eugammon of Cyrene,

who tacked his unfortunate sequel on to the Odyssey

Joyce declared in his aesthetic notebook that the excellence

of a comedy depended upon its joy, which in turn depended

upon Its fulfilment of desire To the extent that a work was
not sufficient to itself, it was deficient in joy He could

scarcely then have intended to encourage speculation about

the future of his characters He meant what he said in a

letter, that m the Ithaca episode Bloom and Stephen become
hke the stars at which they gaze, and that in Penelope Bloom
and Molly with him are off to eternity The conjugal future at

7 Eccles street no longer interests him, any more than future

doings of Odysseus and Penelope interest Homer or of

Dante and Beatrice interest the author of The Divine Comedy

Joyce leaves possibilities at the end like dangling threads, just

as Homer leaves an unfulfilled prophecy of Tiresias, but he
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has his mind set on other things. At the end of his Linati

schema Joyce shows Bloom going off to ^Alta Notte’ (‘Deep

Night’) and Stephen to 'Alba (‘Dawn’), but since these

opposites coincide the point is that theie is no more to say.

If Joyce had wanted to, he could certainly have given the

book either Empson’s or Wilson’s conclusion: to please

Empson he might have let Stephen stay the night, to please

Wilson he could have had husband and wife resume complete

sexual relations for tlie first time in eleven years. He does

neither of these, though in Homer Telemachus presumably

sleeps in the palace and Odysseus and Penelope share a bed

Instead of sexual intercourse m the present, Joyce has Molly

think of a sexual scene in the past. He did so not because

Flaubert had prescribed to the writer of fiction, ne pas con-

dure, but because he had another conclusion in mind./"
He said himself that ‘The last word (human, all too

human) is left to Penelope. This is the indispensable counter-
sign to Bloom s passport to eternity.’ Beyond eternity his

characters could scarcely be expected to go. The episode
was, he said, the book’s dou, the star turn of the show

^

a jocular mood he said also that Ithaca was the true ending
e book because Penelope had neither beginning, middl^

nor end But it is not so formless as that, since it begms wath a

.

®tter and ends with a fiillstop . Moreover, the first word

f

^tate^ and the last Yes^ the first and last letters

eing reversed so that the serpent has his tail in his
mout at ast. It would be more accurate to say that the form

^
migirdled than that it is nonexistent Molly’s

i-V.

deciphered, and an explanation given for
oughts ofMrs Riordan, an elderly widow now dead, for

Gibralt^^^T?^°^’
memories of adolescence on

cse prove necessary rather than improvisatory
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Coming after the dry, impersonal, and pseudo-scientific

order ofmost ofthe Ithaca episode, the final monologue offers

a personal, lyrical efflorescence It is the only episode to

which Joyce assigns no specific hour — the time is no o clock,

or as he said in one schema, it is the time indicated mathe-

matically by the slightly disproportioned figure oo or lem-

niscate lying on its side — the number of eternity and

infinity It might be more exact to say that the rums of time

and space and the mansions of eternity here coexist, at least

until the very end Molly presents herself without porten-

tousness as spokesman for nature Like the Wife of Bath, she

contends that God has not endowed us with sensual proclivi-

ties if these are not to be indulged ‘Nature it is
,
she insists,

falling into the fallacy of identifying virtue with what is

natural that Hume had criticized (Joyce too knew it was a

fallacy, Richard Rowan in Exties, when Robert poses a law

of nature’, retorts, ‘Did I vote it?’) Yet Molly s nature is not

indiscriminate
,

as she sees and represents it, nature is

choosy - Darwin thought it choosy too Still she is acceptant

enough to plant the almost desert globe of the Ithaca episode

with vegetables and people and animals and curious objects

Most of all, she covers it with flowers In the Linati plan the

part of the body allotted to Penelope is fat (Eumaeus having

offered nerves, and Ithaca juices) Philosophy is fleshed

Stephen had recalled earlier the medieval legend that Aris-

totle was enticed by a ‘light o’ love’ to let her bit, bridle, and

ride him, and Molly’s nature, so much more earthy, trivial,

sexuahzed, and lyrical than Aristotle’s or Hume’s, appears

3s a final penetration by the wisdom of the body of the wis-

dom of the mind (Molly’s only acquaintance with Aristotle

IS the apocryphal and semi-pornographic Aristotle s Master-

piece, she malaprops his name into ‘some old Aristocrat or
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whatever his name is’.) *Ich bin das Fkisch das stcts bejaht ,

Joyce says of her, confirming her as the opposite pole to

Mulligan’s denying spirit. But her yeasaying is mixed wi
^

much naysaying — until the very end of her monologue Yes

and ‘No’ (with a great many ‘knows’ for good measure) are

rivals for pre-eminence Her final affirmation is a victory o’^er

strong resistance.

Molly Bloom’s birthday is 8 September, and in tribute to

this anniversary, and to the symbol of eternity-infinity, Joyce

writes her monologue in eight sentences. ‘It bei^ns and ends ,

Joyce wrote Budgen,

with the female word yes. It turns like the huge earth ball

slowly surely and evenly round and round spinning, its four

cardmal points being the female breasts, arse, womb and cunt

expressed by the words because, bottom (in all senses bottom

button, bottom of the class, bottom of the sea, bottom of his

heart), woman, yes. Though probably more obscene than any

precedmg episode it seems to me to be perfectly sane full

amoral fertihsable untrustworthy engaging shrewd limited

prudent indifferent Weib

^e delights in mythologizing Molly as Gea-Tellus, then, by

bringing her down with a thump onto the orangekeyed

chamberpot at y Eccles street, in demythologizmg her into

an old shoe

Molly s animadversions begin with thoughts of Mrs Rior-

dan, a wndow whom Bloom befriended:

Yes because he never did a thing like that before as ask to get

his breakfast in bed with a couple of eggs since the Cjt/ Arms
hotel when he used to be pretending to be laid up with a sick
voice doing his highness to make himself interesting to that
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old faggot Mrs Riordan that he thought he had a great leg of

and she never left us a farthing all for masses for herself and

her soul greatest miser ever was actually afraid to lay out 4d

for her methylated spirit telling me all her ailments she had

too much old chat m her about politics and earthquakes and

the end of the world let us have a bit of fun first God help the

world if all the women were her sort down on bathmgsuits

and lownecks of course nobody wanted her to wear I suppose

she was pious because no man would look at her twice I

hope 111 never be like her a wonder she didnt want us to

cover our faces [738 , 871 ]

Joyce’s purpose is served by having Molly establish her own

point ofview against its counterpart, Mrs Riordan’s prudery,

the latter associated with miserliness and piety here, as

earlier in the book with occultism and aestheticism Molly

might seem to run more danger from the opposite faction, of

Mistress Moll Flanders She says herself, however, that she is

not a whore or a slut, and she is right Only the most rigor-

ous interpretation of adultery — Christ’s in the Sermon on

the Mount, ’Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her

hath committed adultery with her already in his heart’ —

could consider Molly’s friendships, except that with Boylan,

snd perhaps that with D’Arcy, as adulterous The book

makes clear that this first relationship is something new

June 16 may in fact be the first day that Boylan and Molly

have had ‘carnal’
,
as Bloom puts it It may also be, though this

IS never established, the day in June that Bloom and Molly

climaxed their courtship by proposal and consent among the

rhododendrons on Howth sixteen years before Joyce plays

on the coincidence without bearing down too hard Fidelity

and infidelity coexist

Essentially Molly is right about herself — she is not the
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oily sexual being that to Boylan she must appear to be. She
iiopes that he is pleased with her, but she is not really pleased

im. She complains about his too familiar manners in

_
behind — ‘Im not a horse or an ass am T

e remembers that Boylan ’s father was a horsetrader
opes this fact may explain his conduct. Boylan writes

a ove etters ending, ‘Yours ever Hugh Boylan’. Molly

basically a ‘strange brute’ with an uncon-
lona eness that Stephen had earlier described as the

deKt iT
enjoy without incurring the immense

to
planning

last
expecting the relationship to

itenlal P perceptive and con-

boolcs’aSut^fllgell^Y^S™ tp
m

that ’ SIi +
^

i.

’ theres nothing for a woman in

andRnvl ’
Giordan’s masochistic pruderyand Boylan’s loutishness.

^

reco^m^n^^' d
bis wife thirshlTd

^ husband. Joyce complained once of

tween h^ . 'f_
difference be-

'The seeminp- /th i,

^ husband was like nobody else.

IS char i
inability to differentiate~ men 1 r 1

further ide
pronoun ‘he’, without

Proteus. ‘She sh L
(Stephen Dedalus did the same in

woman to thmV
^^at she? But he had no particular

women
mythical

Stephen’s effort to make
sm’, and the hke

moon’, ‘wombs of

unnatural.
Basical! k ^

^^E^^ds men as either natural or

his light by her
^ ®arth to Bloom’s sun, modifyingy own movemen,. She is thoroughly aware of
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his many failings, but notes also a few virtues He is kind to

old women like Mrs Riordan, he has a few brains, he was

handsome when young, he wipes his feet on the mat^ On the

other hand, his atheism, his socialism, his talk ofpersecution,

put her of^ ^he gradually acknowledges his pre-eminence by

the frequency with which she returns to thinking about him

As compared with Boylan, her husband is the more complete

man, with the supreme virtue that he wishes her well She

cannot say as much for Boylan'^Molly, as the earth, prefers

in Bloom the more complete to the less complete example of

a biological species

In the book’s characterology, Molly is needed to con-

tribute a quality not often present in either Bloom or

Stephen, her naturalness and spontaneity The two men are

thoughtful, detached. Bloom because he sees all round,

Stephen because he looks deep in Molly’s monologue is

therefore less an addition than a correction T^e Ithaca epi-

sode had offered a heliocentric view of Bloom, Molly offers

a geocentric one, the two together forming the angle of

parallax (a word which had baffled Bloom earlier in the day)^

Bloomsday becomes everymansday, and everywomansday, in

that all necessary elements of desirable life have been

gathered together None of the principal figures is complete

in himself, but together they sum up what is affirmable At

the end we are brought back to the earth, to spring, to

vegetation, and to sexual love

Molly has a capacity for intense yet fastidious feeling which

makes Joyce’s altitudinous ending possible The peroration

of her monologue is morose delectation, theologically speak-

ing, but moroseness plays no part in it She is thinking of that

day among the rhododendrons on Howth when she and

Bloom came to an understanding, but she marvellously collo-
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cates such elements as land and sea to have them all ‘swim-

ming in roses’

.

I love flowers Id love to have the whole place swimming in

roses ’ God of heaven theres nothmg like nature the wild

mountains then the sea and the waves rushing then the

beautiful country with fields of oats and wheat and all kinds

of things and all the fine cattle going about that would do

your heart good to see rivers and lakes and flowers all sorts

of shapes and smells and colours springing up even out of

the ditches primroses and violets nature it is

She qmckly resolves the questions of belief and incertitude

which have dogged Stephen and western philosophy, and with

which Bloom has bothered her, by finding them not worth
asking

as for them saying theres no God I wouldnt give a snap of
my tvv^o fingers for all their leammg why dont they go and
create somethmg I often asked him atheists or whatever they
call themselves go and wash the cobbles off themselves first

howling for the priest and they dymg and
w y why because theyre aJBraid of hell on account of their

conscience ah yes I know them well who was the first

^11
^ nmverse before there was anybody that made it

o ah that they dont know neither do I so there you are

y might as well try to stop the sun from nsmg tomorrow

t-L ^ j
were lymg among

o endrons on Howth head m the grey tweed suit

c , day I got him to propose to me yes
^ im the bit of seedcake out of my mouth and it

'v^^^eapyear like now yes 16 years ago

perienced^m^^^^^
seedcake, which Bloom also ex-

nfxcr,

^
^ f ^^^gomans episode, is vaguely reminiscent

ol^omething else, and if we remember that pLegans Wake
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speaks of the apple m the Garden of Eden as the seedfnnt,

there is a momentary connection with the apple which Eve

passed to Adam as Molly to Bloom This is what St Augustine

called the happy fault, Je/ix culpa, but Bloom calls it copula

JeliK, happy not because it brought about redemption by

Chnst, but in itse^ As m Dante’s Earthly Paradise, Adam
and Eve have been absolved of original sin Moist with spittle,

the seedcake offers its parallel also to the host, and the lovers’

rite IS contrasted with the black mass of Ciice

my God after that long kiss I near lost my breath yes he said

I was a flower of the mountain yes so we are flowers all a

womans body yes that was one true thing he said in his life

and the sun shines for you today yes that was why I liked him

because I saw he understood or felt what a woman is and I

knew I could always get round him and I gave him all the

pleasure I could leadmg him on till he asked me to say yes

and I wouldnt answer first only looked out over the sea and

the sky I was thinking of so many things he didnt know of

Mulvey and Mr Stanhope and Hester and father and old cap-

tain Groves and the sailors playing all birds fly and I say stoop

and washing up dishes they called it on the pier and the sentry

m front of the governors house with the thmg round his white

helmet poor devil half roasted and the Spanish girls laughing

in their shawls and their tall combs and the auctions in the

morning the Greeks and the jews and the Arabs and the devil

knows who else from all the ends of Europe and Duke street

Duke street is in Dublin East and West jom here, as in Cnee

greekjew and jewgreek meet, with the Arabs added here to

flie pot

and the fowl market all clucking outside Larby Sharons and

fiia poor donkeys slipping half asleep and the vague fellows
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m the cloaks asleep in the shade on the steps and the big

wheels of the carts of the bulls and the old castle thousantb

of years old yes and those handsome Moors all in white an

turbans like kings asking you to sit down in their little it o

a shop and Ronda with the old windows of the posadas

glancing eyes a lattice hid for her lover to kiss the iron an

the wineshops half open at night and the castanets and

night we missed the boat at Algeciras the watchman going

about serene with his lamp and O that awful deepdown

torrent O and the sea the sea crimson sometimes like firo

[782-3, 932]

Water and fire combine, and so does the crimson sea

^
straits of Gibraltar with Molly’s menstruation, about whic

she has complained earlier, as if the natural forces of

and woman were synonymous. This synthesis was prepare

^
long before in the book; m the Vioteus episode Stephen

brooded on the oddity of God’s transubstantiation into flesh

occurring in so many communions in so many times and places

.

And at the same mstant perhaps a pnest round the comer is

elevatmg it. Dringdrmg* And two streets off another

lockmg it into a pyx Dringadrmg! And in a ladychapel

another taking housel all to his own cheek. Dringdring'

Down, up, forward, back. [40, 49]

Then in Nausicaa Bloom meditated on the same identity

variety in the process of menstruation*

How many women in Dublin have it today? Martha, she

[Gerty]. Something in the air That’s the moon. But then

why don t all women menstruate at the same time with same

moon, 1 mean? Depends on the time they were bom, I sup-

pose. Or all start scratch then get out of step. [368 , 479]
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These two passages seem at first to be idle But Joyce is

establishing a secret parallel and opposition the body of God
and the body ofwoman share blood m common In allowing

Molly to menstruate at the end Joyce consecrates the blood

in the chamberpot rather than the blood m the chalice,

mentioned by Mulligan at the beginning of the book For this

blood IS substance, not more or less than substanc^ The

great human potentiality is substantiation, not transubstan-

tiation, or subsubstantiation It is this quality which the

artist has too, in that I'e produces living human characters,

not ethereal or less than human ones It is human blood,

not divine Menstruation is Promethean

and the glorious sunsets and the figtrees in the Alameda
gardens yes and all the queer little streets and pink and blue

and yellow houses and the rosegardens and the jessamine and

geraniums and cactuses and Gibraltar as a girl where I was a

Flower of the mountain yes when I put the rose m my hair

like the Andalusian girls used or shall I wear a red yes and
how he kissed me under the Moorish wall

Molly confuses, or rather conflates, an incident when in her
^tly youth she lay on the rock of Gibraltar beside Lieutenant
Mulvey, with the moment of her courtship by Bloom on
another eminence, the hill of Howth

^

And now her reference to all the men she has known as

he has a sudden relevance Mulvey glides into Bloom in the
next line ‘and I thought well as well him as another’

omer Tiresias had prophesied that Ulysses would, after
some years with Penelope, set sail once again but return at

3st to Ithaca Dante, however, as Keats said, brought ‘news’
of Ulysses, for in the Inferno Ulysses tells Dante of a last,

presumptuous voyage beyond the pillars of Hercules and out

17
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into the unknown and for him fatal sea. In Molly’s mind

Mulvey, who was her Ulysses on Calpe’s mount at Gibraltar,

blends into Bloom, her Ulysses on Howth. She stamps an

Irish visa on Ulysses’ Greek passport. There is also an Italian

visa, for Dante and Beatrice in Canto XXVII of the VaraSiso

look down on the straits of Gibraltar just as Bloom-Mulvey

and Molly do. It is now clear why Molly Bloom had to be

born so far from Ireland, at the pillars of Hercules.

In the last non-sentences of her monologue Molly, having

as she said got Bloom to propose to her, joins activity to

passivity, aggression to surrender:

and I thought well as well him as another and then I asked

him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked me would

I yes to say yes my mountain flower and first I put my arms

around him yes and drew him down to me so he could feel

my breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad
and yes I said yes I will Yes [783, 933]

vv But why then does Molly end with an act of sixteen years

before? She seems to burst the confines of her present situa-

tion, and fly from her jingly bed to a time wliich is beyond

present time and a place beyond present place. In fact, she

bursts through them to ‘that other world’ mentioned by

Martha Clifford, which is not death but an imaginative

recreation, like le temps retrouve of Proust. Like Adam and

Eve’s, it IS a paradise lost, for as Proust says the only true

paradise is the one we have lost. According to Dante, Adam
and Eve’s paradise lasted only six hours, Bloom and Molly’s

is about the same At the beginning of Molly’s monologue

she had thought of Mrs Riordan predicting the end of the

world, and here, in memory and imagination, the world

does end and is created afresh. Joyce said that this episode
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had no art, but his book is consummated by the principle

that art is nature’s self Molly, like Gerty MacDowell, like

Bloom, like Stephen, has a touch of the artist about her, but

that IS because art is a natural process, which begins and ends

with impure substance, and bids the dead to rise There is

sadness too, since Molly’s present is so bleak in comparison

with that lost paradise where, as Yeats said, all was ‘blossom-

ing and dancmg’ The sadness is muted, however Time and

space are, at least for an instant, mere ghosts beside eternity

and infimty

Not Stephen then — though he defined the euchanstic

element of art - but Molly, re-bears paradise, and Bloom,

who earlier evoked the same scene, is her husband in art as in

law But Joyce has other nuptials m mind as well Penelope

ends the second half of the book as S^lla and Chaiyhdis ended

the first The idea that Stephen brought to birth m Scylla is

that Shakespeare’s life provided him with the matter of his

plays and poems, or in grander terms, that art is nature

Molly, by demonstrating that nature is art, may be seen as

reaching across nine chapters of the book to oflPer Shake-

speare her hani^As Shakespeare says in A Winter’s Tale, ‘o’er

that art/Which you say adds to nature is an art/That nature

makes ’ Deliberate and spontaneous creation are joinedJ

As if to render this contract more licit, Joyce in the Circe

episode had Bloom and Stephen look together mto a mirror,

and see there not their own faces but the beardless face of

Shakespeare The cuckolded Shakespeare and Bloom, the

betrayed Shakespeare and Stephen, are more closely akin than

anyone would have suspected All three out of victimization,

as Molly out of present deprivation, create their artistic

moments There is a famous late-nineteenth-century edition

ofShakespeare edited by F J Fumivail, which is known as the
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Leopold Shakespere, and Joyce makes tins strange amalgam

credible, with Stephen, now iFused with Bloom, also a part of

it. He announces the nuptials of Mrs Marion Bloom and Mr

Leopold Shakespeare.

But another ingredient is necessary for art as for nature.

Bloom’s statement that the very opposite of hatred is truly

life IS home out by Molly’s last words, for it is love which

empowers the imagination to overcome time, just as it is love

which, m Wallace Stevens’s words, ‘tips the tree of life’.

The first nine episodes of the book ended with a vision of the

act of love as the basic act of art. The last nine episodes end

with a vision of love as the basic act of nature. Joyce affirms

this union of the two halves of his book by uniting the ship,

which appears so heraldically and mysteriously at the end of

the Telemachiad, with the straits which appear at the end of

the Return. The ship sails through the straits, even navigation

constituting an amorous movement. The ship is the Rosevean^

and Its name is taken up m Molly’s epithalamion where she

thinks about wearing a white rose or a red. Thus is fulfilled

Stephen’s prophecy in the Oxen of the Sun, ‘Desire’s wind

blasts the thorntree but after it becomes from a bramblebush

to be a rose upon the rood of time ’ Yeats, Dante, and Joyce

all agree, though Joyce corrects Dante (and Plato) by placing

sexual love above all other kinds of love. Red-rosed Molly

and Bloom, himself a flower, fertilize the terrestrial paradise.

Their youth and age, their innocence and experience, blend.

In their dark bed at dead of night the summer sunlight

shines.

The narrative level of the book has by this time become
less important, and Joyce will not pursue his characters hter-

^ally because he has negotiated their symbolic reconciliation,

^n the ethical level Bloom and Stephen have succeeded in
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taking the city of Dublin by exposing entliusiasm and super-

stition there, and by disclosing a truer way of goodwill and

freedont^ Molly’s hardwon approbation confirms their enter-

prise On the historical level, the characters have awakened

from the Circean nightmare of history by drawing the past

into the present (a timeless present) and making it an

expression of love instead of hatred, of fondness rather than

remorse Art has been shotvn to be a part of nature, and in

all Its processes an imitation of natural ones These processes

have their summit in love, of which the highest form is

sexual love

Joyce outflanks the individual lives of his characters by

these ultimate implications But he outflanks them also by

making each episode a part of the body It seemed at first that

this slow accretion of a human form was gratuitous, but it

must now be seen to be essential Stephen says that literature

IS the eternal affirmation of the spint of man, but pure spint

IS something never endorsed in this book For the body of

man must be affirmed with his spirit So the pervasive

physicality of Ulysses goes with its spirituality The identity

of the archetypal man whose body the whole book limns is

never given, it can scarcely be Bloom, since the book is

larger than he, it must include Molly and Stephen, a trinity

and a unity On the analogy of Blake’s giant Albion, the

androgynous man who stands within and behind and beyond

might be called Hibemion One day he will be Finnegan

In the final stages of his book Joyce, with all his boldness,

shows a certain embarrassment and reticence He speaks of

love without naming it
,
he celebrates art as an essential part

ofnature, but offers his proofs -without ceremony or explana-

tion
, his moral criticism of his time is sharp yet couched

entirely in images', -without warning he raises his narrative
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from a literal to an anagogic plane. He is determined that his

book, unlike some of the works of his master Tolstoy, should

not be didactic. What claims he has to make for various

possibilities in experience he puts forward with the utmost

delicacy. That we are all members of the one body, and ofthe

one spirit, remains implicit rather than explicit. This

message he will give us only obliquely and m Greek, in

Dublin Greek.
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IX

Anatomy of Return

The organization of the last six episodes may be illustrated by

the following tables
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It IS possible now to perceive the way in which the whole

of Ulysses is entwined. In all six triads, the first chapters offer

large gestures and reductions of them. Telemachus begins with

Godshody and ends with dogsbody, Calypso begins with eating

and ends with defecating, Aeolus proceeds from inflation to

deflation, the Wandering Rocks from motion to standing still

;

Nausicaa from tumescence to detumescence, and Eumaeus

from deception to undeception.

The second chapters present instances of cruelty and good-

will. in Nestor, persecution and anti-persecution
;
in the Lotus-

Eaters, masochistic punishment and release from it; in

Lestiygomans, the killer instinct versus love
;
in Sirens, loss and

betrayal in love and war as against more positive emotions;
in Oxen oj the Sun, desecration and celebration; in Ithaca,

anatomizing and affirming

The third chapters accomplish their syntheses: Proteus, of

space and time, human and divine, birth and death
;
Hades, of

corruption and generation; S(ylla and Charyhdis, of nature
and art, the Cyclops, of love and life (in theory); Circe, of
love and life (in practice)

,
and Penelope, of art and nature, of

the human (as opposed to the divine) trinity, of sexual and
other forms of love

Three Tropositions

It may be seen that the chapters move towards three final

propositions The first is that (I) art frees from denial (Tele-

chus'),from ethereality {Calypso),from pomposity {Aeolus),from
ontananism {Wandering Rocks), from illusion (Nausicaa),

andfrom deception {Eumaeus).

econd proposition holds that (II) art c^rms the present
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THREE PROPOSITIONS

as against the past andfuture (Nestor), the human as against the

divine and sub-human (Lotus-Eaters), sensitivity as against

callousness and airiness (Lestrygonians), actually as against trum-

pery indignation or sentimentally (Sirens), natural processes as

against unnatural and supernatural ones (Oxen <f the Sun), sym-

pathy as against detachment and statistical prying (Ithaca)

According to the third proposition, (III) love — the main-

spring of art as of life — makes possible the joining offrst and last

things (Proteus), of death and birth (Hades), of nature and art

(Sylla and Chaybdis), of real and ideal (Cyclops), of body and

soul (Circe), (fart and nature (Penelope)

Having completed his plan, Joyce might well feel that he

had succeeded m disengaging what was affirmable m exis-

tence, and had affirmed that

i8s





Appendix

The Linati and Gorman-Gilbert Schemas

Compaied

The first known schema for Ulysses was that which on 2 i Sep-

tember 1920 Joyce sent to Carlo Linati In the accompanying
letter, he said, ‘m view of the enormous bulk and the more
than enormous complexity of my damned monster-novel it

would be better to send a sort of summary-key-skeleton-

schema (for home use only) I have given only “Schlag-

worte’ ’ [catchwords
]
in my schema but I think you will under-

stand It all the same It is the epic oftwo races (Israel-Ireland)

and at the same time the cycle of the human body as well as a

little story of a day (life) It is also a kind of encyclo-

pedia^

The schema sent to Linati offers brief meanings (Senso,

Sigmjicato') for each episode, lists the classical or legendary

personages (some unexpected) without specifying their

parallels, and names the several dominant symbols m each

chapter Joyce subsequently retracted some of his hints,

especially of the episodes’ meanings, and spelled out the less

central classical parallels He then devised a new schema,
which in late 192 i he lent to Valery Larbaud, who was about
to lecture on the still unpublished book

After Its publication, Joyce discreetly continued to circu-

late this second schema, or one like it, usually through Sylvia

Beach’s intermediary hands Through her it reached Herbert
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Gorman, Edmund Wilson, and others. Each of tliem was

honour-bound not to make it public. At last, in Stuart Gil-

bert’s James Joyce's 'Ulysses', Joyce authorized its publication,

but evidently specified that the classical-modern parallels

should be set out m Gilbert’s exegesis rather than as part of

the author’s plan The second schema was published in

facsimile by H K Croessmann m the James Joyce Miscellany

(Second Series, i960) He used the plan Joyce had sent to

Herbert Gorman, but it was virtually identical with the one

Gilbert had had

In the following charts, the Linati schema is given in the

Italian original and then in tianslation. At the right of the

translated version are given (i) a table of correspondences

which appears only m the Gorman plan, and (2) a list of

variants between the Gorman—Gilbert plan on the one hand

and the Linati schema on the other.

* Reproduced here, by permission of The Society of Authors and the

Administrators of the Estate of James Joyce, from a copy of the manuscriptkindly

furnished by the Poetry Room of the University Library, State University of

New York at Buffalo
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Notes

A few details in the Preface to this book are borrowed from my
essay, ‘UIjsses A Short History’, which is appended to the Pen-

guin edition of Ulysses (London, 1969) Quotations from Joyce’s

letters are from the three-volume edition. Letters of James Joyce

(New York and London, 1966), unless otherwise indicated

P I

unfixed in June 1^1 £ Joyce’s postcard to Stanislaus Joyce of

this date is included in my edition of the Selected Letters of
James Joyce, now in the press

P 2

favourite number as well See Cedric H Whitman, Homer and the

Heroic Tradition (Cambridge, Mass
, 19^8), p 2^6

P 3

(Svevo’s grandfather was Hungarian
)

It seems probable now
that Svevo rather than Teodoro Meyer (as suggested m my bio-

graphy of Joyce) was a principal model for Bloom Svevo’s

grandfather was from Kopcen, Hungary See P N Furbank,
halo Svevo (London, 1966), p 3

P S

whose son he was’ The Story of Odysseus, trans W H D
Rouse (New York, n d ), p 6

P 9

enmattered its essence Aristotle, De Anima (402), in The
Basic Works ofAristotle, ed Richard McKeon (New York, 1968),

P Si 7

P 17

The law of contradiction Aristotle, Metaphysics (1006), ibid
,

PP 737-8

Stephen declares ‘Aristotle’s entire system of philosophy rests
upon his book of psychology and that, I think, rests on his

statement that the same attribute cannot at the same time and
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in the same connection belong to and not belong to the same

subject ’ A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (New York,

1964), p 208.

incorporeal things Aristotle, Metaphysics (988), Basic Works,

P 703

theform offorms Aristotle, Dc Anima (431-2), ibid
, p. SSS-

p. 29

‘Who IS good?' ‘James Clarence Mangan’, The Critical

Writings ofJames Joyce (New York and London, 193:7), p 7^

p. 30

. . armed warriors' Frank Budgen, James Joyce and the

Making (f ‘ Ulysses' (1934, reissued Bloomington, Ind., i960),

PP* and mterview with Budgen.

P 34
named Calhdike Eugammon’s lost epic, the Telegony, is sum-

marized by Proclus in the Chrestomathy Following Odysseus’
marriage with Calhdike, the queen of the Thesprotians, a war
breaks out in which Odysseus leads the Thesprotians but is

defeated Calhdike dies Odysseus leaves the kingdom to Poly-
poetes, his son by Calhdike, and himself returns to Ithaca In
themeantime Telegonus, Odysseus’ son by Circe, while travelling
m search of his father, lands in Ithaca and begms to lay it waste
Odysseus tries to defend the country but is killed by his son
unwittingly Telegonus discovers what he has done, and in
company with^Penelope and Telemachus conveys his father’s
o y to Circe s island for burial Circe makes the three im-

morta Telegonus then marries Penelope, and Telemachus

p so
kingdom efthe dead The Story cf Odysseus, p. 139

P- S2
‘ comprehended' A. Robert Caponigri, Time and
^ea, t e eory

(f History in Giambattista Vico (London, I9S3),

P- S4
the least coW Giordano Bruno, Cause, Principle, and Unity,

trans Jack Lindsay (London, 1962), p 148



NOTES

lore is hate, hate love J Lewis McIntyre, Giordano Bruno

(London, 1903), p 164

P SS
‘ and generation^' Bruno, Cause, Principle, and Uni^, p

149

P ^6

and of allforms' Giordano Bruno, De la Causa, principio

et uno, quoted in Dorothea Waley Singer, Giordano Bruno (New
York, 19^0), p 100

truth and good' Ibid
, p loi

as in a seed Ibid

P 78
a Gorgonzola sandwich Besides serving as a parable that life

breeds from corruption, Gorgonzola is probably chosen also

because of Dante’s adventure with the Gorgon in the Inferno, IX

Bloom masters the monster by digesting her Cf S L Goldberg,
The Classical Temper (London, 1961), p 129

P 79
imagination was memory Frank Budgen, Myselves When Young

(Ixindon, 1970), p 187

p 81

Nora Joyce said Clive Hart, Structure and Motf in ‘Finnegans

Wake' (London, 1962), p 163

p 82

hts business acumen See S Schoenbaum, Shakespeare's Lives

(Oxford and New York, 1970), pp

p 86

regarded as male Joyce may have taken this hint from Shakes-

peare In The Merchant of Venice, 111 v, 12, Launcelot Gobbo
remarks, ‘ Truly then I fear you are damn’d both by father and
mother

, thus when I shun Scylla, your father, I fall into Charyb-
dis, your mother ’

P 9S

as philosophical difficulties' David Hume, A Treatise of
Human Nature, ed L A Selby-Bigge (Oxford, 1928), p 262

reasonings and speculations' Ibid
, p 187
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less ultimate than Aristotle^

s

For a comment on these contra-

dictions, see John Passmore, Hume's Intentions (London, 1968),

p. 143

. . . idea of extension' Hume, Treatise, p. 33.

p. 96

. . by the mind' Ibid., p. 3^.
*.

. . idea of time' Ibid., p 36.

tentative the better Stuart Gilbert declares that the ^spirit of
incertitude is materialized in the Circe episode. . . .' James

Joyce s 'Ulysses' (1930, reissued New York, i9£2), p, 222.

. or common life* Hume, Treatise, p. 18^.

. all these chimeras' Ibid
, p. 269.

‘.
. . anyfarther' Ibid.

. . . his philosophical conviction' Ibid., p. 273,
arguments in time' Ibid., p. 187.

p. 104
through all its tricks Yeats spoke of music as the Meadly foe' of

literaij art. See ‘The Evils of Too Much Print’, Litera^ Digest
(ii arch 1911), p. 461 Quoted in Lawrance Thompson,
Robert Frost The Early Years 1874-1915 (New York, 1966),
P 376 Comparable statements were made by Andre Gide.

P 109

the bnd^ sky-high Stuart Gilbert, James Joyce's 'Ulysses'

,

P ^ - 1 ert puts the statement in the third person but says
ipse dixit. ^ ^

P- IIS

^
ti ^ Joyce did not admit to likmg Prometheus

curtly to Frank Budgen But he
used It notwithstanding, close to the core of his o^ work

earlier, in Stephen Hero, given

to
^?.^^-^Votheosis Stephen asks his mother ‘do you

mountain
^ believe that our friend went up off the

‘He
did 2’ Over her protests he goes on,

water aeJ
world God knows how, walks on the
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NOTES

P 129

arttst about old Bloom' Cf Anna Livia on Earwicker, ‘But

there’s a great poet in )ou too ’ Finnegans Wake (New York and

London, 1939), p 619

p 142

and true knowledge' The passage continues, ‘Here is a

real world, and of this Avorld man is truly the God ’ Benedetto

Croce, The Philosophy oj Giambattista Vico, trans R G Colling-

wood (1913, reissued London, 1964), p 29

P HS
the name ‘Noman' Another play on sounds, as Nathan Halper

has reminded me, is that of ‘Agendath’ (usually transliterated

‘Agudoth’) and ‘Agenbite’ But Joseph Prescott reports that

the manuscript is ambiguous, so that jo)ce mav have intended

Agudoth’, but lost out to typist or printer

P 148

decision wasfor Yeats Joyce may have remembered that in ‘The

Autumn of the Body’, an important early essay, Yeats predicted

that a new work on Ulysses might be written

P iy4
crossed the Equator I owe this suggestion to Mary Reynolds

P tss
Ik B Murphy The sailor’s use of Yeats’s initials appears to be

another example of his false pretensions
as Gilbert points out Gilbert, James Joyce's 'Ulysses'

,

p 3^i

Bloom recognizes Ulysses, p 646 , 749

P 161

are always men Mary Ellmann, in Thinking About Women (New
York and London, 1968)

P 162

mouth at last Joyce probably regarded S as a male letter

(Gerty MacDowell relates Bloom to a snake staring at its

prey), and Y as a female one (He said m a letter that ‘yes’ was a

female word
) For this literal symbolism he had precedents in

Mallarme and Rimbaud, not to mention Dante It may be noted
here that he draws another circle by making the Telemachiad
begin with S and end with P, and the Nostos begin with P and
end with S
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ULYSSES ON THE LIFFEY

Compare Stephen Hew, p. 32 . .he put his lines together

not word by word but letter by letter. He read Blake and

Rimbaud on the values of letters and even permuted and

combmed the five vowels to construct cries for primitive

emotions.’

P ^71

human blood Molly’s menstruation also establishes that she is

not with child by Boylan

P- 173

that nature makes The whole passage in The Winter’s Tale, IV

.

IV, 86-97, IS relevant*

Terdita ; For I have heard it said

There is an art which, in their piedness, shares

With great creating nature

Polixenes ; Say there be

,

Yet nature is made better by no mean,
But nature makes that mean: so o’er that art

Which you say adds to nature is an art

That nature makes You see, sweet maid, we marry
A gentler scion to the wildest stock.
And make conceive a bark of baser kind
By bud of nobler race This is an art
Which mends nature, — changes it rather; but
The art itself is nature.

In the same vem, Dante has Virgil explain in the Inferno, XI,
that vostr arte a Dio quasi e nipote’

, that is, that God’s child is

nature whose child is art

P 187
the Italian original In the Linati schema, the word ‘Chimica’,

as cienza, Arte for the fifth episode, the Lotus-Eaters, is writtenm another hand than Joyce’s, but presumably at his behest His

^^P ° Psuaticismo’ for ‘Fanatismo’ under Simbolo for the
^elith episode, Cyclops, has been silently corrected His errors

ering Greek names in Italian have been allowed to stand,
an to Professor Giorgio Melchion, I have been able to

|na e a lumber of corrections in the transcription and trans-
ation o t e Linati schema as given in the first printing of this
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Augustine, St, 169

Bacon, Francis, 1 79
Balfour, Arthur, 94
Bannon, 41

Barnacle, Nora, see Joyce, Mrs
James

bat, 178

bath, 20, 43, 46,

bathos, 67

Baudelaire, Charles, 9
Beach, Sylvia, 187

Beatrice (character in Exiles), 7 ,
m

Dante, 147, 17 1-2

Beckett, Samuel, ^7, 94, 14^
being, s6

benediction, 128

Berard, Victor, 3, 34
Berenice, 15-6, 18

1

Bergan, Alfred, 113, 114
Bergson, Henn, 94
Berkeley, George, 32, 37, 94
birth, 23-s, 4,7, j3,

64-S, 133-40, 149, I84-J
Blake, William, J’s attitude to,

on history, 21, on
women, 48, on God, 60, J’s
lecture on, 93-4, on Single
Vision,

1 ^ 8 ,
on time, 138,

his Albion, 175, on letters as
symbols, 194

blind man, 104, 120
blood, 74-5,79,98, 110,17,,, 81

,

Leopold, XU, as -jew:
> 3-4 > as part Hungarian

3; esfrectbmker,
4. relation tc

Stephen, j-7.
on matter, , 8 , character of, 2 7-

3 1 ,
as artist, 3 1 , bodihness, 32-

33 , compared with Christ, 43
asfather, 47, as dark horse, 63
role in third triad, 63 o;
church and state, 63-4 ’

7,

concern for Molly’s welfare,

75; and Mulligan, 88 ,
and por-

nography, 99 ;
as tuning fork,

103, attacked as Jew, 1 10-16,

his touch of the artist, 129,

149, as spermatazoon, i3^»

Molly on, 165-8

Bloom, Marian (Molly), xii, 4fi

183, affirmations of, 8, 3G

159-76, on matter, 18, as

Calypso, 33-5, as Calhdike, 35

»

throws coin to sailor, 97 >

for, 107, third in Holy Family*

1 50 ;
shared birthday with Vir-

gin Mary, 150, m Nostos, 15^ >

fleshes out philosophy,

Penelope, 1 59—76 ;
marries Leo-

pold Shakespeare, 1 74
Bloom, Milly, letter from, 40-2*

and Molly, 132

Bloom, Rudolph (Leopold s

father), 48, 112

Bloom, Rudy (Leopold’s son), 5>

48-9 ,
resurrection of, i4^»

bloomism, 69, 151 ,
defined, 36

Bloomsday, 96, source of, xiv,

morning of, 8-9 ,
significance,

151, 165, 167

Bloomusalem, 91, 118, 144*

^50

body, 44, 59, 83, 1 19, 122, 124*

158, 159, 1 75-6 ,
Hume on, 9 •?»

and pornography, 99 ,
10 Circe,

142-3; m Naustcaa, 185,

Penelope, 183
Borach, Georges, 12

Bosphorus, 91, 97-8
bowl, 35, 36
Boylan, Blazes, 102, i2r, 14^9

153, 159, confused with another

Boylan by Milly, 41 ,

almost

named, 46 ;
possible venereal

disease, 75, fleshliness, 75-7 9
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Clifford, Martha, letter from, 40-

42, 44, 45, 77, I 2 1, 172, hei

menstruation, 48, 132, letter

to, 107, 108

cloud, 36-8, j8

Cock lake,

Cohen, Bella, 143, 146, 182

coitus mterruptus, 1

3

colour, 32

comedy, xi, J’s theory of, 1

2

communion, 178, see also mass,

transubstantiation

Conmee, Father, 98-9, loi

contraception, 134-5-, Ho, 180
contradiction, law of, 17, 189
contraries, 5-3-6

,
see also Bruno,

and consult schemas
Corley, Lord John, 153, 179
corruption, 9, 23-6, 38-46, ss,

60

Cowley, Bob, 108

coyness, 16, 126—32, see also

idealism

Cranly (character in A Portrait)

,

7
Crawford, Myles, 65^-6, 70, 71-2
cream, 74-6, 80, 120, 178
Croessmann, H. K., i88
‘Croppy Boy, The’, 10
cuckoo, 178
Cyclops (episode), 102, 109-16,

126, 141, 1^3^ 184-j; schema,
123 ; eyes in, loi, no

D’Annunzio, Gabnele 5
Dame Alighieri,

j, .i,
onme \ersus human comec
xn use of three, 2 ; Lucifer
nferno, 24, formal complex;
o

, 57, keys to Purgatory, 6
griffin m Purgatono, 86,
Aristotle, 95 , shape-changes,
HI, called by name
Beatrice, 147, ,n Orre, n

149, crowned and mitred, 149,

Ulysses in, 15^4, 17 1-2, ending

of Divine Comedy

y

161; Earthly

Paradise in, 169, Canto XXVII,

Paradtso, 172, on Adam and

Eve, 172, love in, 174, symbo-

lism of letters, 193, on nature

and art, 1 94
dark lady, 8 5

Danvin, Charles, 163

Dawson, Doughy Dan, 66, 68

‘Day of the Rabblement, The’, 54

Deasy, Garrett, 20-3, g8, 92, 15-1

death, 24-6, 47-5-6, 5-9, 60, 64-5-,

71, 100, 182, and art, 138-9,

H^, 148, H9» 182, 184-5-

debts, 21, 82, 110

Dedalus, Dilly, 75, 99—100
Dedalus, Mrs Simon, 4-1

1

;
^

^v^alth, 9, II, 28, her bowl,

3 5 , her grave, 5-0 ;
relation to

Stephen, 144, 146, see also

motherhood
Dedalus, Simon, 4-5-, 47, 5°, h*''

singing, 10 5-, 128, see also

fatherhood

Dedalus, Stephen, xii, 2 ,
as

Greek-Irishman, 3 ;
myth-

hopping of, 4-5:, relation to

Bloom, j-7, 27-9, 5-6, rela-

tion to Mulligan, 6-1 1 ,
and

identity, 16-17, m Proteus, 17"

18, 23-6, on history, 21-3, 39,
at first bodiless, 3 1 ,

and Athena,

35: ; and drowned man, 46, 47 >

on death, 23-6, 46, 47, 5’H
role in third tnad, 63, on

church and state, 70—2

,

on

Hamlet, 8 1—9 , summa aestbetica,

90, on Shakespeare, 81—9, 92,
and magic, 99—100, youth of,

1 3 2 ; as embryo, 136
Demogorgon, 115:, 116
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<lemal,astlicme, 8, lo-n, i6, 6o
no, 134, 141, 184

De Sanctis, Francesco, 145
desecration, 133-40, 180
detumcscencc, 128-9, 178
D*gnam,Padd),49,

51, .00. ..j,
'n

Dlugacz, jy-s, 43
Dogberr), t^i
Dollard, Ben, 103-4
Don Quixote, 6
Doran, Bob, 1

1

3

Dostoessk), Fjodor, 60, 90
doubt 90-6. ,33. .40-,. .38.

* , 181, ig3
^ dcnnl,

Hume, sold
Douce, Ljdia, 102, 108, 121
Dowden, Edward, 82
o'vic,

] Alexander, 75,98

*7 . 113, > 7J, 7«
IFflnderin^

Dubliners, xiii,
J dissatisfied with,

dynamo, loi

ear io,_g,

^ y paradise, 137, ,j2-s

Edward VII ,,, ,,,
Pl.. L 47, 144

EhoVr^s
pi,

’ ' ^ > >35
ann, Mary, Thinking about

^romcn, 19:,

embryo, 180

fsriiatr"”

England, 143-4, 180

enthusiasm, 36, 38, 92

eternity, 18, 159-76 (ap 16 1,

162, 164), 180, 183

ethereality, 143, 185, sec also

aesthetes, soul, \egctananism

I ugimmon of Carene, 34,161,190
fumaeui (episode), 151-5, 184-5,

schema, 179

Europe, 99, loi, 169, see also

West
‘Escryman His Own Wife’, 83,87
Lxtlcs, xiii

,
plot compared with

Uljsscs, 7, 28-9, 30, doubt in,

93 ,
notes to, 94 , on nature, 1 63

eyes, 10,-2, 110-14, 121, 122,

125, 140

Fanning, Longjolm, 100

larrcll, Cashel, 76, 92, 120

fart, 106-7, '2i

fascism, 136, 1 8 o ,
sec a/so Caesar,

state

fatherhood, 4-7, 27, 47, 33-6, 39,

60-1, 67, 100, 113, 119, 124,

,33, in Shakespeare, 84-3, in

art, 86-7, 89, 90, 137, 139
Faust, see Goethe
Felix culpa, 1 69 ,

sec also Adam and

Eve

Fergus, 147
fiction, 1 31-3, 179
fidelity, 34, 33, 38, 41-2, 43, 138,

>63, 179, 183

Finnegans Wake, 6 2 ,
space and

time in, 19, avars in, 20, ship

in, 26 ,
and bloomisms, 36 ,

and

Vico, 32, and Bruno, 34, keys

in, 63, Shem in, 93, sexualized

landscape, 127, repetition in,

132, seedfiuit, 1 69 , archetypal

man, 173, Earwicker as poet,
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fire, 170

first chapters {see also episodes bf

nth), external, 2; internal, 39,
on land, 2, 39 ,

sun, 2 ;
body, 2

,

space, 19, tasks, 38, Eumaeus,

1^:1, large gestures and reduc-

tions, 184

fisb, 78, 81

Fitzbams, 1^3

Flanders, Moll, 165

Flaubert, Gustave, £, 12, 79, no,
141

Fleischmann, Martha, 107
Flower, Henry, 39, 41-2, 61,

174, iee also flowers

flowers, 39, 59, 79, 168-9, 172,

174
Flynn, Nosey, 78
food, 32, 74-81, 120
freedom, loi, 17^
Freeman's Journal, 64
Freud, Sigmund, 141
Frost, Robert, 1 3

1

Fuller, Margaret, 1

6

Funuvall, F J , 173-4
fusion, 149, 150, 154, 157, 183

Galatea, in, nj, 123, 126
Gallaher, Ignatius, 66
gates, £1

Gautier, Th^ophile, 1

8

Gay, K C
, 195

Gea-Tellus, i^8, 164, 18

1

Ghost, m Hamlet, 83; of Mrs
Dedalus, 9, ii, 28

Giacomo Joyce, xui,
^
eyes in,

102

Gibraltar, 162, 170, 17 1—2,
174, 183

Gide, Andre, 90, 192
Gilbert, Stuart, xvi, 34, 60,

72-3, 98, 103, iio-n, 13-1,

‘SS, 187, 192, 193

Glasncvin, 47, 62, 64; sec also

Hades (episode)

God, 127, 134, 138, Mulligan

and Stephen on, 19, Molly on,

1 68-9 j
transformations of, 24-

2^; into flesh, 55-, 60, 17°;

into man, £$, 60, 89; and

King, 74“5'; Stephen’s correc-

tion of, 81; and Christ, 86;

and starry heavens, 92; and

Moses, n 8 ,
and Shakespeare,

123 ;
in Grcc, 142-3, 182

gods, 18-19, 71

Goethe, J. W von, his Faust, 8,

n, 12, 18, 29, 141, 164, on

Shakespeare, 82

Gogarty, Oliver St John, 16;

quarrel %vith J,
xiv-xv; pays

rent for tower, 8; his syco-

phancy to English, I o

gold, 37-8

Goldberg, S L., 191

good, 29

Gorgonzola, 74, 80, 191

Gorman, Herbert, 187-8

Gouldmg, Richie, 103, 107, 121

Greece, 66-7, 118

Greek, 2-3, 183; people, 3; lan-

guage, 38, 122-3, sculpture,

71; homosexuality, 83;

107 ; Dublin, 176
Gregory, Augusta Lady, xi

Hades (episode), 45-56, i 84-5 >

schema, 39; rabm, 141
Haines, xv; anti-Semitism of, 9~

1 1 ,
on history, 20-1

Halper, Nathan, 193
Hamlet, 7-8,' 81-9, 133, I59> ’'79

Hardy, Thomas, 1

8

Hams, Frank, 82

Hart, Cine, 191
Hathaway, Anne, 84-3
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Hauptmann, Gerhart, 148

headlines, 72-3, 92

heart, 80, loi, iiQ

Heaven, 38, 121, 172-4

heaventree, 157, 181

Hebrew, 35, 58, 69, 192

Hegel, G W F ,
21

Hunter, Alfred H ,
xin, xvi, 3

Hynes, Joe, 111

H^enon, 125-6

,

lago, 84, 85, 86, 122

Ibsen, Henrik, xi, 5. 81, 148
VJ TT A

, , Qft

SL:.3,bs.
*48. 168

^ , Hr see also aesthetes,

Hercules, pillars of, Gibraltar *

3^^^^ Jegetarianism
Hermes, 35, 36-8, 146 23-4, 95, H®-!,
hero, 2-6, 123 ,

Bloom as, 28-31 ,
identity, 9,

and Stephen’s nosepicking, 25- ’82

26, and masturbation, 13I and f ’/g,

n™-SI,„el', ,44..»an,e»- >46,

Hihemion, 187, first becomes fidelity

felt, 73, fully formed, 175 r.lr.m,e 100
history, 92-4, theories of, 20-3,

milWoman, 20, m
thepresent,39.i85.Bloomon. Ireland,

114, 116, Vico on, ’+’-2 , r
Jjjg Sm, 180, see also

problem of resolved, 175 .
false,

gJand, nationalism
179, awaKeninc from, 183 ^‘*6. ^ ^ v _« ,ts revival,

HolyFamily, ijo, 156. >74, ’8’
(langu^g^).

‘Holy Office, The’, xv, 14-16,
* * s

, Italian (language), 59

Homer, 1, 3-4, 8-9, 12, use of ii>4 5,

three, 2 , and Anstotle, 1 2 ,
and 1 iT’

gods, 18, his Penelope, 34. , , i P ijg
Calypso, 35, Aeolus, 63. tails- Jacobsen ] P .

manic topography, 74, his Nau-
sicaa, 130, Enmaeus, 152, and ^eaiou^,

ending of OdySsej, 1 6 1 ,
lyi, see Jehov^, 115

.i. 0%„y :»V. H..n» o.,
homMomlity, 6, 83 ,

md number 1”^^ on, ir-S .
Dlugam, 3!-«

Howi,, hiH of, „.8„, n,, 167- •'“'“BoimC’toubSnon m

191-2, and Kant, 150. o" Jolas, Eugene, 57

nature, 163
journalism, 62-73
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Joyce, Mrs James (Nora Bamacic),

first meeting with J, xiv
,
agrees

to elope, XV
;
meaning of elope-

ment, 6
,
on J and Shakespeare,

8i
,
on J, 166

Joyce, Stanislaus, xvi, i, 12, loG,

189

Judas, 142, 152, 179

Kant, Immanuel, 97, 1 jo

Kelleher, Corny, 146
Kells, Book of, 73
Keyes (publican), 64-5-, 72
keys, 64-^, 88, 181

kidney, 32, 77
king, 142, 144, i43^j ,45^ ,80,

182, see also viceroy

Lambert, Ned, 100
land, 2, 39, ^j-6, 87, 123
language, 25, 63
Larbaud, Valery, 187
La Rochefoucauld, F due de, 4;
Latin, 44, 119,
lawandorder, i o

i

,

in
Lawrence, D H ,’73, 1^8
Lazarus, ^o, 148
Lee, Sidney, 82

lemniscate, 163
Lenehan, 129
Leo (constellation),

i_f6, 181
Leopold Shakespere, 173-4
Lestrjgomans (episode), 74-8 1,10

^68, 184-^, schema, 120
’

Lethe, 138
letters (of alphabet) 0, ijo,
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,

S, 162, J93

,

Y, 162, \
Lewis, Wyndham, xvn
Liffey, 91, 97_8, 100, 127
mati, Carlo, schema sent to, x\

J'"’,
62, 88, 187-8, ’19

Stephen m schema, 31 ,

(Itring Rnch, 91, Sintn, 104,

107 : C \cl0p‘i, I I r ,
115,

\au\uii(t, 127, Circc, i|f, I 49 f

1 unuictis, ip, 1 54> I ^>3 ,

163 ,
Ptnclopc. Kj2 , 163

literature, 81, 157, 5cc also

aesthetic, art, poctr)

London, 123

Lotus-Caters (episode), 38-46, 5^41

1 84-^ ,
schema, 39

lose, J9, 122, 140, introduced as

theme, i i-i 2 ;
animates Bloom’s

memory, 80, animates its

objects, 81 ;
act of, m art, 89,

and pornography, 99 ,
unlove,

106, 126, and war, 106,

Bloom on, 114, 116, 123,

Shelley on, ii^, relation to

art, 124, 140, 174, 183, in

Sirens, I 2 I
,

as Agape, 1
46-8

,

paternal, 149, 182, sexual, 167,

I74-J, 181, 183, i8^

‘Low-Backed Car, The’, 134

Lucifer, 9, 28, 144, in Proteus snd

Inferno, 24, and Mulligan, SS)

see also Mephistopheles

lungs, 71-3
lust, 103

lying-m hospital
,

sec maternity

hospital

Lynch, Vincent, 139, 1 ^2

Lyons, Bantam, 42-3, 92

MacDowell, Gerty, 123', 126-32,

173. i8^, 193
MacHugh, Professor, 62, 66-7,

68—70
M’Intosh, 91

‘Mackerel’ (Bloom’s nickname),

78, I 2o

madness, 1 56 ,
see second chapters

Maeterlinck, Maunce, 142
Mallarme, Stephane, 83, 104, i93
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Man, Isle of, 64-y
Mano, 63-4
manolatry, 127-30, 178
Mark, St, 96
Martello tower, xi\, 8-9, 19, 58,

•37

Martha (m New Testament), 4j
Martha (opera by F Flotow), 64,

•°S. 107, 121, 128, see also

Clifford, Martha
Mary, Virgin, 45, 127-8, 139,

^^o, 178
Masoch, Leopold von Sacher, 39,

60
, sec sado-masochism

Mason, Ellsworth, j2
™“s,9 , 9 ,

masturbation,
83, 87, 123, i2j

,

' 33 i 146, 178
Matcham’s Masterstroke’, 31
materialism,

93, 12^-6, 140
maternity hospital, 63, 133-40
M«welI,J C, 128

j.
^ P

> 42-3, S9
Melchiori, Giorgio, 194
memory, 78-9, 9j, ,72, ,82
menstruation. Bloom accused of

’• 3 . and Gerty, 132, 170-1
®*id Molly Bloom, 139, 162
'70-1, 183, 194
enton, John Henry, 52

midnight, ,40

33 ,

-ij
Cathleen ni Houlihan

uid Gummy Granny
mmerva, 140

^

HS-6, 182
Mona Lisa, 76
monsters, jee third chapters
orose delectation, 4f, 77, i 30, i

(

Mosenthal, S H , 3

1

Moses, 67-71, 1 iS

motherhood, 4-11, 33-6, 137-8,

m art, 86-9, 90, 146

Mulligan, Malachi, xii, xiv-xv, and

Greek, 2-3 ,
as Mephistopheles,

8-1 1 ,
and denial, 1 6, 134, 164,

self-contradiction, 17, solidity,

19, celebrates mass, 21, 44,

SS, on Shakespeare, 82-3, as

materialist, 86, as adversary to

Stephen, 88, 132, i 39 ,
and

Thersites, 110, and sexuality,

1 34-3 ,
and trinity, i 34

Mulvey, Lieutenant, 171-2, 183

Munchausen, Baron, 133

Murphy, W B , 134-3, ' 79 , '93

Murray, Red, 63-4

music, 101-9, 19

1

mysticism, 13, see also occultism

myth, J’s four-leveled, xii-xiii,

37 , 90, • '6, '^ 9 > '76

Nabokov, Vladimir, 129

names, 112—13, see also Citizen,

Clifford, Martha, Flower,

Henry ,
Outis ,

Thersites

narcissism, 43, 1 33

nationalism, 10, 36, 46, 36, 88,

106, 144, Stephen’s parable of,

63, Cyclops, 1 12-14

naturalism, 17, 7 °-i,

nature, worship of, 66
, 69-70,

1 24, and art in Shakespeare, 84,

122, 138, 1 9 3, and art m Joyce,

149, 173-3, 184, Hume on, 96,

order of, 136, 138-40, Molly

as spokesman for, 163-4, in

Oxen of the Sun, 180

Nausicaa (episode), 33, 123, 126-

133, 138, 1 84-3 ,
schema, 178,

Jon Odysseus with, 30, Eros in,

134
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navel, see omphalos

ne^tive capability, 123
Nelson, Admiral Horatio, 67, 70-

73

Nelson’s Pillar, 62, 70
Nestor (episode), 20-3, 184-^,

schema, 58 , compared with
Lotus-Eaters

y

39
newspaper office, 63-7, 72
Newton, Sir Isaac, 1 3-8

Nobodaddy, 60, see also God
Noman, 111-14, 123, 143-

no-ness, 113, 164, jce also denial,
sentimentality

nosepicking, 23-6
Nostos (Return)^ i, 63, 1^0-76, 193
Nothungy

Notre Dame (cathedral), xvii
novel, theory of, 13-4-3-

numbers three, 1-2, eight, 163,
164, mne, 31, 174, sixteen,

193 , lemniscate, 163
nymph, 33-4, 182

objects, 91, 141, 1 82
occJfem, .a-.8, 76-7,
.86-7, 163-

O’Connell, Darnel,
octopus, 76, 120
Ot^sse/, relation to Ulyssesy :

189, Telemachus in, 4-3-, u
^ earth, and Heaven

18-19, J on Odysseus, 29-:
ccgony,

3^^ 190, Hades
46, 47, 49-J2,
goraans, 74, Scylla and Cha
M>s. 86, Circc, 88, 141-6.1
sn^ang, ,eo, S.re„a,^„2.

'°V
Cyclops. ,,,. ,12, emolog) of Odysseus' name, ,

'''cn, ,34, Ho.Eumaeus.
,

1 3-4, final episode, 161-2, 166

Oedipus, 3-, 89
Old Gummy Granny, 144
O’MoIloy, J. J., 67-8

omphalos (navel), xiv-xv, 2, 34-3',

47, 178

ontogeny, 138-40, 180

opera, 3-9, 106-7, 121 ,
Mano, 63,

64 ,
Rose o/* Castille, 67 ;

see also

Martha

oratory, 67-70
ore, 14

1

Orpheus, 107, 148
Othello, 86, 122

OutiSy 111-14, 123, 143^

Ovid, 141

Oxen of the Sun (episode), 123’,

133-40, ijr6, 174, 184-3-,

schema, 180

Palestine, 33--8, 71
Pangloss, Dr, iii, 112, 114, ii^,

116, 123, 126

‘Parable of the Plums’, 63^, 70-r

parallax, j8, 3-9, 167
Pans, 9, 87, 123
Parnell, Charles Stewart, 3, SOy

^S3, 179
Pamell, John Howard, 97
Parsifal, 29
parturition, 133-40, 180

Passmore, John, 192
Passover, 69
Pater, Walter, 76, 104
Penelope (episode), 14 1, 159-76,

^84-5, schema, 183, style in,

1 5:1 , as Homeric figure, 1 1, 33-

34, 58, 84, 107, 108
penis, 39, 5^9, 1 21, 141, 178
Peter, St, 92
philosophy, 12-18, 3-2-6, 93-6,

250, 163, 168, 181
Phoenix Park, murders, 66, 153
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Plato, 114- 12 2, 174
poetry, j8, 120, 129-30, 133, 1^3
Polyphemus, in, 123, 141
Pope, Alexander, 91
pornography,

33, too, 119, 163-
164, 182

pomosophy, 100, 119, 182
Portrait oj the Artist as a Young Man,

xn, 14, loi, completed
'9*4) xiii, change of season,
xiii

, all ages as one, 2 ,
Daedalus

myth, 4-j, material left over,
6-7, structure of, 6-7, 1J9,
poem m, 2j, Bruno in, 54, on
dead contemporancs, 70 ,

on
imagination, 86 , on art as
natural begetting, 87-8

,

Stephen’s development, 93 , on
uture, 144, Yeats in, 147-8

roseidon,

potato, 146
Pound, Ezra, 73
Prescott, Joseph, 193
press, 62-7, 70, 118
Prmst, 9-10,

'78, 182
, sec also church

•rometheus,
9, ,7,, Shelley’s,

"J, • 9a , unbinding of, 149
Prospero,87, 122
**otestantism,

Pmteur (episode), 23-6, 1 84-;,
enema,

39 ^ time and space,
•7-18, 87, 92, ,01-2, 11^,
parallel with Hades, 47-8 ,

Rose-

Si

,

dog in, 141 , on
Women, i66

, on transubstantia-
'“O' SSt s8, 170, see also third
chapters

Proust, Marcel, 172
prudery, 76-7, ,63
‘urefoy, Mrs Wilhclmina, 76,

p
’36-7, 139

negatory, 64-j, 96, 140, 144,

148, 149, 182

reason, 140, ig6, 181

reconciliation in comedy, xi, in

Shakespeare, 8 c

religion, 43-6, 56, 92, 94, see also

church

Rembrandt van Rijn, 1

2

retreat, 178

Return, sec Nostos

Reynolds, Mary, 193

Richard 111, 84-3’

rlcoTso, 26, 32, 39, 87-9, 113-16,

122, 123, 147-9) 172-3) '82-3

Rimbaud, Arthur, 193

Riordan, Mrs, 162, 164-3, 166,

1^7, 172

Robinson Crusoe, 6

Rome, 66-7, 1 18, roman candle,

128-9, 178

rose, 138, 168-9, 174, 180, 182

Roserean, 26, 33, 39, 174) '83

Roth, Philip, 133

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 66, 68,

RusLV George (AE), attacked by

J, 14-16, 68, on two-headed

octopus, 76—7 ,
on Shakespeare,

82, with Mulligan, 83, as

idealist, 86, vegetarian art,

'39

Sadc, Marquis de, 60

sado-masochism, 33, 60, 123,

143, 166, 182

Salanka, Abbot Peter, 99
Samaritan, 146, 132, 179

Sargent, 21

Satan, 123, see also Lucifer,

Mcphistopheles

scepticism, 94-6, 1 30 ,
see also

doubt

Schmitz, Ettore, as a model for
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Schoenbaum, 8,191
Schutte, William, 14

Scjlla and Charybdis (episode), 63,

81-9, 92, 1 13, 138, I39-40*

> 41 ,
' 73 -4 , '84-?, '9',

schema, 122-3

sea, 19-20, 26, 3^, ££-6, 5:9, 87,

123, 126, 172, 183

second chapters {see also episodes by

title) internal, 2, external, 39,
on water, 2,39, moon, 2 ,

soul,

2, time, 19, lunacy, 22, 7 £-6,

92, 120, 134, 1^6, compul-
sions, 38, non-events, 42,
cruelty and goodwill, 1 84

seedcake, 79-80, 120, 168-9

sentimentality, 83, no, 114, 123,

124, 132, 166, 178
sexuality, 74-81, 86-9, no, 120,

and Gerty, 128-9, and Mulli-

gan, 134-^, Virgin Mary, 139,
in Circe, 143 ,

m Ithaca, i ^8
,
in

Tenelope, 172-5-, in Oxen of the

Sun, 180

Shakespeare, Hamnet, 84
Shakespeare, William, 8, 12, r8,

122, 123, 126, 133, 139,
191 ,

his life, 81-9, 92, 173-4,
his wife, 84-5, dark lady, 85,
Tioilus and Cressida, no, J’s
evaluation of, n^, m Circe,

142, 183, on art, 194, see

also Hamlet
Shaw, Bernard, 81

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 115, 192
shells, 20-3
Shem, 93
Sidney, Sir Philip, 53

S9 , 169, and error, qo
Sinbad, 158
Sinn Fein, 88
Sirens (episode), 101-9, 1 10, 115,

125,

1^4, 184-5, schema, i2r

slang, 135-b

Socrates, 84, 88, 142

Sodom, 36-8

soul, 83, 124, 140, 159, t 7 S~^t

182-3, 185, defined by Aris-

totle, 22, occult view of, 82;

J’s view of, 86, parentage of,

90; Hume on, 95, and porno-

graphy, 99, translation into

circumstances, 142 ;
in Circe,

142-3

space, J’s use of, 18-20, 39, 58,

86, 87, 91-6, 97-8, 118-22,

125, 184, Hume on, 9 £-6, m
Circe, 1 01-2, 145-9, in Cyclops,

115, in Nostos, 150-1, 162-76,

in Nausicaa, 178, in Eumacus,

179, in Circe, 182

sperm, 75-6, 120, 136, 180

stars, 149, 156, 157, 159, 18

1

state, 22-3, 60- 1, 74-5, in Wan-

dering Rocks, 98-9, ii9»

Aeolus, 1 1 8 ,
in Circe, 142-3

stately (word), 162

statistics, 181

Stephen Hero, on naturalness of art,

87 ,on Christ, 1 9 2, on letters, 194

Stevens, Wallace, 28, 49, 56, 102,

174
stone, 67, 68, 70, 71, 80-1, 124

Stratford, 87, 123

style, 135-6, 180, constabular,

subjectivism, i 7
sun, 37-9, 58, 133-4, 1 66, i8r,

^83
superstition, 92 ,

see religion

surrealism, 182

Svevo, Italo, see Schmitz, Ettore

Sweelinck, Jan Pieter, 151

Sweets of Sin, 99
Swift, Jonathan, 24
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symbolism, J7, 76, 77, 105, 121,

181

Symplegades, 91-2, 98, loo-i

syphilis, 146

Synge, J M ,
12

Taylor, John F
, 68-70

Tckgonj 34, 161, 190

Tekmachwd, i, 8-26, and Stephen,

8-9, abstract patterns, 31, 89,

193) ship, 17+
Telemachus, 4-^, 7, 27, and

Penelope, ii, and Aeolus, (,£,

ambush of, i ^4
Tekmachus (episode), 8-2o, 3J,

54-j, 184-f, schema, ^8
Tennyson, Alfred Lord, 3 9
Thersites, 1 10-16, 123, 134
third chapters (see also episodes by

title) external and internal, 2

,

amphibious, 2 ,
sun and moon,

2, body and soul, 2, 26, space
and time, 19, 23, 26, 86, 87,
1 43-9 , act of love, 81-9, mon-
sters in, 141 , syntheses, 184

throwaivay, 43
Tichbome claimant, 143, 179
Tilhch, Paul, 93
time, J’s use of, 1S-19, 20-2, 39,

i'8-9, 86-7, 91-6, 118-22,
184, Hume on, 9i'-6, in

Sirens, jn Circe, 10 1-2,
* 4-5-9 , 182, in Oxen oj the Sun,
* 80 , m Nostos, I JO, 1 6 1-7j

iifesias,
171

Tolstoy, Count Leo, -114, 130.
146, 176

Tophet, 47
Trafalgar, 62
tragedy, XI, 12

transmigration of souls, 16
transubstanhation,

jj, j8, ,39,
*44. 170-1, 182

Trench, Samuel Chencvix, xv

tnadic structure, 1-2, 63, 151,

ij6, 184-5, first chapters,

second chapters, third chap-

ters

Trilling, Lionel, 73

Trinity, 19, 28, 150, 153-4, i 75 ,

179
Trojan War, 29, 63, 70

Twigg, Lizzie, 76-7

Ulster, 2 1-2

Ulysses difficulty, xi, as comedy,

XI
,

beginnings of, xiii, 1-8

,

Gilbert schema, xvi, xvii
,
Linati

schema, xvi-xvii , original chap-

ter plan, 1-2, Irish Faust, 11-

12 , J on character of its hero,

29-30, Wandering Kochs as

microcosm of, 91

‘Ulysses’ (short story), xiii, xvi

Ulysses Pseudangelos, 1 54-5, 1 79
U P up, 75-6, 84, 1 20

urine, 25, 75-6, 107, 120, 121,

131, 156, 157, 181

vagina, 37, 39, 122, 164, 178

lagitus, 133-40, 180

vegetarianism, 77-8

Penus and Adonis (Shakespeare’s),

85
viceroy, 98-9, roi, 106

Vico, Giambattista, 52-3, 58-9,

136, 190, in schemas, 58-9,

118-23, 178-83, on world as

man’s creation, 84, in Circe,

141-2, 193

Victoria, Queen, 48
Virag, Rudolph, 48, 112

void, 92, 158
Voltaire, J F M A de, 1 1

2

Wagner, Richard, 104
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Wallace, Charles William, 81-2

Walsh, Archbishop William J ,

64, 66, 71

Wandering Rocks (episode), 90-
io3> 1 84-^ ,

schema, 119,
Lenehan on Bloom, 129

war, 106

water, 170, see sea, unne
water closet, 67
Weaver, Harriet, 104, 140
West, 169, 183

Whitman, CedncH., 189
Whitman, Walt, 17
Wilde, Oscar, 62, 82, 89
Wilson, Edmund, 160-2, 188
windbag, ii8

Wittgenstein, Ludwig, 28
womanly man, 86

women. Bloom and Stephen on,
47-8, 137-8, 170, 181; m
Circe, 142-3

, J on, 164
Woolf, Virgima, 13^
Wordsworth, William, 1

1

5-

xenophobia, 112

Yeats, W. B., lo-ii, 99, 173;

The Countess Catbicen quoted,

xo-ii, 1 16, 147-8; criticized

as aesthete by J, 1 3-14 ;
A Vision,

^6-7; ‘Red Hanrahan’s Song

About Ireland’, 138; ‘To the

Rose upon the Rood of Time’,

138, 174, on music, 192, pre-

dicts new work on Ulysses,

J93

yes, 162, 164, 167, ijs; see also

affirmation

Y.M.C A., 74.-

s

youth, 4-6, 21, 27, ^8, 130-3,

i^i, 1^8, 178

Zion and Ziomsm, 36-8, 46, ii4»

1 1 8 ,
Protocols of the Elders of

Zion, 15-3
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